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ABSTRACT 
The Upper Cretaceous Morley Coal Measures in the Ohai Coalfield 
are one of three non-marine formations constituting the Ohai Group. In 
the past, seam correlation has generally been carried out using 
lithological criteria, however due to dramatic thinning and splitting of 
seams, a~ociated faulting, and abrupt facies changes uncertainties in 
coal seam correlation have frequently arisen. In order to minimize 
lithostratigraphic uncertainties Couper (1964) pioneered a palynological 
zonation which demonstrated the potential of palynology for coal seam 
correlation. However, Couper's early work has proved unreliable and is 
in need of further refinement. 
Recent drillholes incorporating almost fully cored sequences of 
the Morley Formation have permitted further palynological examination of 
the coal measures. Nine drillholes were selected and 140 samples taken, 
at 10 metre intervals, for palynological analyses. 
The Morley Coal Measures are unconformably overlain by the 
Beaumont Coal Measures. This important boundary, though difficult to 
detect lithologically, is readily defined on palynological grounds. 
Biostratigraphic subdivision of the Morley Coal Measures was 
investigated by the application of three quantitative techniques. These 
entailed the construction and analysis of: (1) Standard pollen diagrams 
based on relative abundances of selected taxa and groups of taxa; (2) 
Pollen diagrams zoned by the numerical method of cluster analysis; (3) 
Ratios of selected taxa of recurrent and variably high frequency. 
Technique (1), involving relative abundance patterns of key taxa 
and groups of taxa was successful in providing a basis for subdivision 
of the Morley Coal Measures into three pollen zones, two interzonal 
units and two unzoned units. The three pollen zones were, in 
stratigraphically descending order: The Nothofagus kaitangata acme zone, 
The SPPA assemblage zone, and the Tricolpites reticulatus acme zone. 
Techniques (2) and (3) were, in all practicality, unproductive, 
although results suggested that, with refinement, cluster analysis could 
aid the zonation of pollen diagrams. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 LOCATION 
The economically important Ohai Coalfield of Late Cretaceous -
Early Tertiary age is situated some 80km northwest of Invercargill 
(Figure 1) where it lies within an east - west, fault bounded depression 
that separates the Takitimu and Longwood Mountain Ranges. The township of 
Ohai has a population of about 500 and is accessed by both state highway 
and rail connecting the Southland Plains to the Waiau Val l ey. The 
coalfield covers approximately 100 sq km. Ohai is mapped on the N. Z.G .S 
1:250 000 series, sheet 24 of Invercargill; the N.Z.G.S 1:63 360 series, 
sheets S159 and S168; and on 1:16 042 sheets of Bowen (1964), N.Z.G.S 
Bulletin 51, Geology of Ohai Coalfield. 
1.2 PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
The first geological account of the coalfield appears to have been 
that of Hector (1869) who briefly described the coal measures noting many 
of their characteristics. His observations were mainly of the Tertiary 
coals in which he recorded the resinous nature, the seam thickness 
variation, the ferruginous nodules in the mudstones, and the freshwater 
bivalve Unio (now Velesunio huttoni). He deduced that these beds rested 
unconformably upon fossiliferous .Triassic sediments and also that they 
dipped beneath the overlying Tertiary marls and l imestones. At that time 
Hector considered the coal measures to be probably correlative with those 
on the West Coast, Shag Point, and the Waikato. 
Hutton (1872) applied the name Brown Coal Formation to the coal 
measures of the Ohai depression, regarding them as Lower or Middle 
Eocene. He al so noted the variation in dip direction and seam thickness, 
and also observed that considerable erosion had occurred aft er the 
Figure 1 
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Locality map showing Ohai Coalfield and main access routes. 
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3 
deposition of the upper Mesozoic rocks. 
Brief reports by Ongley (1917) and Morgan (1920) referred to the 
multiple seam nature of the coalfield, the lenticularity of seams and the 
disturbance of the field by faults. It was apparent from Ongley's map 
that both Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary coals were being mined although 
this was not realised at the time. Both reports indicated the need for 
further geological work in order to fully utilize the coalfield. 
Park (1921) submitted the most complete of the early accounts and 
made an attempt at seam correlation. He recognised three seams; the 
.. resin seam11 , the 11 main seam 11 , and the stratigraphically lowest 11 thin 
seam11 • The latter two are now called the Morley No.2 seam and No.3 seam 
respectively (Bowen 1964). As is now apparent, Park's attempt at 
correlation was based on an oversimplified structural assessment. Many of 
his correlations were extended too far and, consequently, were generally 
incorrect. 
Lillie from 1942 to 1945 (lillie 1945, unpublished N.Z.G.S report) 
undertook the first detailed study of the Ohai Coalfield . In the course 
of his work he encountered many stratigraphic and structural complexities 
and, as a consequence, his attempts at correlation were limited and 
confined to small areas; in some places several alternative correlations 
were suggested. It is not clear what age Lillie assigned the coal 
measures. Initially, he recognised four main seams, assigning them a 
Cretaceous age, and a number of resin seams which he thought were 
Tertiary. At a later stage Lillie assigned all the coal measures to the 
Tertiary though suggested they might be Upper Cretaceous in age by 
comparison with the Kaitangata Coal Measures. Irrespective of this 
confusion the Cretaceous/Tertiary unconformity within the coal measures 
remained unrecognised. 
On the recommendations of Lillie (1945) 
program was initiated . This programme, which 
an extensive drilling 
by 1953 was largely 
completed, was accompanied by a major geological survey undertaken by F.E 
Bowen (Bowen 1964). This survey resulted in a reinterpretation of the 
stratigraphy, structure, and seam correlation of the Ohai coalfield. 
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Bowen (in Couper 1953) recognised that the coal measures of the 
Ohai/Nightcaps district could be divided into two groups which were 
separated by a major unconformity. The older group was subdivided into 
the Lower and Middle Ohai Groups while the younger group was called the 
Upper Ohai Group. 
At that time R.A Couper (in Suggate and Couper 1952, Couper 1953) 
constructed a palynological zonation based on material examined from 
various seams established by Bowen. This scheme supported Bowen's 
correlations over most of the area but lead to a reinterpretation of an 
area in the northeast of the district. Couper assigned to the Lower and 
Middle Ohai Groups an Upper Cretaceous age (Haumurian and possibly 
Piripauan) and to the Upper Ohai Group a Middle to Late Eocene age. He 
noted that the Lower and Middle Groups were similar, with discrimination 
between them based on relative abundance rather than distinctiveness of 
species. The Upper and Middle Groups, however, Couper distinguished on 
major floral differences. The almost complete absence of conifer and 
proteaceous taxa, characteristic of the Lower and middle Groups, was a 
conspicuous feature of the Upper Group. 
Bowen's study of the coalfield culminated with the publication of 
his "Geology of the Ohai Coalfield" bulletin in 1964. His final 
refinement of subdivisions are set out in Table 1. 
Sykes (1985) carried out an M.Sc study on the Ohai Coalfield 
examining the paleoenvironmental and tectonic controls on the coal 
measure characteristics. He introduced a number of fundamentally new 
concepts for depositional models with respect to coal exploration and 
mine development and employed the use of palynology in a number of cases 
to distinguish between Beaumont and Morley formations. 
In addition to these relatively general geological accounts (with 
the exception of Sykes 1985) other studies of more specialised nature 
have been carried out. These include Gravity surveys, Seismic surveys, 
coal geochemical and mineralogical studies, and a number of palynological 
investigations. 
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Bowen, in Couper 1953 Bowen 1964 
~haingaroan 
Orauea mudstone 
Upper Ohai Group Nightcaps Group 
Beaumont Coat Measures 
Bortonian 
---------------------- - ------- --------------- - - unconformity ------------ -------------- - --
Middle Ohai Group Morley Coat Measures Haumurian 
Ohai Group New Brighton conglomerate 
Lower Ohai Group 
~airio Coat Measures Piripauan 
-------unconformity ---------1----------------- unconformity ------------1-----------------
1 I Triassic 
Basement I Basement I 
I I Carboniferous 
Table 1 Strat igraphy of the Ohai Coal field (after Bowen 1964). 
1.3 GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE COALFI ELD 
The region around the coalfiel d is divisible into three north-south 
trending belts which, from west to east, compr i se : the Tertiary sediments 
of the Waiau Basin, the Permo-Carboniferous volcanics and intrusives of 
the Taki timu-Longwood Ranges, and the Triassic sediments forming part of 
the southwestern limb of the Southland Syncline (Figure 2) . The Ohai 
Basin i s a fault-bounded sediment ary basin lying within the Takitimu 
Vol canics and i s a conspicuous feature because of i ts east-west t rend and 
Cretaceous sediment content . At i ts northeastern boundary the sequence 
either laps unconformably onto, or is in f ault contact wi th Triassic 
sediments . To the northwest the nature of the contact is somewhat 
uncertai n. Wood (1966) and Mutch (1964) on their maps show the contact as 
being predominantly sedimentary . However Bowen (1964) and Sykes (1985) 
consider the contact to be faulted. The southern margin of the basin is 
cl early fau l t bounded against the Takitimu Volcanics of t he Woodlaw 
Range. Recent work with gravity anomaly data (Woodward and Kicinski 1983; 
in Sykes 1985) suggest that the major fault along this contact , the 
Twinlaw Fault, has a major dip-slip component (dipping to t he south). 
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Figure 2 Regional geological setting of the Ohai Coalfield. After Wood (1966) 
(coalfield is outlined). 
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1.4 STRATIGRAPHY 
The stratigraphic terminology applied in this thesis follows Bowen 
· (1964) (Table 1). Two groups are recognised: 
(1) The lower Ohai Group of Upper Cretaceous (Piripauan-Haumaurian) 
age, and 
(2) the Nightcaps Group of mid Eocene to lower Oligocene age 
(Runangan-Whaingaroan). This group unconformably overlies the Ohai 
Group. 
1.4.1 The Ohai Group 
The Ohai Group rests unconformably on pre-Cretaceous basement 
rocks. Latest drillhole data indicate a maximum thickness of 330 metres. 
Bowen (1964) considered it likely that the original sediment pile was 
much thicker than the maximum thickness now preserved. It is also 
probable that these sediments were deposited over an area much more 
extensive than the present confines of the coalfield. The Ohai Group 
comprises three non-marine formations; the Wairio Coal Measures, the New 
Brighton Conglomerate and the Morley Coal Measures. 
The Wairio Coal Measures are, stratigraphically, the oldest 
formation of the Ohai Group. The maximum recorded thickness is 
approximately 51 metres. The type section, found at the junction of 
Morley Stream and Coal Creek, consists of conglomerate, coarse sandstone, 
shale and thin (generally less than 1.3 m thick), high ash coal seams. 
The Wairio Coal Measures are succeeded by the New Brighton 
Conglomerate. Prior to the completion of the State Coal Mines Drillhole 
343 in July 1984 the nature of the contact between the New Brighton 
Conglomerate and the underlying Wairio Coal Measures was unknown; it is 
now known to be unconformable. Prior to this the contact was 
indeterminable as no outcrop of the contact was known. The New Brighton 
Conglomerate comprises dominantly conglomerate with lesser bands of 
sandstone (usually coarse), mudstone, shale and coal (most commonly in 
the upper 40 metres of the formation. The maximum recorded thickness is 
approximately 110-120 metres. 
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The Morley Coal Measures are the youngest Formation within the 
Ohai Group and are of greatest economic importance. The contact between 
the Morley Coal Measures and the underlying New Brighton Conglomerate 
appears to be conformable over much of the coalfield, however Bowen 
(1964} suggested it may be unconformable in some areas near Nightcaps 
township. The maximum thickness of this formation is somewhat uncertain 
due mainly to the difficulty in detecting the unconformity separating the 
Ohai Group as a whole from the overlying Nightcaps Group. Bowen (1964} 
suggested a thickness for the Morley Coal Measures of some 170 metres 
however Sykes (1985} indicated 217 metres; Sykes' estimate is considered 
probably more accurate as palynological age control was used. It is 
almost certain, though, that the present thickness of the formation does 
not represent the maximum original thickness. Bowen (1964} suggested that 
during deposition of the coal measures, folding and faulting, accompanied 
by erosion, resulted in numerous breaks in the sequence and abrupt facies 
changes. He also noted that increasing thicknesses between the bases of 
some of the coal seams indicated thickening of the sediments towards the 
present synclinal areas. These movements culminated in the period of 
widespread erosion prior to the deposition of the Nightcaps Group. 
Lithologies within the Morley Coal Measures range from clays 
through to boulder conglomerate, with carbonaceous muds , siltstones and 
sandstones being particularly prominent in areas adjacent to coal seams. 
Six coal horizons of economic importance are recognised. From the oldest 
to youngest they are: No.3 seam, Couper Seam, Morley No.2 seam, Linton 
Main Seam/Morley No.ll seam, Morley No.1 seam and Star seam. Referral 
to these horizons as discrete "seams" is misleading as, almost certainly 
there is splitting and thinning of seams in stratigraphically adjacent 
parts of the coalfield. Coal seams vary significantly in thickness over 
the coalfield up to a maximum of about 30 metres (Figure 13, in pocket). 
All lithologies are irregularly repeated throughout the formation and, 
with the exception of some coal seams and conglomerates, no single 
lithology can be traced over any great distance with certainty. 
Subdivision of the sequence into lithostratigraphic members has thus far 
proved impossible. 
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A biostratigraphic zonation was established by Couper (1964) who 
divided the Morley Coal Measures into three zones. The lowermost was the 
Podocarpidites cf. e11ipticus Zone (Couper and Morley No.3 seams), 
followed by the Dacrydiumites Zone (informally called Phy71oc7adidites 
zone by Pocknall 1984)(No.l, No.1t, Linton Main and No.2 seams), 
followed by the uppermost Podocarpidites manwickii Zone (Star Seam). 
Recent palynological work, however, has revealed inconsistencies in 
Coupers pioneering scheme. Pocknall (1984) considered the application of 
Coupers biostratigraphical framework problematical with difficulties 
arising through inconsistent assemblages in the dominant coal forming 
vegetation. Sykes (1985) also noted inconsistencies in the scheme. 
1.4.2 The Nightcaps Group 
The Nightcaps Group is divided into two formations; the lower 
Beaumont Coal Measures (Bartonian - Runangan) and, conformably overlying 
this, the esturine/marine Orauea Mudstone (Runangan - Whaingaroan). The 
Nightcaps Group rests unconformably upon either Ohai Group rocks or 
pre-Cretaceous basement rocks. Sediments of this group are widespread, 
being found within the Waiau basin and lapping onto the northeastern limb 
and hinge region of the Southland Syncline. 
The Beaumont Coal Measures have a maximum known thickness of 244 
metres (Sykes 1985) and are composed of mudstones, siltstones, 
sandstones, fine conglomerate and thin (less than 6 metre) lenticular 
coal seams of generally poor quality. Coal of this formation is 
characteristically very resinous. As in the Morley Coal Measures 
lithologies are irregularly repeated and no single lithology persists for 
any great lateral extent making lithostratigraphic subdivision 
impractical. Couper (1964) established a biostratigraphic zonation 
involving two zones. The distinctiveness of the Eocene palynomorphs 
occurring in this unit makes differentiation from the underlying Morley 
Formation a routine procedure. 
1.5 STRUCTURE 
The northwest trending folds in the Ohai Coalfield follow a 
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Structure contours on the Morley No .2 Seam horizon (from Bowen, 
1964). 
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Equal-calorific value and equal-moisture lines for the Morley No.2 
seam horizon (from Bowen 1964). 
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dominant Cretaceous structural trend. The coal measure sediments form the 
northeastern limb of a major syncline, 
southwest of Birchwood (Figure 3). 
the axis of which lies 2 km 
This limb is itself folded into 
southwest and south plunging secondary anticlines and synclines. One such 
anticline - the Ohai Anticline - has resulted in the present coalworkings 
being brought close to the surface. The regional dip of the Cretaceous 
and Tertiary rocks is to the southwest. Coal rank studies (Bowen 1964) 
indicate rank variation broadly parallels the dominant structural 
features (figure 4). Major faults generally parallel the northeast trend 
of folding, however minor faults appear randomly orientated. Fault 
attitude is near vertical with sinuous traces. 
Faulting and folding was believed by Bowen (1964) to be 
contemporaneous with sedimentation. Evidence for this is seen in sequence 
breaks, abrupt facies changes, and considerable variation in sediment 
thickness. These events culminated at the end of the Cretaceous in a 
period of extensive erosion resulting in a widespread surface of 
unconformity. Deformation of the Beaumont Coal Measure sequence has been 
less severe. 
1.6 OBJECTIVES 
In any coalfield successful exploitation of coal reserves hinges on 
a sound understanding of the geology of the area. At Ohai the basic 
structure of the field is essenti ally understood, however, despite almost 
120 years of geological investigations (see section 1.2) the reliability 
of subsurface correlations of coal seams and associated sediments is 
still in doubt, for a variety of reasons. These include: 
(a) Poor surface outcrop of members. Much of the· original 
stratigraphy interpreted from early drillhole data is of doubtful 
accuracy. 
(b) Lack of distinctive marker horizons. 
(c) Lateral facies changes and associated p~riods of erosion. 
(d) Uncertainties in correlating both lithological and geophysical 
characteristics of individual members between drillholes. 
(e) The difficulty in detecting the boundary between the Beaumont and 
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Morley Formations. 
(f) Uncertainties involving the number of, and nature and extent of 
faults . 
The present study addresses the problem of geological correlation 
at Ohai by employing a palynological approach, that utilizes the fossil 
spores and pollen abundantly preserved and distributed in the sediments. 
As with all constituents of the fossil record, there are unmistakable 
changes in spore and pollen composition with time. Such changes form the 
basis for palynostratigraphical zonations that are now routinely used 
worldwide in petroleum exploration and the like. 
The main objectives of the study were as follows: 
(1) To revise the palynological based biostratigraphy pioneered by 
Couper (1964) . 
(2) To establish a precise subdivision of the Morley Coal Measures 
that would allow improved coal seam correlation. 
(3) To accurately del ineate the Beaumont/ Morley boundary in the 
selected drillholes. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS 
2.1 SAMPLING 
At Ohai, sample availability is dictated largely by drilling 
method. Many holes were open-hole drilled until a coal horizon or 
pre-determined depth was reached, at which stage coring commenced, often 
only for the duration of the coal seam. Open hole cuttings were 
unsuitable for palynological analysis due to the high contamination risk 
and uncertainty as to the depth from which the cuttings were derived. 
Holes where the Morley Formation was fully cored were favoured as this 
enabled sampling at regular intervals throughout the whole stratigraphic 
section. Nine holes were selected for analysis in this thesis, they were: 
drillhole 387, 336, 343, 347, 364, 335, 382, 384 and 375 (for drillhole 
location see Figure 5). 
Non carbonaceous to slightly carbonaceous lithologies proved 
relatively unproductive and consequently were avoided. Coal samples also 
yielded poor palynomorph assemblages and were avoided, however, they have 
been found by other workers to yield good assemblages (Raine pers com, 
Raymond 1985, and others). This suggests the processing techniques 
employed in this study were probably at fault. Sampling in general was 
confined to dark carbonaceous mudstones and coaly mudstones where 
possible, which yielded good to excellent palynomorph assemblages. Coarse 
grained lithologies proved to be almost always barren. In order to 
include a satisfactory number of drillholes in the project the sample 
interval was based on 10 metre increments. This was increased or 
decreased depending on lithology and core availibility. Sample locations 
can be seen in Figure 13 (in pocket). 
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Drillcore was held in the Coal Corporation Core shed at 
Ohai. Samples were collected from core which was contained in p.v.c tube 
halves wrapped in plastic. Each sample consisted of a 6 em length half 
section of core, obtained by hammer and cold chisel and sealed in plastic 
bags. Only a half section of core was taken so as to preserve the 
continuity of the drillcore. 
2.2 CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
Many of the chemical reagents usep in palynology are extremely 
dangerous; in addition hazardous products can be formed as by-products 
during processing. Efficient fume cupboard ventilation is imperative. 
Protective clothing was worn at all times in the laboratory, however, 
extra precautions were taken when working with Hydrofluoric Acid and the 
highly corrosive chemicals Nitric Acid, Zinc Bromide solution and 
Ammonium Hydroxide. All processing was carried out in fume cupboards. 
2.3 PROCESSING 
Crushing: 
In order to eliminate contamination, the sample used for crushing 
was obtained by carefully chipping away the outer surface of the core 
leaving completely fresh material exposed. An airgun was used for 
chipping, the "bit'' of which was flamed after each sample. The fresh 
sample was placed in a thick polythene bag and crushed to chips 
(approximately 0.5 - 2.0 mm dia) using a hammer. It was then divided into 
two fractions; one for storing away and the ot~er for continued 
processing. 
Hydrofluoric Acid Maceration: 
Approximately 35 gms of sample - more was used if the sample was 
pale colored and had a low carbonaceous content - was put in a 250 ml 
Teflon beaker, covered with concentrated Hydrofluoric Acid (HF) and left 
to soak for 2 - 5 days. Reaction time varied, dependent on the siliceous 
content of the sample. 
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Washing: 
After HF maceration, the residue was centrifuged in polypropylene 
tubes at 2000 r.p.m for 5 minutes and decanted. The remaining organic 
residue and HF was thoroughly washed in hot concentrated Hydrochloric 
acid (HCl) and again centrifuged at 2000 r.p .m for 5 minutes before 
decanting. The washing process was repeated using hot 10% HCl until all 
traces of HF were removed. 
Oxidation: 
15 - 30 mls of concentrated Nitric acid (HN03) and 50 - 150 mg of 
Potassium Chlorate crystals (KCl03) were used to oxidise the organic 
residue. If the KCl03 failed to produce a reaction, 50 - 100 gm of 
Chromium Trioxide crystals (Cr03) were added. Reaction times (1 - 60 
mins) and oxidant concentrations were varied depending on organic 
content. The oxidation was terminated by neutralizing with 5% Ammonium 
Hydroxide (NH40H) and washing with distilled water. Any detrimental 
effect of oxidation on palynomorph preservation was not investigated. 
Upon inspection of mounted samples differences in preservation were 
evident, however without further investigation it was difficult to 
establish whether the preservation differences are a result of taphonomic 
effects or processing procedures. No samples were acetolized as: (a) the 
oxidation already carried out gave satisfactory results and (b) the 
negative aspects were undesirable; that is, acetolisis tendes to remove 
naturally inherited color and induces inflation and distortion in 
palynomorphs. 
Heavy Liquid Separation: 
Excessive mineral content was removed using Zinc Bromide solution 
(S.G = 2.00). 
Filtration: 
Samples were checked by water mount for coarse material (usually 
unoxidised organic clumps) larger than approximately 240 pm diameter. 
Removal of coarse fraction was achieved with good results by carefully 
washing the residue through a 240 pm mesh with ethanol then centrifuging 
and decanting. The mesh was flamed after each sample. This method was 
both quick and efficient. 
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Light Oxidation: 
At this stage the samples were checked and if necessary reoxidised 
as outlined above. The majority of samples were given a "light oxidation" 
using "Janola" (3% Sodium hypochlorate) for 10 to 60 seconds, excellent 
results were obtained. This last process also had the effect of removing 
fine unoxidised material. The residue was then divided and 2 ml 
transferred to 10 ml disposable tubes for short centrifuging (this was 
the maximum amount for practical purposes). The remainder was transferred 
to small glass specimen tubes with plastic screw tops for storage. 
Short Centrifuging: 
A series of short centrifuging - 2000 r.p.m over 30 seconds - 5 to 
15 in number were performed in order to remove any remaining fine 
material. The process was repeated until the supernant became clear. 
Slide preparation: 
All slides were mounted in glycerine jelly and ringed with 
fingernail polish. Two slides - one stained with safranin, the other 
unstained - were prepared for each sample. Additional slides were made 
for samples with meagre assemblages. All slides were numbered with 
initially a laboratory code and later a University of Canterbury 
Palynology (U.C.P) number. 
2.4 PALYNOMORPH IDENTIFICATION AND LABELLING 
All slides were examined under a Zeiss photomicroscope 3 (Number 
Geol 844) housed in the Geology Department, University of Canterbury. 
Ilford Pan F 35mm film (50 ASA) was used for all photomicrographs. An ASA 
setting on the photomicroscope of 331/3 ASA produced the most consistent 
and well exposed photomicrographs; this setting was used through out the 
photographic procedure. 
An examination of one drillhole was carried out in order to 
establish a basic assemblage suite. Obviously not all taxa occurring in 
the formation would necessarily be found in only one drillhole. In this 
drillhole every different palynomorph encountered was photographed, 
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labelled, and morphologically measured and described. Identification at 
this stage was attempted but not pursued. A photographic album was 
constructed with palynomorphs arranged in groups according to morphology. 
Eight groups were distinguished: Saccate, Tricolpate, Tricolporate, 
Polyorate, Polycolpate, Monosulcate, Triorate, and an all encompassing 
group for Spores. As more samples were examined the groups were expanded 
and refined with formal names attached where applicable. When no formal 
name could be positively used a simple numbering system was incorporated. 
This system proved reliable and allowed undescribed taxa to be treated in 
the same way during counting as the described taxa. 
Photographs of palynomorphs were mounted on cards (Figure 6) which 
listed the sample number from which the photog~aphs were taken, the 
photographic referral number, morphologic measurements, and the name , age 
and author where applicable. Stage coordinates were also listed. 
Taxonomy was carried out in a meticulous fashion with careful 
measurement and description of exine, overall size, sculptural elements, 
and other features. Comparison was mainly from New Zealand and Australian 
literature. On completion of taxonomy 125 different taxa were identified, 
of these, many were rare and undescribed. During counting the maximum 
number of different taxa recognised in any one hole was 82. 
2.5 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
Coun;ing began after the palynomorph identification procedure had 
been completed. As many as four slides were counted for samples low in 
palynomorph numbers . Samples rich in palynomorphs were counted on one or 
two slides. A 250 count was made for each sample . There is little 
agreement among palynologists concerning the numbers of spores or pollen 
grains that should be counted to ensure that the recorded assemblage is 
reasonably representative of the sample. Various workers have advocated 
. . 
counts ranging from 150 to 1000 grains. Barkley (1934) maintains that 
there is no advantage in counting more than 200 grains per slide but 
Dimbleby (1957) has demonstrated graphically that the rate of increase of 
species recorded declines rapidly after 250 has been counted, and that 
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all species which have a final percentage of one or more are represented 
within the first 250 grains. For a full discussion on this problem see 
Smith and Butterworth (1967). The NZ Geological Survey normally use a 200 
count as they consider it gives a good approximation of the palynomorph 
assemblage while being a sufficiently low enough number to allow samples 
to be counted in a reasonable time. The 250 count i n this project was 
chosen with these views in mind. 
In all cases the slides were systematically traversed with 
overlapping fields of view to ensure full coverage. This ensured a random 
count and eliminated any distribution effects of palynomorphs under the 
coverslip . When the 250 count was reached the systematic coverage was 
continued until the entire slide had been scanned in order to pick up any 
new grains missed during the 250 count. All raw data and percentage data 
are listed in the appendices. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EVALUATION OF COUPER'S SCHEME 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Couper {1964) pioneered a palynological-based biostratigraphic 
zonation scheme aimed at achieving broad correlation of coal seams in 
both the Beaumont Coal Measures of the Nightcaps Group, and the Morley 
Coal Measures, New Brighton Conglomerate, and Wairio Coal Measures ·of the 
Ohai Group (Table 1). Of particular relevance to the present study was 
Couper's approach to biostratigraphic palynology within the Morley 
sequence, the only coal bearing unit of economic significance. 
The two analytical methods used by Couper were: 
(a) correlation by spores and pollen grains with restricted ranges . 
This method was found to be useful in distinguishing between the 
Beaumont and Morley Coal Measures - the Beaumont being of 
significantly younger age. 
(b) correlation by differences in the relative abundances of 
species, genera, or other broader taxonomic groupings of pollen and 
spores. 
This latter method, utilizing selected species of conifer and beech 
pollen, permitted detailed biostratigraphic subdivision of both the 
Beaumont Coal Measures and all formations within the Ohai Group. Three 
zones were established in the Morley Coal Measures. 
In his investigations Couper chose to ignore all spores and 
concentrate his efforts on selected anemophilous taxa. This he did in the 
light of earlier unpublished work (Harris and Couper, cited Couper 1964) 
which indicated that spores and pollen grains of certain bog and swamp 
plants such as Sphagnum, Gleichenia, Typha, and Cyperacea can vary 
considerably in their relative abundance over small lateral distances 
whilst, in the same samples, the relative abundances of wind-borne pollen 
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grains such as conifers and beeches (Nothofagus) were remarkably uniform. 
3.2 OUTLINE OF COUPER'S (1964) ZONATION 
Throughout the Ohai Group there is a profusion of Phyllocladidites 
mawsonii. Couper used this conifer spec ies as the base for comparison 
and statistical treatment of data by express ing other key species as a 
percentage of the tot a 1 number of P. mawsonii in each samp 1 e. Th·e key 
species so used by Couper in hi s Morley zonati on were Podocarpidites cf. 
e77ipticus (Cookson) and Podocarpidites marwickii (Couper). Couper's 
three zones, outlined below, were based on ratios of these key taxa with 
I 
ZONE I ZONAL CRiTERIA 
·---·--- --···-- ---·--·------- -- ------- --l·-- ------ --------------- ---- ---------------- --------- --- ----------------
1 
P. morwickii . I Ratio P. cf. ellipticus toP. ma rwickii less thnn \ 
(upper part of Morley Coal Measures) I 
I 
-----------------------·----------------l---------·--------------------- --------- --------- -- ------------------- --
1 
Trans it ion zone I Ratio P. c f. ell ipt icus toP. marwickii between 1 and 1.2 
I 
P. mnwsoni i Ratio P. cf. ellipticus toP. mnrwickii grenter than 2; 
(middle port o f Morley Cool Measures) P. c l. cllipticus plus P. marwickii less than so; of P. mowsonii (ex-
pressed ns percentages of P. mawsonii) 
Transition zone Ratio P. cf. ellipticus toP. marwickii greater than 1.2; 
P. c f. ellipticus plus P. marwickii between SOX and 5SX of P. mawsonii 
(expressed as percentages of P. mowsonll) 
P. cf . ellipticus Ratio P. cf. ellipticus toP. morwickii greater than 1.2; 
(lower pnrt of Morley Coal Measures) P. cf. ellipticus plus P. marwickii more than 55~ P. mawsonii (expre-
ssed as pcrcentnges of P. mawsonii) 
Table 2 The zonal scheme established by Couper (1964 ) for the Morley Coal 
Measures. 
certain empirically selected ratios defining zone boundaries. During the 
initial stages of ~is study Couper based the zones on sequences from 
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drillholes Sl68/dl65 and Sl68/d171. However, in dl65 he found that a 
large number of samples yielded incompatible results floras were 
suggesting zones that were stratigraphically · impossible or at least 
opposed to stratigraphic indications. Couper suggested this was because 
the drillhole passed through the Morley Fault Zone, the sequence being 
consequently disrupted. As a result the zonation based on these sequences 
was abandoned and the zones redefined. The new sequence was established 
using samples from S168/d187', S168/d171, and opencast pits No.7 and No.9. 
The three zones and transition zones are presented in Table 2. 
In Sl68/d187 drilling to a depth of 128 metres failed to reach the 
base of the Morley sequence; only the upper (P. manwickii) and middle (P. 
mawsonii) zones were determined in this hole. S168/dJ-71 re.ached a total 
depth of 210 metres, penetrating the Beaumont, Morley, New Brighton, and 
Wairio Formations. O~ly the lower P. cf. ellipticus zone of the Morley 
sequence was determined in this ho 1 e. Samp 1 es from the No.7 · and No.9 
opencast pits were used to define the sequence from the P. mawsonii zone 
to the P. cf. ellipticus zone. 15 samples were used in distinguishing 
the P. manwickii zone, 37 in distinguishing the P. mawsonii zone, and 27 
in distinguishing the P. cf. ellipticus zone. Couper acknowledged that 
his zonation would probably require revision with increasing knowledge of 
the flora. Table 3 shows the six main seams and the palynological zones 
to which they were assigned by Couper. 
SEAM Floral Zone 
Star } Podocarpidites marwickii 
Morley No. 1 } Linton Main Phyllocladidites mawsonii Morley No. 2 
Couper J Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus Morley No. 3 
Table 3 The six main coal seams in the Ohai Coalfield and the palynological 
zones to which they were assigned by Couper (1964}. 
The sequence of coal seams presented in Table 2 is a composite and 
nowher~ in the coalfield have all the seams been found, or recognized, in 
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a single section. As observed by Bowen (1964) the intervals between coal 
seams vary considerably in thickness (Figure 7). He noted for example 
that the Star and Morley No. 3 seams, in places almost certainly consist 
of more than one seam. Bowen recognised the Couper Seam only in the 
north and northeast of the Ohai district and the northeast of the 
Nightcaps district. Elsewhere the Morley No.3 seam was located in close 
proximity to the Morley No.2 seam. In conclusion Bowen (1964) noted that 
insufficient information was available to define precisely the boundaries 
between the zones in relation to the stratigraphic sequence through the 
Morley Coal Measures. 
3.3 PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE APPLICATION OF COUPER'S SCHEME TO THE 
PRESENT STUDY 
Table 4 displays the key species and other data employed in the 
calculation of Couper's zonal indices. Following Couper (1964}, the zonal 
indices were plotted on a log graph for visual interpretation (Fig 8}. 
When the zonal indices for each sample were plotted on stratigraphic 
drillhole columns (Figure 9} Couper's zones were not recognisable. While 
some holes appeared to show some semblance of a stratigraphically ordered 
zonation, all contained incompatible sample horizons. Figure 9 provides a 
useful reference to the following discussion. 
Within the sequence in drillhole 375, five samples assigned to the 
P. marwickii zone occurred stratigraphically below three samples from the 
P. mawsonii zone. Only one sample from the P. cf. ellipticus zone was 
defined and was located between two samples belonging to the P. marwickii 
zone. In drillhole 382 five samples belonging to the P. cf. ellipticus 
zone were located at the top of the hole, while a further four samples 
belonging to the same zone were located at the base of the hole. Located 
between these two sample groups were eight samples in an unordered 
sequence belonging to the P. marwickii and P. cf. ellipticus zones. In 
drillhole 335 eleven samples belonging to the P. cf. ellipticus zone were 
located in the mid region of the hole. Of three samples belonging to the 
P. mawsonii zone, two were located at the top of the hole and one amidst 
the P. cf. ellipticus zone samples. Two samples belonging to the 
DRILLHOLE 3S2 
573 572 571 570 569 568 567 566 565 564 563 562 561 560 559 558 557 
~~ ~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ....... --··· .... ~- ...... -~ ... -............. -- ........ ~-· ..... ~- ··--- .. --. ~ ............ --- ......... -- ............. -- .... -- ........ -..... ---- .. -. 
Podocarpi di tes cf. ell i pt i cus ... 1 900 
Podocarpidites marwicldi ········I 200 
Ratio .......................... ·I 4.5 
P. cf. ellipticus-+ P. marwickii 1 1100 
183 200 
17 117 
11 1.7 
200 317 
DRILLHOLE 335 
60 
25 
2.4 
85 
33 
33 
44 
11 
4 
55 
40 
68 
.5 
108 
37 
12 
3 
49 
24 
19 
1.2 
43 
69 
69 
138 
18 
.3 
23 
25 65 
21 20 
1.2 3.2 
46 85 
so 
35 
1.4 
85 
190 
60 
3.1 
250 
40 
20 
2 
60 
166 
100 
1.6 
266 
1 534 533 532 531 s3o 529 528 527 526 525 524 523 522 s21 520 s19 1 
1-------·--------·------------------------------- --------·----·------------·---------------------·----------· ···· I 
Podocarpidites ct. ellipticus ... I 333 100 28 100 133 80 158 26 120 39 163 84 466 95 27 36 I 
Podocarpidites marwickii ........ I 333 83 86 66 78 30 116 10 40 21 63 31 366 16 14 12 I 
Ratio ........................... I 1.2 .3 1.5 1.7 2.6 1.3 2.6 3 1.8 2.5 2.7 1.2 1.9 3 I 
P. ct. ellipticus + P. marwickii I 666 183 114 166 211 110 274 36 160 60 226 115 832 111 41 48 I 
DRILLHOLE 364 
Poclocerpidites cL ellipticus .. . 
Podocerpidites marwickii ....... . 
Ratio .......................... . 
P. cf. ellipticus-+ P. marwickii 
I 600 599 598 597 596 595 594 593 592 591 590 L 12727/1 L 12726/3 l 12725/2 I 
1·------------·-·---------------·-------·--·-------·-···--·----·---·-··-·-------------------·-····------· I 
1 175 22 61 37 137 17 3 43 11 43 2.6 47 5o 1 
1 58 15 15 31 10 9 1 86 4.3 63 32 1 
1 3 4 1.2 .3 1.5 .s .6 • 7 1.5 1 
1 233 66 66 68 143 17 13 52 18 129 6.9 110 82 1 
ORILLHDLE 336 
1 555 554 553 552 551 55o 549 548 547 546 545 544 543 542 541 1 
1······--------------·---------·--------·-----------------·-----------··----------···-----·--------------- I 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus ... I 30 38 231 86 10 66 140 133 120 9 17 18 25 100 1 
Podocarpidites marwickii ........ I 10 24 100 26 13 80 133 80 0 37 1 
Ratio ........................... I 3 1.6 2.3 3.3 .7 1.75 1.5 .6 1 
P. ct. ellipticus + P. marwickii I 40 62 331 112 23 66 220 266 200 17 18 62 100 1 
.... ~ ~ .............. ~ -- ~ ........ ~ ............ -.......... -.... -..... ~ ........ ~ .... -- ...... -.... --.-- ........ ~ ....... -.- ................ -.. -.............. -. ~ ... -....... . 
DRILLHOLE 343 
1 609 608 607 6D6 605 604 603 602 601 1 
1-------------·-··-········------·---·-----·-······-----·------- I 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus ... I 26 76 13 58 8.3 16 24 I 
Podocarpidites marwickii ........ I 48 125 17 7 3 8.3 8 21 1 
Ratio ........................... I .5 .6 .17 1.8 19 1 2 1.1 1 
P. cf. ellipticus + P. marwickii I 74 201 20 20 61 17 24 45 I 
....... -...... ---- ~ .......... -- ~- ..... -.. -.... -....... -- ......... -- ............ --- .. -...... -.-
DR ILLHOLE 375 D.H 384 
1 628 627 626 625 624 623 622 621 620 1 
1···----------------···-------·----·--·--------·-·········------ I 1 649 648 1 
Podocerpidites cf. ellipticus .. . 
Podocerpidites marwiclc.it ....... . 
Ratio .......................... . 
P. cf. ellipticus + P. marwickii 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus .. . 
Podocarpidites marwicki i ....... . 
Ratio .......................... . 
P. cf. ellipticus-+ P. marwick.ii 
Table 4 
1 35 57 133 19 7 21 18 18 1 
I 70 1oo 100 25 20 16 9 18 1 
I .5 • 7 .57 1.3 • 7 .35 1.3 2 1 1 
1 1o5 16 157 233 44 27 37 27 36 1 
DRILLHOLE 347 
1 Ho 5N ~8 5n ~6 575 5N 1 
1 ................................. : ............... I 
1 24 45 16 17 67 12 1 
I 3 5 3 67 6 1 
1 8 9 2.6 73 1 
1 27 5o 22 20 134 18 1 
1----.. ·----------- I 
Podocarpfdites cf. ell ipticus 
... 1 14 60 I 
Podocarpidites marwicki i ...... ··I 14 39 I 
1.51 
991 
Ratio ........................... 1 
P. cf. ellipticus + P. marwickii I 28 
ORILLHOLE 387 
1 637 636 635 634 633 632 631 I 
1··--·----------·-···----------·------------------ I 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus ... 1 44 58 158 31 23 I 
Podocarpidites marwickii ....... . 1 25 61 58 172 54 54 1 
Ratio .......................... . 1 1.7 .9 2.7 .6 .4 I 
P. cf. ellipticus + P. marwick.ii 1 69 119 216 172 85 n 1 
Drillholes with data required for implementation of Couper's (1964) 
scheme. 
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P. marwickii zone were located at the base of the hole. The sequence in 
drillhole 336 had a vague stratigraphically ordered grouping of samples 
from the P. mawsonii and P. cf. e77ipticus zones, however samples from 
incompatible zones were interspersed among these samples . In drillhole 
343 five samples belonging to the P. mawsonii zone were located 
throughout the length of the hole. Two of these samples occurring near 
the top of the hole were only marginally within the zonal criteria of the 
P. mawsonii zone. The hole contained one sample assigned to the P. cf. 
e77ipticus zone which was located in the upper region of the hole above a 
P. mawsonii zone sample. The majority of samples from drillhole 347 were 
assigned to the P. mawsonii zone; two samples belonging to the remaining 
two zones were located within this group. Drillholes 387 and 364 were the 
only holes containing a semblance of stratigraphically ordered zones. 
Samples from drillhole 387 belonged to the P~ marwickii and P. cf. 
e77ipticus zones though two samples at the zone boundary were reversed 
and stratigraphically incompatible. Drillhole 364 contained samples 
belonging to all three zones, however, from the total of 13 samples four 
were in stratigraphically incompatible positions and two were only 
marginally within zonal criteria. 
Specific aspects of Couper's methodology that caused serious 
difficulties in the application of his scheme to the present study of the 
Morley Coal Measures are discussed below. 
3.3.1 POLLEN COUNTING 
Examination of Couper's relative percentage data showed that the 
pollen counting technique employed by Couper was not based on a fixed 
pollen sum (as described in section 2.5). The total number of 
palynomorphs counted in his assemblage slides ranged from 91 to 426. 
Nowhere in his publication did Couper elaborate on this pollen counting 
procedure. 
In terms of the statistical validity of recorded assemblages pollen 
counting is a procedure of considerable importance. 
accurate palynological analyses, it is essential 
Clearly, to achieve 
that each recorded 
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assemblage is as representative of the sample population as possible. 
Despite the fundamental nature of this operation there seems, as yet, 
little agreement amongst palynologists concerning the numbers of spores 
and pollen grains that should be counted in order to attain this 
objective (see section 2.3). It is generally agreed however, that counts 
below 150 grains are not representative of the population and should be 
avoided. 
Of the 79 samples used by Couper in his zonal scheme, 21 {26%) had 
grain counts below 150 {calculated from data tables of Couper 1964 in 
Bowen 1964). These samples have doubtful statistical value and are 
likely to contain inaccurate proportions of species and omissions in 
taxa present in the assemblages. They are considered to be serious 
sources of error and probably contribute to the general difficulty in 
application of the scheme to this study. 
3.3.2 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE KEY SPECIES, 
P. MARWICKII, P. cf. ELLIPTICUS AND P. MAWSONII 
Significant discrepancies between relative abundance data of 
Phy77oc7adidites mawsonii, Podocarpidites marwickii, and Podocarpidites 
cf. e77ipticus were evident between Couper's study and this project. 
Several statistical parameters (listed in Table 5) were calculated to 
facilitate comparison of data. The major discrepancies that became 
evident were: 
(1} the comparatively low abundance values for P. mawsonii 
determined in this study, and 
(2) the relative abundances of P. marwickii and P. cf. e77ipticus 
with respect toP. mawsonii. 
3.3.2.1 P. mawsonii abundances 
Couper maintained that P. mawsonii had an unusually high abundance 
throughout the Morley sequence. Without doubt this is true, however upon 
comparison of data in Table 5 it was apparent that this abundance was not 
as high in this study as it was in Couper's. In Couper's data the range of 
the mean relative abundance ±1 standard deviation for P. mawsonii was 
COUPER'S (1964) DATA 
=======:============ 
n X cJn C5n.-, ~X &::z 66.3% of samples have relative abundances of: 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus . . 79 10.59 5. 46 5.5 837 11223 5 . 16% 
Podocarpidites marwickii . .. . ... 77 7. 13 4.92 4.95 549 5781 2 • 12% 
Phyllocl adidites mawsonii . . .. • . 78 40.11 14.8 14.9 3140 143524 25 . 55% 
DATA FROM THIS THESIS 
===================== 
n. .x O'tt a;,., LX LX~ 66.3% of samples have relative abundances of: 
Podocarpidites cf . ellipticus .. 87 4. 1 2.5 2.54 361 2051 2 . 7% 
Podocarpidites marwickii . .. .••. 84 3 2.3 2.3 253 1206 0 .7. 5.3% 
Phyllocladidites mawsoni i • . .... 93 11. 12 10. 11 10.17 1044 21244 1 • 21% 
Table 5 Statistical parameters calculated for the three key species 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus, Phyllocladidites mawsonii, 
and Podocarpidites marwickii , for data in this thesis and for 
Couper (1964). 
· W 
..... 
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25-55% (66 .3% of samples fall within this range), while in data from this 
study the range of the mean relative abundance ±1 standard deviation 
was 1-2 1% (66.3% of samples fall within this range). Also, 88% of 
samples from this study had relative percentages (of P. mawsonii) of less 
than 25% (25% is 1 standard deviation below the mean relative abundance 
of P. mawsonii in Couper 's study). 
These discrepancies were reflected in the middle and lower zones 
due to the direct comparison of the combined percentages of 
P. cf. e77ipticus and P. marwickii to P. mawsonii. The probabil ity of 
assigning samples to the lower (P. cf. ellipticus) zone increased while 
the probability of assigning samples to the middle (P. mawsonii) zone 
decreased. 
3.3.2.2 Relative abundances of P. marwickii and P. cf. ellipticus 
with respect to P. mawsonii 
Examination of Table 5 shows that for Couper's data the range of 
the mean relative abundance ±1 standard deviation for P. marwickii was 
2-12% (66.3% of samples fall within this range), and for 
P. cf. e77ipticus 5-16% (66.3% of samples fall within this range) The 
equivalent figures for data of this study (Table 5) were 0.7-5.3% for 
P. marwickii and 2-7% for P. cf. e77ipticus. In terms of Couper's zonal 
definitions there is little significant difference between these two 
groups, however, in order to investigate fully the differences between 
these two data groups the trend in ranges were taken to the extreme. In 
this case the range for P. marwickii had its lowest value in this study 
and for P. cf. ellipticus the range had its highest value also in this 
study. In this extreme situation a greater number of samples from this 
study would have larger ratio values of P. cf. ellipticus to P. marwickii 
and would increase the number of samples assigned to the middle and lower 
zones. Careful inspection of data also showed that 27% of samples from 
this study had relative abundances of P. marwickii and P. cf. ellipticus 
that equalled or exceeded that of P. mawsonii. No samples in Couper's 
study yielded abundances of these two species that were greater than 
P. mawsonii. The effect of this feature was to increase the probability 
of samples being asiigned to the middle and lower zones. 
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It is clear that the relative abundances of P. mawsonii were 
generally lower in this study than in Couper's. It is also evident that 
the relative abundance of P. marwickii and P. cf. e77ipticus did not 
differ significantly from those in Couper's study. In view of these 
results a greater proportion of samples in this study were therefore 
assigned to the lower (P. cf. e77ipticus) zone and a smaller proportion 
assigned to the middle (P. mawsonii) and upper (P. marwickii) zones than 
in Couper's study. The significance of this revised compilation suggests 
that the relative abundance characteristics of P. mawsonii established by 
Couper were not accurate representations of the species distribution over 
the coalfield. This was considered to be a major factor contributing to 
the difficulties experienced in applying Couper's scheme to the present 
study. 
3.3.3 MORPHOLOGICAL DISCRIMINATION OF P. MARWJCKII AND P. cf. ELLIPTICUS 
During the present study considerable difficulty was encountered in 
separating P. marwickii and P. cf. e77ipticus on morphological grounds 
since the formal descriptions of these two species contained few clearly 
distinguishing features. In particular discrimination centered around the 
following features: (1) grain dimensions, (2) sacci reticulum 
development, (3) marginal ridge development and proximal cap exine 
measurement, and (4) furrow dimensions. To facilitate discussion the 
formal descriptions are given below (see also Figure 10). 
P. e77ipticus Cookson from Cookson (1947): Body of grain in polar 
view broadly elliptical or slightly angular, 29 - 42~m long and 26 - 40pm 
wide, when expanded. The overall measurement from 45 - 6lpm. Exine of cap 
finely granular and marginal crest developed. Furrow about I8um wide, its 
rim not thickened. Air bladders two, rather delicate , sometimes fused, 
completely bordering the sides of the furrow and extending beyond the 
poles of the grain, meshes of the mesexinous reticulum small and 
obscurely defined. 
P. marwickii Couper from Couper(l953): Free, anisopolar, bilateral, 
dissacate. Body of grain elliptical to circular in polar view. Proximal 
Poc.locarpi d;fe.s marwic)d.i Coupc.r 1953 
Corpus width 
Corpus Jen9th 
Socc.i wi.cHh 
Soc<.t. /e.n9th 
a-a: 40- 64,rc.., 
b- b: 40- 70)-IIYI 
c~c: 10- ?5)-lm 
d.-d: 26- 37_?m 
PodoCArpi<:(il!,s d(iptiw.s Cookson /947 
' , . 
Corpus wi.dfh a-a: 26- 401"117 
Corpus /en9rh b-b: 29-4Zf"h1 
Ouc:ra/1 le.n9fh c.-c. :4$-6/,unr 
Podoc.o.rpi difes cf. P. e.((;pt icus U:x>k5on /94 7 
(Dettmann ,'963) 
Sacci len9 th 
Sacc.i wi.d.fh 
(otpu.s wicUh 
Corpus len9th 
Or.x.raf/ /t!n9fh 
a-a : 2.!J -(37)- 45 .,um 
b- b: 17-(22)- 2&.)<"? 
c.-c.: 28 -(>')-SO )Am 
d..-d...: 3f-(3s)-4S~N7 
e.- e. : 50 -(59)- 75 /"m 
c. 
c: 
b 
Figure 10 Dimensions of Podocarpidites marwickii Couper 1953, . 
Podocarpidites e77ipticus Cookson 1947, and Podocarpidites 
cf. P. ellipticus Cookson 1947 {Dettman 1963). 
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cap finely granular to pitted, occasionally granular, no definite 
marginal ridge. Sulcus (furrow} psilate. Bladders rather delicate , often 
crumpled, large with a wide, rather indistinct, incomplete reticulation. 
Exine of proximal cap 1.5 - 2. 0pm thick. Length of grain 40-(55)-70~m ; 
width of grain 40-(44)-64pm; length of bladders 26-(31)-37pm; width of 
bladders 40-(44}-75pm. 
3.3.3.1 Grain dimensions 
Podocarp grains morphologically similar to the two species in 
question with corpus lengths (breadth} in the range 30-45pm were 
encountered frequently in this study. This range was problematical as it 
coincided with the upper limits of P. cf. ellipticus and the lower limits 
of P. marwickii. Sacci dimensions for the two species were also of little 
value in providing reliable criteria· for identification. Cookson's 
(1947} description of P. cf. ellipticus states that the two sacci 
completely border the sides of the furrow and extend beyond the poles of 
the grain. No dimensions were given for the sacci but it seems reasonable 
to assume they have a minimum width equal to that of the corpus width 
(the maximum corpus width is 40pm). The maximum sacci width however is 
unknown and was generally determined through experience and by comparison 
with other P. cf. ellipticus grains. Couper's (1953) description of P. 
marwickii on the other hand gave clear dimensions that allowed the sacci 
width to be equal to or greater than the corpus width, thus allowing the 
sacci to extend beyond the poles of the grain as do the sacci of P. cf. 
e77ipticus. The formal descriptions give the maximum width of P. cf. 
ellipticus sacci as 40um and the minimum width of P. marwickii sacci as 
40um. This allowed the sacci of both species to extend beyond the poles 
of the grain. It is therefore reasonable to expect - and indeed this is 
the case in this study - that grains of either species will be seen with 
dimensions that exceed or fall below those given in formal descriptions. 
The problem of grain dimensions was highlighted in a discussion by 
Balme (1957) in which he introduced the name Pityosporites cf. ellipticus 
for pollen grains that agreed closely with Podocarpidites cf. e17ipticus 
(Cookson} Couper 1953. This taxonomic approach was adopted for a number 
of reasons . Balme briefly appraised the misunderstanding existing as to 
the applicability of the generic name Pityosporites and maintained that 
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unless distinctive diagnostic features were evident the use of other 
names were unwarranted. The generic name Disaccites proposed by Cookson 
(1947 pl31) was, according to Balme, by definition, a synonym for 
Pityosporites and was not used by him. In particular Balme noted that, in 
well preserved assemblages, pollen grains that closely agreed with 
Cookson were frequently seen but, in poorly preserved assemblages where 
the finely granular ornament of the proximal cap and the marginal ridge 
were not easily discernable, the name Pityosporites cf. e77ipticus was 
applied. Balme also specified a wider size range, this being due to 
specimens (from Western Australia) having a total span (maximum length of 
grain including sacci) of up to 85pm. Cookson's total span was 45 - 61pm. 
Further confusion surrounding the dimensions of P. cf. e77ipticus 
arises from a detailed study of spores and pollen grains from 
South-eastern Australian Upper Mesozoic strata by Dettmann (1963). In 
this study Dettmann described and formally named a grain 
Podocarpidites cf. P. e77ipticus Cookson 1947 using P. e17ipticus 
Cookson 1947 as the type species. This grain was reported to be similar 
to Cookson's Kerguelen species, Podocarpidites e77iptic·us, and was common 
in the Upper Mesozoic of S.E Australia. The following dimensions were 
given by Dettmann (1963) (see Fig 10): Breadth; overall 50 - (59)-75 pm, 
corpus 31-(38)-45 pm, sacci 17-(22)-28 pm. Length ; corpus 28-(36)-50 pm, 
saccus 28-(37}-45 pm. Depth of corpus 25-(30)-38 pm. It is apparent that 
these dimensions overlap substantially with those given for P. marwickii 
by Couper (1953), thus confusing the issue of distinction between these 
two species even further. The overlaps are; corpus length 10 pm overlap, 
corpus width 5 pm overlap, saccus length 5 pm overlap and saccus width 2 
pm overlap. Of particular note also, was that Dettman's dimensions 
indicated grains had been observed with corpus widths exceeding saccus 
widths by up to 5 pm, that is, saaci do not always extend beyond the 
poles of the grain as stipulated by Cookson (1947). 
3.3.3.2 Sacci reticulum development 
Characteristics of sacci 
distinguishing P. marwickii 
reticulation proved inconclusive in 
and P. cf. e77ipticus. The formal 
definitions were ambiguous - P. marwickii: 11 with a wide, rather 
indistinct, incomplete reticulation ... 11 ; P. cf. e77ipticus: 11 meshes 
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of the mesexinous reticulum small and obscurely defined " and were 
of little use in classifying the observed characteristics. Sacci exine 
appears to suffer readily from corrosion and physical damage; in very few 
cases was a clearly defined reticulum observed. Even in well preserved 
assemblages distinction between the two types of sacci was difficult as 
reticula were generally discontinuous. Dettmann (1963), in her 
description of Podocarpidites cf. P. e11ipticus (Cookson 1947), made no 
mention of sacci characteristics, however sacci mesh can be clearly 
observed in the excellent plates accompanying the publication where they 
are definitely not small and obscurely defined as stated by Cookson 
(1947). 
3.3.3.3 Marginal ridge development and pr-oximal cap exine 
measurement 
The formal descriptions of the marginal ridge were vague and of 
little value in identification problems. P. marwickii has " no 
definite ridge." ; P. cf. e77ipticus has" ... marginal crest developed.'' 
The development of the marginal ridge observed in grains of this study 
ranged from no ridge at all to well developed ridges. There was no 
particular tendency to one or other extreme in grains assigned to either 
species. Often the marginal ridge appeared corroded and reduced; in these 
cases it could only be termed as slightly developed. The marginal ridge 
structure is a "protrusion" (Figure 11) and is therefore likely to suffer 
considerably in oxidising conditions due to its relatively large surface 
area. It is thus difficult in this case to make presumptions about its 
original development. Similarly, the proximal cap in grains that had 
suffered some degree of corrosion was usually reduced so that true exine 
measurement was impossible. In these cases sculpture of the cap could 
only be described as having a marginally granular texture. 
3.3.3.4 Furrow dimensions 
Although Cookson (1947) stated the furrow for P. cf. e77ipticus to 
be "about 18pm"; Couper (1953) did not give a dimension for the furrow 
of P. marwickii. However, measurements of a topotype single grain mount 
prepared by Palynology Section, N.Z.G.S from Couper's original sediment 
samples gave a width of 10pm. · Measurements made on grains identified as 
P. marwickii in assemblages of this study give values of between 10 and 
20~m. It was concluded that the width of the furrow is of little 
Figure 11 
Lo.teral lon~c.tu.&.C:nal view 
rid~/-
LAt~r-a.l transverse view 
Sketches of bissacate pollen grains illustrating morphology 
of the marginal ridge. The marginal ridge is defined by 
Wodehouse (1953 p543) as "The slightly protruding rim of .the 
cap or disk ... ", this configuration makes the ridge 
particularly suscepible to corrosion. 
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importance in distinguishing between the two species. 
3.3.4 COUPER'S NARROW DATA BASE 
Couper's biostratigraphical scheme was based on data obtained from 
drillholes d187 and d171 and the two opencast pits No.7 and No.9. 
Although Couper (1964) maintained the scheme was generally confirmed by 
samples from other drillholes and from well correlated seams, it is 
herein considered - on statistical grounds - that the data base for the 
scheme was inadequate. 
The drill logs for holes d171 and d187 are reproduced in Table 6 
and reveal that d171 encountered 8.22 metres of Morley Formation 
sediments while d187 encountered 117 metres of the formation. Although 
d171 penetrated all formations in the Ohai Group its use for Morley 
Formation analysis is of doubtful value. Of the three floral zones 
distinguished in the Morley Coal Measure Formation the stratigraphically 
lowest P. cf. e77ipticus zone was based on samples only from d171 and the 
No .9 opencast pit which worked the Morley No.3 seam. The fact that 27 
samples were used in the determination of this zone was insignificant 
next to the fact that the stratigraphic column sampled was so limited. 
This limited range is highlighted next to the fact that the maximum 
thickness thus far recognised for the Morley Formation is 330 metres. 
It is thus suggested that, due to the very short succession of 
Morley Formation sediments encountered in d171, the sample sequence used 
was not representative of the formation and may have introduced anomalies 
into the scheme. In order to obtain a representative section of the 
Morley Formation, selected holes should contain significant thicknesses 
of the formation. This appeared not to have been the case in Couper's 
study. 
The two upper floral zones of Couper's scheme were determined from 
d187 and the opencast pit No.9 which worked the Morley No.2 seam. This 
hole contained 117m of Morley sediments and was considered to be signif-
icantly more representative of the formation than the sequence in d171. 
Table 6 
Woirio C.ool l'llC£1surt.S 
R10' Ct. 
Grl. 
Ms. 
oM382'+ .. Ss ... 
R6' 
Ms. 
S COAL 
Ms. 
COAL 
Ms. 
Ss ... 
Ms. .. 
Ms. and COAL bs. . . 
COAL . . 
Ms. and COAL bs. • . 
Ms. 
1\11 .. COAL . • 
Ms. and COAL 
COAL 
Ms. 
Ss ... 
Ms. 
LM1.. COAL 
Ms. 
Ss •.. 
Dk. ms. 
M2 .. COAL 
Ms. 
Ss ... 
S l6~/dl7 1, NEW BRIGHTON ST.HE No. ··t 
Cl. 
nBI65'+ •. COAL and sh. bs. 
c oM28'+ 
oN315' 
oW99' 
bl7'+ 
F.c. .. 
COAL and sh. bs. 
F.c. 
Curb. sh. 
F.c. 
S$ ... 
Gr. ms. 
Soft 11r. ss. 
Soft fn. at. . •. 
Hd. fn.111 ••. 
Soft fn. 111. •. 
Lms. .. 
Hll . fn. at ... 
COAL anll sh. bs. 
Sort ss. 
F.c. 
Soft fn. at. . . 
Fn. ss. 
Dr. ms. 
Soft fn. at. . . 
Carb. sh. 
COAL 
Carb. sh. 
Br. at. 
Fn.at. 
F.c. . . . . 
Curb. sh., small bs. of COAL .. 
Gr. u. . . . . , . 
Quartzite awke and aranilc cal. 
Curb. $h. . . 
Fn. &' ·and ss. bs. 
Dk. ss. . . 
Cal. .. 
Hd. ar. ss. . . 
Cgl. .. 
Soft ar. ss. 
Son coarse 11t. 
Dr. ms. 
COAL 
Carb. •h. 
Gr. ss. 
Cal. .. 
Dk. ss., carb. strs. 
Cat. 
Sdy. ms. 
Cal. 
Ms. 
Sh. 
Ms. 
Sh. 
Ms. 
Gr. ss. 
Ms., carb. sirs. 
Ss ... 
Ms., carb. sirs. 
Gr. ss. . . 
Dk. nts., curb. strs. . . 
Gr. ss. 
F.c. 
COAL 
F.c. 
Carb. sh. 
F.c. 
Gr. ss. 
Fn. at.. carb. SirS. 
Gwke cal. 
Gwke. 
12 0 
20 0 
38 6 
43 0 
76 0 
86 6 
91 6 
92 6 
95 0 
97 6 
101 6 
102 6 
103 6 
106 6 
114 0 
145 0 
197 0 
198 0 
210 0 
211 0 
240 0 
242 6 
320 6 
365 6 
381 0 
412 9 
419 0 
42-'l 0 
6 0 
to 6 
II 6 
12 6 
17 0 
19 6 
45 0 
45 6 
55 0 
56 6 
71 0 
76 0 
81 0 
82 0 
112 0 
114 0 
liS 0 • 
116 6 
123 0 
123 6 
149 0 
IS2 6 
153 6 
ISS 6 
IS6 0 · 
156 6 
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Drill-logs for Couper's drillholes dl87 and dl71 showing thickness 
of formations (after Bowen 1964). 
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Figure 5 shows that dl71 and dl87 are approximately 5 km apart and 
that the open cast pits are virtually adjacent to d187. Had there been a 
greater thickness of Morley Formation sediments in dl71 this relatively 
large distance might have been less significant. The 8.22 metres 
encountered was considered inadequate for valid analysis, hence this 
distance between holes was seen as a potential source of error in 
Couper's scheme. This was attributable to a number of factors, these 
include: 
(1) The area between the holes dl71 and d187 contain structural 
features (faults and folds) that create uncertainties in lateral 
continuity of the formation, and result in differential thickness 
preservation. 
(2) The period of uplift and erosion following the deposition of 
the Morley Formation resulted in significant quantities of the 
formation being differentially removed. 
(3) Lateral facies changes and associated erosional periods 
occurred during the deposition of the Morley Formation resulting in 
differential thickness preservation. 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The biostratigraphic zonation of the Ohai coalfield established by 
Couper (1964) has been demonstrated to contain anomalies. Results from 
this study indicate that in· the Morley Coal Measures the scheme is 
unusable . These anomalies revolve around: 
(1) The pollen counting technique employed by Couper. This technique 
left a significant number of Couper's samples with statistically invalid 
floral representation. 
(2) The relative abundances of P. mawsonii, P. marwickii and P. cf. 
ellipticus. These species were used to determine zonal criteria, however 
the abundances recorded in data of this study revealed serious 
discrepancies. 
(3) The identification problems surrounding P. marwickii and P. cf. 
ellipticus. Considerable difficulties were encountered in distinguishing 
these two species which play major roles in Couper's zonation. 
(4) The inadequate data base used in Couper's zonation. The 
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biostratigraphic palynology used in the scheme did not have a broad 
enough data base to allow accurate resolution of the structurally complex 
Morley Coal Measures. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ZONATION OF THE MORLEY COAL MEASURES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
At present, the only palynological zonation applied formally to 
late Cretaceous terrestrial rocks in New Zealand is that of Raine (1984) 
for the West Coast Region, South Island. 
Many spore and pollen taxa used by Raine in the establishment of 
his West Coast zonation were found at Ohai and almost certainly Raine's 
zonation is applicable there. However, the resolution offered by Raine's 
zonation was too coarse to provide the biostratigraphic precisibn 
required at Ohai. For example, all of the Morley Coal Measures appeared 
to fall within a single zone (PM2) of Raine's scheme. 
As a consequence biostratigraphic subdivision of the Morley Coal 
Measure sequence was investigated by the application of several 
quantitative techniques. These entailed construction and analysis of: 
(1) Standard pollen diagrams based on relative abundances of 
selected taxa or groups of taxa. 
(2) Pollen diagrams zoned by the numerical method of cluster 
analysis. 
(3) Ratios of selected taxa of recurrent but variably high 
frequency. 
Figure 12a-i (in map pocket) shows the distribution of species in 
order of first appearence for individual holes. 
4.2 POLLEN MORPHOLOGY AND MODE OF DISPERSAL. 
The theoretical basis for the application of pollen diagrams is 
well established (Birks and Birks 1980, Faegri and Iversen 1975). Of 
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particular importance in the interpretation of diagrams is the 
recognition of both the productivity and mode of dispersal of the 
individual pollen and spore taxa. In both Recent and Quaternary studies, 
both characteristics can be readily ascertained. Furthermore, the 
relationships between spore and pollen morphology and mode of dispersal 
are easily distinguished, in particular morphological distinctions 
between wind (anemophilous) and insect (entomophilous) pollinated types. 
In the pre-Cenozoic samples of the Morley Coal Measures, however, the 
affinities of individual spore and pollen to plant taxa were, in most 
instances unknown. In such cases, mode of dispersal was inferred solely 
by reference to pollen morphology of comparable extant taxa of known 
dispersive mode. On a regional scale , clearly wind pollinated pollen are 
most likely to be widely and abundantly distributed. -· Consequently for 
optimum coal seam correlation at Ohai, attention was focused on pollen 
inferred to be anemophilous. 
Morphological features used to identify anemophilous pollen and to 
distinguish them from entomophilous and autogamous (self pollinating) 
pollen were: 
(1) The possession of sacci, such as those characteristic of the 
Podocarpaceae. 
(2) Size ranges: anemophilous grains generally fall within the 
size range of 15- lOOpm (McGlone, cited in Browne 1986). Outside 
of this range grains are considered too small or too large for 
efficient dispersal. 
(3) Reduced ornamentation of exine: anemophilous grains such as 
Fagacaeae and Podocarpaceae tend to lack processes that act as 
ensnaring anchors that might cause clumping of grains or 
attachment to foreign bodies such as insects. 
4.3 CONSTRUCTION OF POLLEN DIAGRAMS 
For each drillcore sample, strewn mounts of pollen and spore 
residues were systematically scanned and relative abundances of 
individual taxa thereby established. These were expressed as a percentage 
of a pollen sum. Several different kinds of pollen sum were constructed 
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in order to ascertain the relative sensitivity of different taxonomic 
groupings of pollen to biostratigraphic zonation. These were: 
(i) Pollen sum Type 1 (all taxa) 
All taxa with the exception of those with abundances less than 1% 
were used in this sum. Being the pollen sum comprising the greatest 
variety of spore/pollen taxa, and thus subject to the greatest degree of 
variability, it was considered unlikely that any meaningful recurrent 
taxonomic patterns in samples either within or between drillholes would 
be detected. Only at lower stratigraphic levels, where Tricolpites 
reticulatus was abundant was the pollen sum of any use. Noticeable also, 
on a gross scale , was a general inverse relationship between the Sporites 
group on the one hand, and Podocarpaceae, Fagaceae , Proteaceae and other 
angiosperms on the other. 
(ii) Pollen Sum Type 2 (Podocarpaceae and Fagaceae) 
This group consisted of all · pollen types identified as 
Podocarpaceae and Fagaceae. Out of all likely anemophilous pollen found 
in the assemblages the pollen from these two plant families were 
considered to best reflect trends in regional paleo-vegetation. Like 
their modern counterparts, such pollen were regarded as indicators of 
forest paleo-environments with wide dispersal capabilities. 
(iii) Pollen Sum Type 3 (Podocarpaceae) 
This pollen sum differs from type 2 in being confined exclusively 
to Podocarpaceae . The only species of Fagaceae observed in Morley Coal 
Measure samples, Nothofagus kaitangata, while particularly abundant in 
lower units of the Ohai Group where it had zonal application (Couper 
1964), gradually declined in relat ive abundance through the Morley Coal 
Measures. It was omitted from this pollen sum to determine any masking 
effects it may have had on the frequency pattern of the remaining 
anemophilous taxa. 
By assembling consecutive values of pollen and spore taxa, 
determined from pollen sums of like type, in stratigraphic sequence, 
composite pollen diagrams were constructed for each drillhole . Pollen 
diagrams of all drillholes were then aligned to ascertain whether or not 
any recurrent patterns, that might prove useful in regional correlation, 
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could be detected. Recognition of such recurrent patterns were used to 
define pollen zones which were, effectively, bodies of sediment with 
relatively consistent and homogeneous pollen and spore content. Such 
entities were distinguishable from adjacent sediment bodies by 
differences in the kind and frequency of contained fossil spores and 
pollen. 
Variability in relative abundances and distribution patterns of 
observed taxa led to the recognition of two discrete types of zone. Two 
zones, recognisable by maximium abundances of a single species, were in 
essence acme zones. A further zone based on a distinct association of 
taxa fell within the category of an assemblage zone. 
4.4 ZONATION BASED ON POLLEN DIAGRAMS OF RELATIVE ABUNDANCE 
The principal criteria used in pollen diagram zonation were the 
patterns of relative abundance of key taxa and groups of taxa that were 
recurrent throughout the study area. Routine inspection of pollen 
diagrams revealed several distinctive signatures in the relative 
frequencies of a number of pollen taxa and groups of taxa. From these 
signatures it was possible to distinguish three discrete zones each 
seperated above and below by intervals of indistinct palynological 
character. These were, in descending order : 
(1) The Nothofagus kaitangata acme zone, 
(2) The SPPA assemblage zone, 
(3) The Tricolpites reticulatus acme zone . 
Of these zones however, only the middle one (the SPPA zone) could 
be defined as an assemblage zone of the kind generally used in pollen 
diagram zonation. The Nothofagus kaitangata and Tricolpites reticulatus 
zones were based on the maximum abundance of single species - Nothofagus 
kaitangata and Tricolpites reticulatus respectively - and hence represent 
acme zones. By contrast, the SPPA zone was clearly an assemblage zone, 
defined by the distinctive association of the maximum frequency peaks of 
the Sporites and Proteaceae groups and the podocarp Phyllocladus 
paleogenicus, and the minimum frequency of occurrence of the anemophilous 
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group. Although P. pa7eogenicus is an anemophilous pollen grain and is 
included in the anemophilous group, its individual frequency signature 
had a distinctive recurring peak of maximum abundance . This signature, 
which tended to be masked when combined into the anemophilous group 
frequency pattern , was regareded an important zonal indicator . 
In summary, the Morley Coal Measures were subdivided into three 
zonal units, two interzonal units and two bounding unzoned units (Figure 
13, in map pocket). As the contact between the Morley Coal Measures and 
the overlying Beaumont Coal Measures was everywhere an unconformable one 
the stratigraphic interval between the uppermost N. kaitangata acme zone 
and the overlying formation was deemed unzonable. It was thus named the 
Upper Unzoned Interval. Similarly, at the base of the Morley Coal 
Measures where the boundary with the underlying New Brighton Conglomerate 
appeared conformable in some parts of the coalfield and unconformable in 
others (section 1.4.1), a lower unzoned interval was recognised. The two 
interzones (Interzone 1 and Interzone 2) lacked any distinctive pollen 
signature, and were defined on their intervening relationships between 
the three pollen zones. 
4.4 . 1 LOWER UNZONED INTERVAL 
Coal seams in this stratigraphic interval were confined to the 
southern-most drillholes 335, 382 and 375, which were inferred to be: 
(1) In a deeper part of the basin than the remaining holes 
further to the north, and 
(2) Situated in the present synclinal areas where a general 
thickening of sediments and coal seams was evident (section 1.4 
and 1.5). 
It is inferred that the absence of coal seams of significant thickness in 
the northern drillholes was the result of non-deposition and/or erosion . 
4.4.2 TRICOLPITES RETICULATUS ACME ZONE 
This zone was defined by the Tricolpites reticulatus high frequency 
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peak calculated from Pollen Sum Type 1 data. This peak, located low in 
the sequence, was identified in five holes. Of the remaining holes, 
drillholes 375 contained a maxima located midway in the sequence and 
drillhole 347 contained no significant high frequency peak at all {Figure 
14). 
The stratigraphic position of the high frequency peak in drillhole 
375 was not easily reconcilable with other holes (Figure 14). This peak 
may represent a further T. reticulatus maximum higher up in the sequence . 
This was indeed possible as other major peaks did occur in other 
drillholes higher in the sequence, however, none of these peaks exceeded 
the dominant maxima found lower in the sequence. It was thus inferred 
that the T. reticu7atus peak high in drillhole 375 delineated the 
T. reticulatus acme zone in this drillhole, in which case the coal seams 
below it are assigned to the Lower unzoned interval. This was not 
unrealistic when the geological history of the basin is considered. The 
depositional basin in which drillhole 375 is located (Mossbank Basin) was 
well protected from major sediment input from the north by the Bluebottle 
and White Range paleo-highs (Bowman et al 1987)(Figure 15). The Ohai 
basin in which the remaining drillholes were located appeared not to have 
had such protection. It was inferred that, as a result of this lack of 
protection, the lower most coal seams in the Ohai basin suffered erosion 
and/or non-deposition to an extent that was not prevalent in the Mossbank 
basin. The location of the SPPA assemblage zone above this unit is 
compatible with this theory although it implies the Interzone 1 unit 
wedges out at or before this drillhole (Figure 13). In order to resolve 
this issue an analysis of drillhole 371, located midway between 
drillholes 375 and 384, would need to be conducted. 
The absence of the T. reticulatus maxima in drillhole 343 (Figure 
14) was, in all likelihood, accounted for by the absence of core between 
196.85 metres and 269.25 metres, a thickness of 72.4 metres, all of which 
was in the Morley Formation. It was in this interval that the 
T. reticulatus maxima would have been expected to occur given that the 
SPPA assemblage zone was located immediately above this non-cored 
interval (Figure 13, drillhole 343). The conformation of this zone in 
drillhole 343 rests with the analysis of open hole cutting samples which, 
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Figure 15 Paleobasins and highs affecting the Morley Coal Measure deposition (From Bowman et al 1987) 
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while being undesirable for palynological use (section 2.1}, and were not 
used in this project, may satisfactorily indicate the presence of the 
zone. 
No abundance peak that could confidently be designated as the 
T. reticulatus acme zone was sufficiently prominent in drillhole 347. 
(Figure 14). The T. reticulatus values in the upper region of the hole 
represent low raw counts and thus have doubtful value in terms of 
defining the zone . In addition, and most importantly, the SPPA assemblage 
zone was located at 205.15 metres which rendered the T. reticulatus 
occurrences in the uppermost part of the drillhole invalid as locations 
for the zone. It was inferred that the part of the sequence assigned to 
the T. reticulatus zone was absent, this being most probably attributable 
to non-deposition and/or removal by erosion. In addition, drillhole 347 
was located in a complicated fault controlled area (Figure 5, Chapter 2}, 
the effects of which, undoubtably contributed towards the absence of 
parts of the sedimentary succession. 
The 
364, 335, 
drill hole 
maximum abundance peaks of T. reticulatus in drillholes 336, 
382 and 387 were clearly defined (Figure 14). Although 
336 and 387 had an additional peak of similar magnitude its 
location in the upper region of the respective holes discounts it as the 
zone marker. In addition, the position of the SPPA assemblage zone also 
controled the position of the T. reticulatus zone in those drillholes. 
4.4.3 SPPA ASSEMBLAGE ZONE 
This zone was delineated by: 
(1) The high frequency peak of Phy71ocladus paleogenicus, 
calculated from Pollen Sum Type 2 data. 
(2) The high frequency peaks from the $porites and Proteaceae 
groups, calculated from Pollen Sum Type 1 data. 
(3) The minimum frequency value for the anemophilous group, 
calculated from Pollen Sum Type 2 data. 
When the pollen diagrams for each hole were placed in alignment 
with all depth values corresponding, the frequency peaks and troughs in 
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question had remarkable stratigraphic consistency of (stratigraphic) 
position (Figure 16). 
The Sporites group as a whole yielded a distinct and recurrent 
high frequency peak in the lower part of all drillhole sequences (Figure 
16). In drillholes 343 and 375, more than one peak was evident. However, 
by utilizing the remaining entities of the assemblage zone it was clear 
which of the frequency maxima were part of the zone. Orillhole 343 did 
not have a prominent Sporites group peak, however drillcore was not 
·continuous in this hole and below the . sample locati on to which the 
Sporites group peak was assigned, a gap of 76.25 metres occurred before 
coring recommenced. It was inferred that the Sporites group peak was, in 
all probability located immediately below this sample level. 
Drillhole 375 contained a number of anomalies which allowed 
several interpretations to be made. Without a more detailed palynological 
analysis involving a closer sampling interval than presently used the 
resolution of these anomalies could not be achieved. It was evident from 
the cross-section (Figure 17) that the Morley Formation thinned 
significantly to the southeast, particularly near drillhole 371 and, to a 
lesser extent, in the vicinity of drillhole 375. The significance of this 
thinning in terms of the paleo-environment and paleo-vegetation, was 
difficult to ascertain from available data. If the thinning was merely a 
result of a reduced sediment load entering the depositional basin, one 
would still have been expected, in all likelihood, to have found the main 
zonal markers. However, if the thinning was a result of erosion, then 
some, or all, of the pollen zones could have been removed. It is 
suggested that the former possibility was the more likely because: 
(a) It was apparent that the thinning of the formation occurred 
to the southeast of the Bluebottle paleo-high. This suggests, as 
indicated in section 4.1, that the paleo-high protected the basin 
from major sediment input from source areas to the nort~. The 
depositional basin to the northwest of this paleo-high did not 
have the same protection and was thus significantly thicker. 
(b) In drillhole 375, coal seam thickness was of the same order 
as those in drillholes to the northwest of the paleo-high. If 
significant erosion had occurred the coal seam geometry and 
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thickness would be expected to reflect such event(s). Closer to 
the Bluebottle paleo-high - ie drillhole 371 - coal seams were 
thinner and fewer in number. Periods of erosion may well have 
occurred in conjunction with the natural lapping or thinning of 
the formation onto or over the paleo-high margin. 
The palynological data recovered from drillhole 375 indicated that 
all three pollen zones were present though not well defined in the 
sampled sequence. The SPPA assemblage zone had three possible positions 
(Figure 16, drillhole 375) . The lower position (1) was initially 
suggested because the Sporites group abundance peak and anemophilous 
group abundance minima that define it, were located low in the drillhole, 
which was in keeping with the patterns in other hol~s. However, in 
addition to the absence of the Proteaceae group and P. paleogenicus high 
frequency peaks, this was deceptive due to the variability in thickness 
and lateral extent of preserved sedimentary units found in the Morley 
Formation. Position (2) was defined by Sporites group and 
P. paleogenicus abundance peaks and the anemophilous group minima. The 
absence of a Proteaceae group high frequency peak cast some doubt on the 
reliability of this position, particularly as the Sporites group peak did 
not reflect the maximum abundance of the group and neither did the 
anemophil~us group minima represent the minimum value for its group. 
Position (3) was favoured for two reasons: 
(1} It was defined by abundance peaks and troughs of all the 
appropriate groups, and 
(2) The abundance peaks with the exception of the Proteaceae 
group were maximum values and the abundance level for the 
anemophilous trough was the minimum value. The Proteaceae group 
anomaly was difficult to explain and in all probability could 
only be resolved by more refined sampling. 
The SPPA zone in drillhole 382 probably spanned two adjacent 
sample localities (Figure 16). It was clearly defined by the Sporites and 
Proteaceae group maximum abundance peaks, and the anemophilous group 
minima at 378. 40 metres. The P. paleogenicus maximum abundance peak was 
also clearly discernable and lay 9.22 metres above the horizon at 369.18 
metres. It is suggested the zone lies across these two sample horizons. 
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A similar situation existed in drillhole 335 (Figure 16). In this 
case the P. paleogenicus maximum abundance peak and anemophilous group 
minima with a minor Proteaceae high frequency peak providing secondary 
confirmation, defined the lower limit of the SPPA zone at 324.34 metres. 
Th~ maximum abundance peak of the Sporites group fell one sample (10.05m) 
above this lower limit and indicated the upper limit of the zone. While 
the limitations of using spore taxa as indicators of changes in 
paleo-vegetation have been discussed earlier Section 3.1), the lateral 
consistency of the high frequency peak of this group throughout the 
drillhole sequence suggests its reliability as an indicator. 
In drillhole 364 the SPPA zone was defined by the correlation of 
al l four units of the assemblage zone (Figure 16) at 411.30 metres. An 
anomalous but discountable feature occurred near the top of this hole at 
296.53 metres. Here the maximum abundance curve for the Sporites group 
occurred in conjunction with the minimum abundance value for the 
anemophilous group. The fact that these two positions represented 
maximum and minimum values respectively was initially disconcerting, 
however due to this horizon occurring almost at the top of the formation 
and with the respective P. paleogenicus and Proteaceae patterns showing 
very low values (zero in the P. paleogenicus case) this anomaly was 
deemed of no major concern. 
The SPPA zone was unequivocally defined in drillhole 336 at 309.69 
metres by perfectly matched maximum abundance values for 
P. paleogenicus, the Sporites and Proteaceae groups, and the minimum 
abundance value for the anemophilous group (Figure 16). 
The SPPA zone was located at 196.40 metres in drillhole 343 
(Figure 16). The Proteaceae group and P. paleogenicus maximum abundance 
peaks and minimum abundance value of the anemophilous group were clearly 
aligned forming a positive correlation. The Sporites group high frequency 
peak was not distinct, in fact four high frequency peaks all of which 
held the same value existed. However, the strong correlation indicated by 
the other three entities, when projecte9 on to the Sporites group pollen 
diagram, coincided with a high frequency peak. This peak was considered 
to indicate the position of the SPPA zone in the Sporites group. 
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Less than 100 metres of Morley Formation sediments were preserved 
in drillhole 347 (Figure 34). Due to the geographic location of the 
drillhole with respect to the other holes, the intense faulting of the 
immediate area and the incomplete core sequence, difficulties arose in 
the discrimination of all zones in this hole. Two locations were 
considered possible for the SPPA zone. The first, at 145.69m, the 
uppermost sample location in the drillhole, was indicated by the maximum 
high frequency peak for the Sporites group, high frequencies for the 
Proteaceae group and P. paleogenicus, and low frequency values of the 
Anemophilous group. However, identification of the N. kaitangata acme 
zone at 150.00m indicated this first position to be unsuitable. The 
second and most favoured position lay at 205.15m. Here, high frequency 
peaks of the Proteaceae group and P. paleogenicus coincided with the 
secondary high frequency peak of the Sporites group and minimum for the 
Anemophilous group. 
Drillhole 387 had similar complications to drillhole 347 in that 
only a short sequence (approximately 58 metres) of the Morley Formation 
was preserved (Figure 34). The situation was further complicated by the 
location of the hole toward the margin of the Ohai depositional basin. 
Given the geological history of the area and the distance of the 
drillhole from the northern fault bounded margin of the basin (section 
2.3 and 2.4) it is inferred that the formation in this area thinned 
towards and/or lapped onto the basin margins (Figure 17). The geological 
_controls operating at the time of deposition - folding, faulting, periods 
of erosion, and facies changes, created considerable problems in 
interpreting the zonal sequences preserved. In view of this, the clearly 
defined SPPA zone evident in this hole was extremely useful. The maximum 
abundance peaks of the Sporites, Proteaceae and P. paleogenicus units, 
and the minimum value for the anemophilous unit all occurred at 104.29 
metres (Figure 16). The absence of any anomalous patterns in the these 
floral units confirmed the location of this zone. 
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4.4.4 NOTHOFAGUS KAITANGATA ACME ZONE 
This zone is defined by the Nothofagus kaitangata high frequency 
peak which was defined in pollen diagrams derived from both Pollen sum 1 
and Pollen sum 2 data. This peak, located high in the sequence was 
identified clearly in five drillholes. In the remaining drillholes, 343, 
364 and 382, discrimination of the zone was less certain (Figure 18) . 
The complications in drillhole 343 arise from conflicting data 
from Pollen Sums 1 and 2. While pollen sum 2 data was assumed to reflect 
regionally derived taxa more accurately than pollen sum 1 data, it was 
evident upon inspection of pollen diagrams {Figure 18, A and B) that 
frequency patterns in pollen sum 2 data yielded no obvious maxima. Pollen 
sum 1 pollen diagrams however , contained a fequency maxima at 114.9 
metres. This locat ion was inferred to define the N. kaitangata acme zone. 
Drillhole 364 had two adjacent abundance peaks that could be 
correlated with the N. kaitangata zone. The peak of maximum abundance 
fell at 343.55 metres and although occurring relatively low in the 
sequence, had reasonable correlation with other holes (Figure 18). 
The location of the zone in drillhole 382 fell between 243.92 and 
254.36 metres. The high frequency peak immediately below this level at 
273.29 metres was not considered part of zone because: 
(1) the peak was defined by only one sample and had a lower 
abundance value than the suggested peak (albeit a small 
difference), and 
{2) The frequency values over the first three samples, which 
increased toward the top of the cored sequence suggest that the 
true acme of N. kaitangata may in fact be present above 243.92 
metres. Thus the zone may extend in to the unsampled and uncored 
part of the drillhole above the first sample at 243.92 metres. 
Drillholes 336, 335, 375 and 347 had clear N. kaitangata high 
frequency peaks at 230.11 metres, 250.70 to 263.92 metres, 368.02 to 
380.11 metres, and 150.00 metres respectively (Figure 18) and require no 
further discussion. Drillhole 387 however, had two high frequency peaks. 
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While the lower peak contained the maximum value the upper peak at 74.41 
metres was inferred to be the zone marker in view of the positions of 
the other zones in this hole (Figure 13). 
4.4.5 UPPER UNZONED INTERVAL 
This unit was bounded below by the N. kaitangata Acme zone and 
above by the Beaumont/Morley formations contact (Figure 13). As has been 
discussed in chapter 5, the location of the Beaumont/Morley boundary was 
a routine procedure and could be accurately determined. In the upper 
unzoned interval the northern most drillholes 336, 343 and 347 contained 
two thin - 2 to 5 metre thick - coal seams that were '' almost certainly 
correlative with each other (Figure 13) and which thined to the south. 
The remaining drillholes contained minor coal seams of varying quality 
with the zone in general consisting of mudstones and sandstones with 
carbonaceous contents of varying degree. 
4.5 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
4.5.1 INTRODUCTION 
A quantitative technique employing cluster analysis was 
applied to several data sets to explore the relationships , if any, 
between sample sites and pollen composition of the drillholes. 
It is well established from a number of palynological 
investigations, for example Birks and Birks (1980) and Luly, Sluiter and 
Kershaw (1980), that cluster analysis employed for straitigraphic 
correlative purposes should incorporate a stratigraphic constraint . This 
allows only stratigraphically adjacent or derived sample groups to fuse. 
Then, the breaks between cluster groups can be used to locate the best 
positions for zone boundaries on pollen diagrams. The zones 'thus 
established for individual drillholes, are then correlated with other 
drillholes in order to define regional zones. Pollen zones are usually 
visually matched or correlated although a number of numerical methods 
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(Gordon and Birks 1974) have been used with success. 
As the two cluster programmes employed had no provision for 
stratigraphic constraint, sample cluster anomalies were expected. 
However, the programmes were run, using different similarity 1 
dissimilarity measures and methods of cluster linkage, to determine if 
any broad but recurrent patterns were evident. Any such patterns would 
thus be of value in zoning of pollen diagrams and thereby the subdivision 
of the Morley Coal Measures. 
The first of the two clustering programs employed came from the 
MVSP suite of computer programs designed for a variety of multivariate 
analysis. This program performed average linkage cluster analysis using 
the Canberra metric distance, a dissimilarity measure, and a weighted 
pair group method of cluster fusion. In one case the Spearman rank order 
dissimilarity correlation coefficient was used . The second method came 
from the PC-ORO suite of computer programs also designed for multivariate 
analysis of ecological data. This program performed hierarchial cluster 
analysis using squared euclidean distance, a dissimilarity measure that 
weighted the major pollen taxa more than the minor types, and Wards 
method of cluster fusion, a minimum variance technique of hierarchial 
clustering. 
4.5.2 MVSP CLUSTERING ANALYSIS 
In this program three sets of pollen data were investigated. All 
were derived from Pollen Sum 2 data and were thus inferred to be 
anemophilous pollen and therefore representative of regional pollen rain. 
The data sets used were: 
(1) Phy77oc7adidites mawsonii , clustered over all drillholes 
combined. 
(2) Podocarpidites cf. 
clustered over (a) all 
individual drillholes . 
e77ipticus and Podocarpidites marwickii 
drillholes combined and (b) clustered over 
(3) Anemophilous group clustered over (a) all drillholes combined and 
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(b) clustered over individual drillholes. 
4.5.2.1 Phy77oc7adidites mawsonii cluster analysis 
P. mawsonii was one of the most commonly occurring and abundant 
pollen types encountered , however, there were significantly low counts in 
some samples. In the pollen diagrams there was no discernable pattern to 
this frequency fluctuation and for this reason was selected for cluster 
analysis · to determine if significant trends were in fact present. The 
results of the cluster analysis were shown as a dendrogram (figure 19). 
The dissimilarity coefficient cut-off level defining the main clusters 
was chosen in order to highlight only the major groups. The samples 
belonging to these groups are shown in Figure 20. It is evident that many 
samples grouped were stratigraphically incompatible ~ and in terms of the 
zonation established in section 4.4 no satisfactory correlation could be 
made using the cluster groups. 
4.5.2.2 P. cf. Ellipticus and P. marwickii Cluster Analysis 
The importance of these two species lies with the pioneering 
biostratigraphical scheme established bY Couper (1964) in wh i ch they 
played major roles (see chapter 3). Although the scheme has been refuted 
in this study, it was decided to investigate the abundance 
characteristics of the two species by cluster analysis. The merit of 
this analysis, was of course, controlled by the limitations imposed by 
the absence of a stratigraphic constraint. The analysis was carried out 
using two sets of data. One consisted of the data for the two species 
from all drillholes combined, while the other consisted of data clustered 
for individual holes. The dendrogram for the analysis of all drillholes 
combined is presented in Figure 21. The dissimilarity coefficient cut-off 
level defining the cluster groups was selected in order to highlight the 
major groups (shown in Fig 22). A vague group was traced through 
drillholes 382, 335, 364 and 336 (group 1, Fig 22), however it lacked 
consistency of position relative to the zonation established in section 
4.3 and included a significant number of stratigraphically incompatible 
samples clusters. No other patterns of significance were evident. 
The analysis where individual drillholes were clustered produced 
equally inconclusi ve results. The dendrograms for the eight drillholes 
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are produced in Figure 23. The cut-off level defining the main clusters 
was based on a dissimilarity coefficient of between 0.5 and 0.65. The 
major groups, shown in Figure 24, revealed few consistent patterns. While 
some groups, such as those in drillholes 347 and 375, contained groups 
agreeing with the zonation, the remaining drillholes contained 
stratigraphically incompatible grouping of samples. Generally, there 
appeared to be no consistent or valid cluster grouping through the 
drillhole sequence, however, a vague stratigraphically orientated 
grouping did seem to exist. It is possible that given a cluster program 
containing a stratigraphical constraint, useful results could be 
obtained. 
4.5.2.3 Anemophilous Group Cluster Analysis 
This group of pollen was selected for cluster analysis in view of 
its importance and use as regional paleo-vegetation indicators. The group 
was analysed in similar fashion to the groups above; it was first 
clustered over all drillholes combined, and secondly over individual 
drillholes. 
The dendrogram for the cluster analysis of all drillholes combined 
is presented in Figure 25, the cut-off level defining the five main 
cluster groups was based on a dissimilarity coefficient of 0.5, the 
arrangement of these groups is shown in Figure 26. The results were 
again, inconclusive with no significant group defined. Six holes 
contained stratigraphica~ly incompatible sample combinations. Of the 
remaining two holes, drillhole 347 had all its samples with the exception 
of the lower most, clustered as one group. In view of the zonation 
established in section 4.4 this grouping was considered dubious and 
discounted. Drillhole 336 had two sample groups with all samples 
stratigraphically compatible, the groups falling within the framework of 
the zonation established in section 4.4. As it is the only hole with 
this compatibility, it is difficult to draw conclusions with respect to 
its use for zonal purposes. 
Although no significant groups were evident in this analysis it 
was apparent that group 1 (Fig 26), while containing a number of samples 
from lower down in each hole, had a persistent grouping of two or more 
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samples in the upper region of all drillholes except drillhole 382 and 
387. These groups fell within the Lower Unzoned Interval and Interzone 1 
(section 4.4) and may reflect a genuine zone. Verification of this 
feature can, in all likelihood, only be determined by employing a cluster 
program incorporating a stratigraphical constraint. 
The dendrograms for the cluster analysis of the Anemophilous group 
over indi vidual drillholes are presented in Figure 27 , with the main 
cluster groups shown in Figure 28 - the dissimilarity coefficient cut-off 
level defined major clusters only. The results were inconclusive, with no 
consistent groups present and all significant groups included 
stratigraphically incompatible samples. 
4.5.3 PC-ORO CLUSTERING RESULTS 
Two cluster analyses were carried out using this program. The 
first clustered data from all drillholes combined using Pollen Sum 1 
data. The second analysis clustered data in individual drillholes also 
using Pollen Sum 1 data . 
The first method involving clustering over the combined drillhole 
data set yielded inconclusive results. Vague groups were apparent between 
one or two holes but no consistent grouping could be detected throughout 
the drillhole sequence. Stratigraphically incompatible sample 
combinations were common. An uncertain grouping was apparent in the upper 
region of five drillholes (group a, Fig 30) where a group of generally 
three or more samples were clustered together. However , these groups were 
incompatable with the zonation established in section 4.4 and included a 
number of stratigraphically incompatible samples. In order to resolve 
this possible group, clustering needs to be carried out employing a 
stratigraphical constraint. The dendrogram for this analysis is shown in 
Figure 29 . The dissimilarity coefficient cut-off level of 9.6 to 9.9 was 
determined to define the four main cluster groups. 
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The second cluster analysis involved clustering in individual 
drillholes. The dendrogram for the analysis is presented in Figure 31, 
with the cluster group positions in drillholes shown in Figure 32a-i. The 
dissimilarity coefficient cut-off level in each dendrogram was selected 
to define only major groups. The results were inconclusive with no 
consistent clusters groups and although some groups contained up to six 
samples in stratigraphic succession they also contained other 
stratigraphically incompatible samples. The major parts of these groups 
were not always compatible with the zonation established in section 4.4. 
4.6 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS DISCUSSION 
It was evident that while the results from both types of cluster 
analysis were essentially inconclusive, they did indicate that, although 
vague, a broad stratigraphically orientated grouping appeared to exist in 
some drillholes. These groups were not positive but indicated that: 
(1) Groups based on pollen composition similarities may exist and 
hence provide more information for zonation, and 
(2) The clustering programs need to be refined in order to increase 
the resolution of the groupings. This can, in all practicality be 
achieved by implementation of a stratigraphic constraint which allows 
only adjacent samples or derived sample groups to be clustered. If 
this can be achieved the results may prove useful in providing zonal 
criteria for subdivision of the Morley Coal Measures. 
4.7 RATIO ANALYSIS OF SELECTED TAXA 
This analysis was undertaken to investigate the potential of 
unusually high frequencies of selected pollen types for use in 
subdividing the Morley formation (following Martin 1984). In order to 
give precision to the meaning of 11 high frequencies 11 and! to isolate the 
selected taxa from other features of the assemblages, ratios were 
constructed and a cut-off point chosen empirically to define the ratios. 
The pollen types selected were: 
(1) Phyllocladidites mawsonii, as a ratio of total gymnosperms. 
{2) Microcachryidites antarcticus, as a ratio of total gymnosperms . 
(3) Tricolpites gi77ii, as a ratio of total angiosperms. 
(4) Nothofagus kaitangata, as a ratio of total angiosperms. 
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The application of the ratio analysis to the zoning of the Morley 
formation required the high and low ratio groups - delineated by the 
cut-off levels, to have some degree of correlation over part or all of 
the drillhole sequence. Although the majority of the pollen types showed 
high ratios throughout the drillhole sequence (Figure 33a-d) the 
distribution of these ratios were generally irregular and patterns 
difficult to detect. Within the limits of the zonation established in 
section 4.4, the high and low ratio groups of all four pollen types 
revealed no discernable correlation patterns. This was shown by: 
(I) High ratios of N. kaitangata occurring in the lower most samples 
of drillhole 375 and 387, and near the top of drillholes 382, 335, 
and 336. This pattern was incompatible with coal seam correlation. 
(2) High ratios of M. antarcticus occurring at the top and bottom of 
drillhole 382, throughout drillhole 335, and absent in drillholes 
343, 387, and 364. This pattern was also incompatible with coal seam 
correlation. 
(3) The high ratio group ofT. gi77ii, while occurring in the six 
lower samples of drillhole 375 had no regularity in any of the 
remaining drillholes. 
In view of such discrepancies high ratios of P. mawsonii, 
T. gi77ii, M. antarcticus, and N. kaitangata were deemed to be of no 
value in the zoning of the Morley formation. 
4.8 CONCLUSIONS 
Three quantitative procedures were applied in an attempt to 
subdivide the Morley formation into units suitable for coal seam 
correlation. These procedures were : 
(1) Pollen diagram zonation based on relative abundance patterns of 
selected taxa and groups of taxa. 
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(2) Pollen diagram zonation employing the numerical method of cluster 
analysis. 
(3) A technique involving ratio values for selected taxa having 
unusually high abundance values. 
The first method was successful in providing a basis for subdivision 
while the remaining two methods proved largely unproductive. 
Method (1) employed procedures based on conventional pollen 
diagram zonation and utilized the consistent patterns of selected taxa 
and groups of taxa that could be traced with reasonable certainty 
throughout all or most of the drillholes in the project. Due to the 
sampling restrictions and geological complications such as folding, 
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faulting and facies changes which operated during and after the 
deposition of the Morley formation, not all patterns showed up clearly in 
all holes. Examples were drillhole 347, located centrally in the Ohai 
depositional basin (Figure 5) but containing only a short sequence of the 
formation, and drillhole 375, located centrally in the Mossbank 
depositional basin (Figure 5) in which locations for several of the zonal 
patterns were subjective. Resolution of the zonal scheme was limited by 
the sample interval. The purpose of the analysis was not to define a 
rigid zonation, but to distinguish patterns that appeared consistent 
within the drillholes in the study area. The resolution of these 
patterns will undoubtably be refined with further palynological work. 
The zones defined by the scheme were consistent with geological models 
for the Morley formation, interpretation of the zones suggest that: 
(1) During the early part of the Morley formation, rates of 
sedimentation were similar in both the Ohai and Mossbank basins. This 
is indicated by the relatively uniform thickness of the Lower Unzoned 
Interval and Interzone 1 (Figure 13). 
(2) The significant increase in thickness of Interzone 2 and ari 
associated increase in the thickness of the coal seams contained 
therein, of drillholes 382, 335, 364, 336 and 343 was inferred to be 
indicative of a deeper, rapidly subsiding part of the basin. 
(3) It was difficult to draw accurate conclusions from the Upper 
Unzoned Interval due to it's upper contact being the Beaumont-Morley 
formation erosional contact. It was clear that significant parts of 
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the upper Morley formation were removed as a result of this hiatus 
(Sykes 1984, Bowman et al 1987). 
(4) The relatively thinner clastic units which occurred in drillhole 
375 (located in the Mossbank basin) probably reflected a depositional 
basin unlike the Ohai basin in that it was sheltered from major 
source areas to the north. This is in keeping with the concept of 
paleo-highs discussed in section 4.4 .2. 
The investigation of numerical analysis for zonal purposes was, in 
all practicality, unproductive . This was probably due to the absence of 
a stratigraphic constraint which allows only stratigraphically adjacent 
samples and derived sample groups to fuse . The results did however, 
indicate the presence of vague groups which suggested/ refinement of the 
procedure could produce helpful results in the znning of pollen diagrams 
and thus the subdivision of the Morley formation. 
The ratio analysis was investigated to determine whether the 
unusually high abundance of some taxa had stratigraphic application. The 
results suggest that this method was not applicable at Ohai. However , in 
light of the sampling restrictions discussed earlier it is possible that 
a closer sampling interval may reveal useful patterns. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5.1 DIFFERENTIATION OF THE BEAUMONT AND MORLEY COAL MEASURES ON 
PALYNOLOGICAL GROUNDS 
The boundary separating the Morley Coal Measures from the 
overlying Upper Eocene Beaumont Coal Measures is well established to be 
an unconformity surface on the basis of both palynological work (Couper 
in Suggate and Couper, 1952; in Bowen 1964, Pocknall 1984, Raine 1986), 
and on stratigraphic and structural evidence presented by Bowen (1964). 
Palynological work of this project also firmly supports the existence of 
a significant hiatus. Recognition of the unconformity surface has major 
importance with respect to the correlation of seams within the Morley 
Coal Measures . Detecting this surface, especially in drillholes, has 
often proven problematical. However, this project has shown that, given 
core that span the unconformity surface, the Morley and Beaumont Coal 
Measures are readily distinguishable on palynological grounds. 
Discrimination between the two formations is based on the distinctive 
spore and pollen assemblages unique to each formation. The Morley Coal 
Measures contain taxa with ranges not extending above the Haumurian. 
Examples are Tricolpites 7i77iei, Proteacidites subpalisadus, Nothofagus 
kaitangata, Trilites morleyi, and Baculatisporites comaumensis (shown in 
the photographic plates). The Beaumont Coal Measures on the other hand, 
contain taxa whose first appearances range from the Teurian to Bartonian. 
Examples of these species are: Myricipites harrisii, Cupanieidites 
orthoteichus, Myrtaceidites parvus, Nothofagus matauraensis, Nothofagus 
brachyspinulosa, and Elytranthe striatus. Because the Beaumont Coal 
Measures are economically insignificant, zonation was not attempted; 
hence the purpose for distinguishing the formation was purely to 
delineate the upper boundary of the Morley Formation. In this respect 
assemblage slides from samples from the upper parts of the sequence were 
given preliminary scans before accurate counting began to establish 
whether they belonged to Morley or Beaumont sequences. If positive 
identificat ions of Tertiary taxa were made further analysis was 
terminated and the slide abandoned. In many cases significant quantities 
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significant quantities of reworked Morley Coal Measure taxa were present, 
indicating erosion or reworking of the older unit was occurring during 
deposition of the Beaumont Coal Measures. 
The precise stratigraphic location of the unconformity surface, 
believed to include the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary, was not defined in 
this project, this would have required considerable resampling in order 
to determine its true position. The boundary was instead located within 
the framework of the sampling program which consisted of an interval of 
approximately 10 metres between samples. This degree of resolution was, 
nevertheless, adequate for the purposes of the zonation of the Morley 
Coal Measures proposed in this project and also clearly draw attention 
to errors in earlier attempts at delineating the Beaumont/Morley boundary 
using lithological criteria. The position of the boundary determined by 
palynological evidence from this project and by earlier attempts using 
only lithological criteria is shown in Figure 34. It is evident that 
there is considerable error in the boundary position using lithological 
criteria only. Drillholes 387, 382, 336, 335, and 384 graphically 
demonstrate the margins of error which range from 19 metres in drillhole 
382 to 88 metres in drillhole 384. The significance of such error cannot 
be over stated. The correct position for the boundary could not be 
determined in drillholes 347 and 343 due to core absence. The Morley 
Formation in this case extends to the top of the cored sequence. 
Drillholes 364 and 375 already had accurate locations for the 
Beaumont/Morley boundary determined by palynological analysis (Raine 
1986) carried out prior to this project. In these drillholes the boundary 
position has been refined as a consequence of the present study. 
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CHAPTER 6 
TAXONOMIC NOTES 
Some pollen and spores frequently identified in assemblage slides 
from samples of the Morley Coal Measures, could not be assigned to any 
known taxa. For these, informal names were introduced . It is likely that 
more intensive study of the taxa belonging to these informal 
classifications would show that, in some cases, groups of similar pollen 
or spore types are represented rather than discrete species. The 
following remarks are intended to highlight and explain the usage and 
implications of the major informal pollen and spore types. 
ANGIOSPERMS 
Tricolpites pachyexinus Couper 1953 
1953 Tricolpites pachyexinus Couper: p62, pl.8, Fig.l20,121. 
Couper's description of this species maintains the exine to be 
" .. very thick, 2.5 - 3.0JJm, psilate" with a polar size range of 
27-(35)-43JJm. However, many grains attributable to this species were 
encountered with: (a) exines in the range 1.3 - 2.0~m, (b) finely 
granular (LO pattern) to psilate sexine, and (c) minimum polar dimensions 
of 20 - 25~m. It is therefore suggested that Couper's specifications may 
need amending to accommodate such differences. This suggestion is 
endorsed with the remark by Dettman and Playford (1968) that Australian 
grains referable to T. pachyexinus Couper are somewhat smaller (have an 
equatorial diameter of 20-(24)-31JJm) and have a generally thinner exine 
(1 .5- 3.0pm) than those described by Couper (1953, 1960). Although the 
dimensions stated by Dettman and Playford are equatorial it is likely 
that the polar dimensions are also smaller than those indicated in the 
original description . 
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Tricolpites sp. E 
Grains referred to by this name, while not overly abundant, warrant 
discussion due to their similarities with Tricolpites pachyexinus (Couper 
1953) and Tricolpites secarius (Mcintyre 1965). In general the grains 
have a polar dimension of 15-24~m, copli extending almost to the pole, an 
exine thickness of 1.0-1.5~m, a fine reticulate or granular surface 
texture (LO pattern) that is difficult to distinguish due to the small 
grain size, and slightly convex to convex sides. These attributes, though 
somewhat marginal, are compatible with the dimensions suggested for 
T. pachyexinus discussed above. These grains also share similarities with 
T. secarius, which although having a range commencing in the Teurian, has 
greater compatibility. If these grains are in fact . T. secarius, then the 
range of this species must be extended into the Cretaceous, however until 
more of these grains are examined their true affinity must remain in 
question. 
Ticolpites sp. B 
Free, isopolar, prolate, tricolpate, colpi long and narrow, exine 
1-1.8~m thick, sexine distinctly and finely reticulate. 
Equorial diameter: 17-30~m 
Remarks: Grains of this type were identified in both Cretaceous and 
Eocene material. 
Tricolpites sp. C 
Free, isopolar, prolate, tricolpate, colpi 
extending almost to poles, exine 1.8-2~m, sexine and 
long and narrow, 
nexine not easily 
distinguished, sexine tectate, finely granular; granules very small. 
Equatorial diameter: 48~m 
Polar diameter : 29~m 
Tricolpites sp. D 
Free, isopolar, prolate-spheroidal, colpi long, nexine 0.5 - 1~m, 
sexine 1-1.5~m, finely reticulate, lumina less than l~m wide. 
Equatorial diameter: 21-33~m 
Polar diameter: 18-25~m 
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Tricolpites sp. F 
Free, isoploar, prolate, tricolpate, colpi long and narrow, 
reaching almost to poles, exine 0.9-l.S~m, sexine scabrate to finely 
granular (faint LO pattern). 
Equatorial diameter: 15-30~m 
Remarks: Grains of this type · were identified in both Cretaceous and 
Eocene material. 
Tricolpites sp. G 
Free, isopolar, prolate to spheroidal, 
extending almost to poles, exine l-2~m, 
lumina relatively large (1-l.?~m wide), 
equatorial regions. 
Equatorial diameter: 15-24~m 
Tricolpites sp. J 
tricolpate, colpi narrow, 
sexine clearly reticulate ; 
and generally coarsen in 
Free, isopolar, prolate to per-prolate, colpi long, nexine 0.5-lum, 
sexine 1-l.S~m with fused clavae forming a fine reticulum ; lumina less 
than l}.lm wide. 
Equatorial diameter: 30-35~m 
Polar diameter: 13-20~m 
Remarks: This grain is similar in many respects to Ticolpites sp. D, 
however it is always distinctly prolate to per-prolate. 
Tricolpites sp. K 
This grain type was not stratigraphically or otherwJse important 
but probably has some regional significance due to its probable affinity 
with a similar form - Tricolpites sp. K- found and described in the 
Cretaceous Kaitangata Coal Measures by Browne (1986). The species letter 
designation here follows that of Browne. These grains were characterised 
by short, narrow colpi (nowhere seen to extend more than half way to the 
poles), is thin walled (0.8- 1.5J.lm), has a distinct granular texture, 
has a polar range of 17 - 35~m, and is semi-fossaperture. 
Tricolpites sp. L 
Free, isopolar, prolate to per-prolate, colpi long and narrow, 
reaching almost to poles, exine 2-2.5}.lm, densely spaced granules 
granules 2~m high and 2.5pm diameter at base . 
Equatorial diameter: 31pm 
Polar diameter: 19pm 
Tricolpites sp. M 
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Free, isopolar, spheroidal, colpi long and broad, nexine difficult 
to detect, sexine 1.5-2pm thick, baculatejclavate forming an excellent 
reticulum ; lumina 2-3pm at edge of grain, decreasing to 0.5pm in central 
regions, muri thin. 
Polar diameter: 30pm 
sp. N Tricolpites 
Free, isopolar, prolate, colpi 
1.2-l.G~m thick, probably baculate and 
long, nexine lum thick, sexine 
supratectal, but possibly only 
supratectal bacules, forming indistinct reticulum. 
Equatorial diameter: 30pm 
Polar diameter: 23~m 
Tricolpites sp. 0 
Free, isopolar, spheroidal to oblate, colpi long and thin, exine 
0.8-1.2pm thick, finely and sometimes indistinctly granular. 
Equatorial diameter: 2lpm 
Polar diameter: 2l~m 
Tricolpites sp. P 
Free, isopolar, spheroidal, colpi short and broad, nexine difficult 
to distinguish, sexine 2.5-4~m, spinulate ; spines 2-3pm long and 0.5-l~m 
diameter at base, 1.7-2.5pm apart. 
Polar diameter: 4lpm 
Tricoplites sp . Q 
Free, isopolar, spheroidal to prolate, colpi 
nexine 0.5-lpm thick, sexine 1-l.Spm thick, coarsely 
coarse reticulum; lumina 1.5-2.2pm wide, muri 1.3pm. 
Equatorial diameter: 24 -30pm 
Polar diameter: 18-20pm 
long and narrow, 
baculate forming a 
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Tricolpites sp. W 
Free, isopolar, spheroidal, col pi distinctly smooth and "scalloped" 
in shape, 6~m wide, exine 1-1.5~m thick, sparsely echinate ; echinae l~m 
high. 
Polar diameter: 22-24~m 
Tricolpites sp. Y 
Free, isopolar, prolate , colpi long and narrow, nexine 0.5~m thick, 
sexine 1.5-1.8~m, baculate ; arranged in a distinct linear pattern giving 
in surface view a characteristic striated appearance. 
Equatorial diameter: 25-30~m 
Polar diameter: 18-24Mm 
Tricolpites sp. Z 
Free , isopolar, spheroidal, colpi short (13~m deep) and broad 
(10~m), exine 1.5-2~m thick, verrucate; verrucae 3.5~m diameter at base, 
0. 5~m high. 
Polar diameter: 30-42~m 
Tricolporites sp. 8 
Free, isopolar, spheroidal to prolate, tricolporate, colpi long, ora 
l-3~m wide, up to 4~m long, exine 1.5-2~m thick, exine and sexine of 
similar thickness, sexine baculate/clavate forming a fine reticulum ; 
lumina 0.5-1.3~m. 
Equatorial diameter: 20-32~m 
Polar diameter: 18-25um -
Tricolporites sp. C 
Free, anisopolar, prolate to per-prolate, tricolporate, colpi long 
and narrow, ora difficult to measure, approx. 2~m diameter, exine thin 
(1-3~m), sexine finely granular; granules sometimes -indistinct. 
Equatorial diameter: 19-27~m 
Polar di amet,er: 15-' 18~m 
Tricolporites sp. D 
Free, anisopolar, spheroidal, tricolporat, colpi long, ora 
difficult to measure- approx. l-1.5~m diameter , exine thin (0.8-1.5~m), 
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finely papillate; papillae 0.5x0.5~m, spaced 2-3~m apart. 
Equatorial diameter:20-25pm 
Tetracolpites sp. 0 
Free, isopolar, tetracolpate, colpi short (S~m deep) and narrow, 
exine 1.3-2 . 2~m thick, sexine baculatejclavate, forming a fine reticulum. 
Polar diameter: 23-35~m 
Remarks: This grain is possibly tetracolporate, however poor 
preservation of grains made this difficult to determine. 
Liliacidites cf. variegatus 
1953 Liliacidites variegatus Couper: p56, pl .7, fig. 98,99. 
Some confusion still exists in the literature regarding the distinction 
between Liliacidites variegatus (Couper 1953) and Liliacidites 
intermedius (Couper 1953), and their respective age ranges. While Couper 
(1953) appeared to make a clear distinction between them, it was apparent 
both from observations made in this project, and from Pocknall and 
Mildenhall (1984) that some specimens have features intermediate between 
the two species, suggesting that L. variegtus and L. intermedius 
represent end members in a morphological range of one species. Pocknall 
and Mildenhall also point out that Couper (1960) had similar ranges for 
the two species which further emphasises the similarity and difficulty in 
distinguishing between them. Raine (in Pocknall and Mildenhall 1984) 
suggested that most late Cretaceous and early Tertiary specimens are more 
like L. intermedius with a clearly defined and abrupt change in size of 
the reticulum between the equatorial and polar region of the grain. 
Observations made in this thesis tend not to agree with this as the 
majority of grains identifiable as either L. variegatus or L. intermedius 
had (a) grain lengths of 20-40~m, and (b) exines 1.0-1.5pm thick. 
Although many of these . grains exhibited a change in reticulum size 
between equatorial and polar regions the change was not often abrupt. In 
terms of Couper's (1953) description, the grain length and exine 
thickness disallow these grains to be classed as L. intermedius. It is 
clear that until further research is conducted, confussion will remain 
over the distinction or "non-distinction" between the two species. 
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Liliacidites sp. A 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monsulcate, sulcus long and narrow, 
grain sub-spheroidal, exine thin (1-1.5~m), sexine thicker than nexine, 
baculate, forming a clear, distinctive reticulum ; lumina 2-3~m wide, 
muri distinctive; 0.5-1um thick with a "beadedu appearance. 
Dimensions: 25-30um long 
18-25~m wide 
Liliacidites sp. D 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monosulcate, sulcus long and broad, 
grain sub-spheroidal, exine 1.5-2~m thick, sexine pilate, with fused 
heads, forming a clear reticulum ; lumina 1-3um wide, muri O.S~m thick. 
Dimensions: 30-36um long 
23-29~m wide 
Monosulcites aff. minimus Couper (1953) 
1947 Monosulcites minimus n.sp Cookson: p135, pl.15, fig 47-50. 
1953 Monosulcites aff. minimus (n.sp) Couper: p65, pl .8, fig 
130,131. 
Cookson describes the species M. minimus as having an exine about 
2pm thick. No grains similar toM. minimus were observed in this project 
to possess exines thicker than 1.3~m, although they were in every other 
respect almost identical. Couper (1953) considered the two species 
M. minmius and M. maxima (of Cookson 1947) to represent a form genus 
diagnosed amoung other things as having a variable exine. He went on to 
describe and figure a new species (after Cookson) Monosulcites aff. 
minimus, which was more elongate and possessed a thinner exine than 
M. minimus. This type species is adopted in this thesis. 
Monosulcites sp. A 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monosulcate, 
grain prolate, exine approx. 1-1.5~m thick, sexine 
rounded, 1.3~m at base and 1~m high. 
Dimensions: 30~m long 
18~m wide 
sulcus long and thin, 
granulate ; granules 
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Monosulcites sp. 8 
Free, anisopilar, bilateral , monsulcate, sulcus long and narrow, 
grain spheroidal to sub-spheroidal, exine 2-4~m thick, nexine difficult 
to measure, sexine thick, granulate to verrucate ; 4-7pm at base, 2-3 .5pm 
high. Inner region surrounding sulcus has reduced sculpture. 
Dimensions: 25-30pm long 
20-25pm wide 
Monosu1cites sp. C 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monosulcate, sulcus long and broad, 
grain spheroidal, exine 2-3.5pm thick, sexine baculatejclavate (some 
parts appear supratectal), with granular surface texture, granules 1-2pm 
high, 1-3pm diameter at base. 
Dimensions: 26-40pm long 
20-30pm wide 
Monosu1cites sp. 0 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monosulcate, sulcus long and broad, 
grain sub-spheroidal to prolate, exine approx. 2um thick, nexine 
difficult to measure, sexine echinate ; echinae small (less than 1pm 
high) and densely spaced. 
Dimensions: 31 .. ?urn long (a similar grain 70pm was observed) 
25 .. ?pm wide 
Monosu1cites sp. E 
Free, 
sulcus long 
anisopolar, bilateral, monosulcate (possibly tricolpate), 
and narrow, grain sub-spheroidal to prolate, exine difficult 
to measure, sexine distinctly striated, striations have vague "beaded 
appearance". 
Dimensions: 35~m long 
20~m wide 
Monosu1cites sp. H 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monsulcate, sulcus narrow with thick 
granular lips, grain spheroidal, nexine 1-l.Spm thick, sexine 1.5-3~m 
thick, finely granular with clear LO pattern. 
Dimensions: 35-40pm long 
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Monosulcites sp. J 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monsulcate, sulcus long and broad, 
grain spheroidal to sub-spheroidal, exine 3-4pm thick, sexine 2-3~m thick 
with gemma type sculpture; 2-3. 5~m diameter at base, 2~m in height, and 
up to 5 . 5~m apart. 
Dimensions: 40-50~m long 
30-35~m wide 
Monosulcites sp. K 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monosulcate, sulcus long and narrow, 
grain spheroidal to prolate, exine 2-4~m thick, nexine less than l~m 
thick, sexine 2-3~m thick with spinules ; 0.8-1.3~m diameter at base, and 
1.5-2.2~m high. 
Dimensions: 22-30um long 
14-20um wide 
Monosulcites sp. M 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, monsulcate, sulcus long and narrow, 
grain plano-convex in profile, exine 3um thick, surface texture faintly 
granular to psilate with reminiscent reticulation. 
Dimensions: 38~m long 
23um wide 
Monosulcites usubgranulatusu 
The species name "subgranulatus•• is used informally to describe 
abundant monosulcate pollen grains similar to Monosulcites granulatus 
Couper (1953). M. subgranulatus is distinctive because (a) it has a 
uniform, fine to very fine granular texture, and (b) it has a length of 
19-37~m and a breadth of 15-27um. These features clearly differentiate 
these grains from the larger, coarser textured species of M. granulatus. 
Proteacidites sp. A 
Free, isopolar, amb triangular with sides convex to straight, 
triorate, ora 3-S~m diameter with often ragged margins, exine thin 
(1.3-1.8~m), sexine finely reticulate. 
Equatorial diameter: 25-30~m 
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Proteacidites sp. C 
Free, isopolar, amb triangular, sides straight to slightly convex, 
triorate, ora 3-4~m diameter, exine 1.3 -2~m thick, surface texture 
appears finely granular. 
Equatorial diameter: 25~m 
Proteacidites sp. G 
Free, isopolar , amb triangular, sides straight to slightly convex, 
triorate, ora 4-S~m diameter with smooth margins, exine 1.4~m thick, 
nexine thin, sexine distinctly granular ; granules have base diameter of 
0.8-l.G~m, height of 0.5~m. 
Equatorial diameter: 30-36~m 
Proteacidites sp. 
Abundant proteacidites type pollen are preserved in the Ohai 
sediments with many forms undoubtably representing undescribed taxa. This 
classification has been introduced to account for consistently occurring 
proteaceous grains possessing the following general characteristics: 
Triorate, isopolar, ora; circular, 3-6~m in diameter, sides; straight to 
slightly convex or concave between ora in polar view, exine; very thin, 
l-2~m, sexine finely clavate - baculate forming a fine reticulum 
sometimes coarsening in central regions, (difficult to measure), 
equatorial diameter 19 - 30~m. 
Beaupreadites sp. 
Free, amb triangular with sides straight to ~lightly convex, 
apertures often colpoid and up to 14~m deep, exine 2-3~m thick, exine 
echinate ; echinae 1-2~m high, spaced l-8~m apart. 
Equatorial diameter: 30-38~m 
GYMNOSPERMS 
Podocarpidites sp A 
This name was introduced to account for an abundance of 
podocarpaceous grains possessing generally consistent morphologic 
features, but was difficult to formally name. These grains were unlike 
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20-25~m), with a faint unveined reticulation. The furrow was granular and 
well developed. The corpus was broadly elliptical to circular in polar 
view, proximal cap granular, marginal ridge faint. The exine of the 
proximal cap is 1.0 - 2.0~m thick. It is possible that these grains are 
two bladdered forms of Microcachrydities antarcticus (Cookson 1947) as 
the dimensions were generally similar, however, from the literature, it 
was apparent that the two bladdered forms were not overly common - as 
they were in the assemblage slides of this project. 
Trichotomosulcites sp. A 
Free, anisopolar to isopolar, trichotomosulcate, sulcus as in 
Trichotomosulcites subgranulatus Couper (1953), amb sub-triangular to 
sub-circular in polar view, sides convex, exine 1-2~m thick, sexine 
baculatejclavate forming a distinctive, fine, pitted reticulum. 
Polar diameter: 15-23~m 
SPORITES 
Trilites morleyii Couper (1953) 
1953. Trilites morleyii Couper, p30, pl .3, Fig.22. 
Couper describes this species as having an equatorial diameter of 
84-(92)-95~m. This is by general comparison a large spore and is usually 
readily identifiable, however, of the few spores firmly identified as 
T. morleyii none possessed an equatorial diameter within these limits. 
Instead equatorial diameters ranged from 50-70~m. Many of the spores 50-
60~m in diameter were very much like T. morleyii but had marginal exine 
thickness's and may not in fact beT. morleyii at all. The remaing spores 
with diameters of 60-70~m were considered good examples of the species, 
therefore, it is suggested that Couper's size ranges may need revision. 
Trilites ohaienesis Couper (1953) 
1953 Trilites ohaiensis Couper, p30, pl .3, Fig.23. 
The size range of this spore, as in Trilites morleyii, is suggested 
to also need revision. Grains identified as T. Ohaiensis in the 
Trilites ohaienesis Couper (1953) 
1953 Tri7ites ohaiensis Couper, p30, pl.3, Fig.23. 
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The size range of this spore, as in Trilites morleyii, is suggested 
to also need revision. Grains identified as T. Ohaiensis in the 
assemblage's of this thesis had an equatorial diameter of 60-70~m, 
however in the original description (Couper 1953) the size range was 
stated as 80-(88)-105pm (equatorial diameter). The spores identified as 
T. ohaiensis were considered accurate in all respects except for the 
equatorial diameter. In order to accommodate the spores with diameters of 
60pm the original size range is suggested to need revision. 
Baculatisporites cf. comaumensis 
1953 Trilites comaumensis Cookson, p470, pl.2, fig.27,28. 
1956 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson) Potonie, p23. 
1957 Osmundacites comaumensis (Cookson) Balme, p25, pl.4, fig.54-56. 
1962 non Osmundacites we71manii Couper: Pocock, p35, pl .1, fig.l5. 
1963 Baculatisporites comaumensis Dettman, p35, p1.3, fig. 22,23,4k. 
This species is distinctive from Osmundacites we77manii in having 
baculate and not granulate sculpture, however many of the grains 
encountered in this project have their sculptural elements arranged 
somewhat closer together than that indicated by Dettman (1963) and 
Cookson (1953). 
Trilites sp. A 
Free, anisopolar, trilete, laesurae short and narrow ending half 
way to amb, spore circular in polar view, exine 1. 3pm, finely granular. 
Equatorial diameter: 25-35pm 
Trilites sp. D 
Free. anisopolar, trilete, laesurae moderately long with prominent 
margins , extending almost to amb, spore circular in polar view, exine 
1.5-3pm thick, finely granular. 
Equatorial diameter: 40-45~m 
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Osmundacidites sp. A 
Spores trilete, amb spherical, laesurae straight, extending three 
quarters the way to amb, has thickened margins, exine thin (l-l.3ijm 
thick) , finely granular (granules difficult to measure). 
Equatorial diameter: 35-62~m 
Stereisporites sp. A 
Spores trilete, amb spherical to sub-triangular, with broadly 
rounded angles, laesurae straight and narrow, extending half way to amb, 
exine thin (1~m), distinctly but finely granular, with distal polar 
thickening extending half way to the amb. 
Equatorial diameter: 28-35~m 
Lycopodium sp. A 
Spores trilete, plano-convex, amb sub-triangular to sub-circular, 
laesurae straight, extending to amb, gaping in inner regions, exine 
1-1.5~m thick, smooth proximally, reticulate distally and equatorially 
reticulum variable, l-7~m wide, muri thin, projecting up to 1.4pm high. 
Equatorial diameter: apprx. 54~m 
Lycopodium sp. 8 
Spores trilete, biconvex, amb sub-triangular to sub-circular, 
laesurae thick (2.2pm) and slightly contorted, extending to amb, exine 
thin (1.3pm), smooth to faintly granular proximally, and reticulate 
distally ; lumina 3-~pm wide in mid regions, reducing to l-1.5pm wide on 
margins, muri thin and do not project upwards. 
Equatorial diameter: 20-25pm 
Polypodiidites cf. minimus 
1960 Polypodiidites minimus n.sp Couper, p40, pl.l, fig 9,10. 
The age range of this species is Kaiatan to Awamoan (Couper 1960), 
however, very similar grains were encountered not uncommonly in the 
Cretaceous material of this project. With the exception of scuplture 
which did not appear to be markedly reduced on the proximal face, these 
spores conform well with Couper's P. minimus. Due to the subjective 
nature of this feature it is suggested that the age range of Couper's new 
species Polypodiidites minimus, may extend into the Cretaceous. 
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Polypodiidites sp C 
This classification was introduced to account for a sometimes 
abundant occurrence of spores attributable to the Polypodiidites genus. 
This grain consistently features an irregular, reduced verrucate 
sculpture (up to 6um across), a thin exine (less than l.Opm), and grain 
dimensions ; length: 24 - 32 urn, depth: 15 22pm. This sporotype was 
found only in Cretaceous material . 
Polypodiidites sp. D 
Free, anisopolar, bilateral, plano-convex to concavo-convex, ends 
well rounded, contact face concave to flat , monolete, laesurae about two 
thirds spore length, exine 1.5-2pm thick, sculpture sub-verrucate, very 
flat, less than 2pm diameter. 
Dimensions: 40-55pm long 
35-45pm wide 
Verrucatosporites sp. 
Free, anisoploar, bilateral, plano-convex, ends 
face concave, monolete, laesurae difficult to observe, 
sculpture rounded to pointed verrucae, closley spaced 
diameter and 3-4um high. 
Dimensions: 28-34um long 
20-22pm wide 
rounded, contact 
exine 3-4um thick, 
verrucae l-5pm 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Within the Ohai Coalfield it has been well established that both 
correlation of coal seams and definition of the Beaumont/Morley boundary 
cannot be satisfactorily accomplished using solely lithological criteria. 
The reasons behind this failure rest with the complex structural nature 
of the coalfield which is characterised by dramatic thinning and splitting 
of seams, associated faulting and abrupt facies changes. On the other 
hand the distribution of pollen and spores, particularly anemophilous 
types, is not affected by many of these geological controls and thus 
becomes a powerful tool for coal seam correlation. This concept was 
first utilized by Couper (1964) who pioneered a palynological zonation 
for the Ohai Coalfield. However, the application of Couper's approach to 
data gathered in this latest study proved inconclusive with generally 
incompatible sample grouping. The scheme was refuted for four main 
reasons: 
(1) The pollen counting technique employed by Couper did not follow 
conventional methods which advocate a minimum count for each slide 
of 150 grains. In 26% of Couper's samples grain counts fell below 
150. These samples were considered to be statistically invalid and 
not representative of the sample population. 
(2) The relative abundances of the key species in Couper's zonation 
(Podocarpidites cf. e77ipticus, Podocarpidites marwickii, and 
Phy77oc7adidites mawsonii), as calculated in this study, were 
strongly at variance with Couper's data. Disparities included: (a) 
the abundance of P. mawsonii which, throughout the study area, was 
not as uniformly high as indicated by Couper, and (b) the abundances 
of P. marwickii and P. cf. e77ipticus in a significant number of 
samples equaled or exceeded that of P. mawsonii. No sample in 
Couper's study yielded this result. 
·(3) The distinction between P. cf. e77ipticus and P. marwickii was 
problematical due mainly to the overlap of the upper range of 
P. e77ipticus and the lower range of P. marwickii. The poor 
preservation of many grains (corrosion and deformation) was also a 
1 imit i ng factor. 
(4) Due to the structural complexity of the coalfield, Couper's data 
base consisting of two drillholes and two opencast pits, was deemed 
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inadequate for accurate palynological analysis. The two drillholes , 
d171 and dl87, were 5 km apart and contained 8.2m and 117m of Morley 
Formation sediments respectively; both opencast pits were adjacent to 
dl71 and were of limited strategic value as they worked only one seam 
each. 
As an alternative to Couper's scheme, three quantitative procedures 
were investigated for use in subdividing the Morley Coal Measures. These 
consisted of: 
(1) Pollen diagram zonation based on recurrent patterns of relative 
abundance of key taxa and groups of taxa through out the study area . 
(2) Pollen diagram zonation employing the numerical method of 
cluster analysis, and 
(3) A technique involving ratio values for selected taxa of recurrent 
and unusually high abundances. 
The investigation of cluster analysis for zoning of pollen diagrams 
was, in all practicality, unproductive. This was probably due to the 
absence of a stratigraphical constraint which would have only allowed 
only adjacent samples or sample groups to fuse. The results did however, 
indicate the presence in some drillholes of vague groups which suggested 
refinement of the procedure could produce useful results in the zoning of 
pollen diagrams . 
Results of the ratio analysis of taxa with unusually high abundance 
were also unproductive and suggested that this technique was not 
applicable at Ohai. However, it is possible that a sampling interval 
closer than the 10 metres used may reveal helpful patterns. 
Technique (1) proved moderately successful in providing a basis for 
subdivision of the Morley Coal Measures into three pollen zones, two 
interzonal units and two bounding unzoned units. The subdivision, was, in 
descending order: 
(1) The upper unzoned unit, 
(2) The Nothofagus kaitangata Acme Zone, 
(3) Interzone 1, 
(4) The SPPA Assemblage Zone, 
(5) Interzone 2, 
(6) The Tricolpites reticulatus Acme Zone, 
(7) The lower unzoned unit. 
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Of the three named pollen zones, two were based on the maximum 
abundance of a single species - Nothofagus kaitangata and Tricolpites 
reticulatus - and fall into the category of acme zones. The remaining 
zone was based on the distinctive association of the maximum frequency 
of the Sporites and Proteaceae groups and the podocarp Phy71oc7adus 
pa7eogenicus, and the minimum frequency of occurrence of the Anemophilous 
group and was thus clearly an assemblage zone. 
The two interzones lacked any distinctive pollen signature and were 
defined on their intervening relationships between the three pollen 
zones. The upper unzoned unit was defined by the unconformable upper 
boundary of the Morley Coal Measures. The lower unzoned unit was 
similarly defined as the boundary of the Morley Coal Measures with the 
underlying New Brighton Conglomerate appeared unconformable in some parts 
of the coalfield and conformable in others. 
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Pol ypodi idi tes cl. ainilllls 0 2 
P. niniOJs 0 
1'. spl!<ies A 0 
P. species & 0 I 2 
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Laevigalosp~ tes ovalus 1) 22 14 35 30 23 31 31 23 26 bO 21 31 33 281 
L. .ajlT 0 I I 6 4 4 5 2 12 3 'I 8 4 : 
Clavilera triplex I) 4 I 2 ' 
' Gleicheniidites circi11idites 0 6 I I 3 ' 1rililes species A 0 4 ' / I I I: 
1. species 9 0 
T. species C 0 
1. ver rucalus 0 I 2 3 5 2 24 
1. cl. verruca\ us I) 2 
t. ooaiensi 5 0 
1. rorleyi 0 
1. lragilis 0 
Ceratosporites equalis 0 I I I 2 
l. sp llastigiatu~ volubile grpl 0 lb 17 28 I 2 2 9 : 
L. lastigoides 0 I I 
L. ;p@cie; A 0 ~ I 
L. sp. 0 'I 4 2 4 
Sl~ei SlllT i les antiquaspor i tes 0 8 3 2 3 5 27 3 I 
Cin9utriletes clavus 0 4 5 I 
Leptolepidi tes verrucatus 0 I I 
l. najor 0 l 
Tetrad species A I) 
Foraaisporis cl asy~~~~oetricus 0 
foveotri leles sp. 0 
&Ytmif'tRHS 
Phyll ocl adi dites 1awsoni i () 23 46 4 n 74 10 2 10 3 bO 12 22 17 : 
Phyllocladus paleogenicus 0 15 8 5 10 6 3 2 6 b 8 : 
llraucarirites australis 0 2 4 b 2 I 7 s 13 1 3 I 
A. sp () I 2 9 9 3 15 8 16 b 6 8 17 5 6 I 
Podocarpidites cl. eUipticus 0 6 II 9 9 7 4 7 4 0 5 2 4 4 : 
P. Mr"ickii (I 2 7 5 3 9 4 4 4 6 : 
P. 1ajor 0 I I 5 I l 
P. spA 0 7 17 B 14 27 I 2 6 5 b 5 5 16 : 
D. d prae-cupressinoides 0 7 3 I I I I: 
Hicrocachrydites antarclicus 0 3 I 13 20 13 7 s 33 23 19 18 26 IS 35 I 
Trichoto."lOSUitites subgr anulatus 0 20 16 2'1 12 13 2 7 4 5 8 II 2 5 I 
T. species A 0 I b 3 1 5 
Eph~dra nolensis 0 II 
I 
ANii IOSPERIIS 
lricolpiles lilliei (! 2 4 8 4 I I 4 6 
1. reliculalus (J 2 I 10 IS I I 2 4 10 IS 7 s I l: 
1. gil lii 0 21) 16 7 8 14 10 4 16 22 20 12 8 27 ~ : 
r. pachyex i nus 0 I I 
T. species a 0 3 s I 4 2 8 b I: 
T. ~pecies C 0 2 
T, species D 0 
1. species E 0 2 7 4 I 
1. species F 0 7 2 2 3 7 16 'I B 2 : 
t. species & 0 2 I 1 
T. species I (I 
T. soecies J 0 6 2 
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T. species K 0 2 
I. soecies L 0 
T. species H 0 
l. species N 0 I I 
lrifpoly colpate sp I 0 
lricolporate sp C 0 I 
I. species D 0 I 
Elytranthe cl. s\riatus 0 2 
letracolporites species A I) 2 2 I 
Nothol agus kai tangata 0 3 20 2 3 21 7 9 16 21 56 9 I 
Pol yeo! piles c I avalus 0 3 I J 7 3 2 
lnaperture sp A 0 2 
Li I iacidites interlledius (J 
L. variegatus 0 5 3 
l. spA 0 
L. sp B 0 
l. sp C (J 5 
L. sp 0 2 I 
11ooosulcities granulatus' 0 2 10 12 13 4 2 5 
11. sub-granulatus 0 2 I 6 
11. ~~axha (I 
M. 45)· ~ini11a 0 1 12 6 6 3 
n. spA 0 3 
H. sp 8 0 3 
H. sp C (J 2 
H. sp E 0 
H. sp F () 
II. sp G 0 
Proleacidi tes scaboralus (I 3 1 I 
P. cl. a110losexinus (I I 2 
P. sp 0 lB 21 5 3 21 10 4 15 351 
P. sub-pa\isadus () I 2 2 3 2 2 
P. sp A 0 
P. sp B 0 2 I 
P. sp C 0 
P. sp D 0 
P. sp E 0 
P. so 0 \4 9 9 
Proteaflriorate sp _I 0 2 
f.allilerina rudata 0 
Beaupreadi tes sp 0 
Trior ites ~inor 0 2 
l. lragilis 0 
I. cf. fragilis 0 2 2 
I. suboveol at us 0 
T. spA 0 I I: 
T. sp 8 () 3 
I. sp S 0 
lrioralefcolpate sp \1 0 3 I 
Quadr aplanus brossus 0 
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~er0110001i tes bMni i I I 0 
tyathiditts tintr 23 12 10 10 0 
C. austral is 5 0 
llaculatisporites coaauoeosis II 12 0 
P. 50~ies A 0 
8. 5I' 12 0 
Osaoundacidites N<?llo.tnil 15 0 
~. 50tCies A 0 
~. 50ecits 8 0 
P. so~ies C l 4 0 
l~eviqa\GS!!tri bs ovalus 31 29 18 24 11 16 0 
L. oajor 15 3 I 10 4 l 0 
r.tavi!era triple• I 2 0 
61ei cheni idi tes cirtini dllts 0 
Trilile; snecies A 0 
I. verrucatus 0 
I. nl•~iensis -0 
I. O(<"leyii 0 
cPnto~por iles l'qllal is 0 
l sp. lhstigiatllll volubile grpl II 15 12 0 
l. fastigoides 2 0 
l. so A I 
Slerei<;porites i>nliouaworltes 12 14 
tingutriletes clavus 6 
6YitMiii1S 0 
1'1oyllochdidiles •~115!11ii 17 12 5'1 51 20 JJ 0 
l'ttyllocladus paleogenicus II II 13 12 25 29 0 
l'lra\•caricites austr~l i s l 5 8 I 6 2 0 
A. sp I 2 3 6 I 0 
Podocorpiditts tl. ellipticus 2 8 If/ 8 q 9 0 
P. oqlfidii I 8 2 l I I 0 
P. spA s I 2 l 0 
Hicrocachrydiles ant~clicus 14 13 29 25 14 16 0 
lricholMOSUiciles subgranuhtus s 4 10 17 7 II 0 
(phe<Jr a notensi s I 0 
MGIW£M15 0 
Tricolpites lilliei 2 0 
1. re\iculatus 2 I 0 
T. qillii lb 31 17 11 0 
1. pathy~ i ntts 2 0 
T. srwci•s 8 2 0 
I. species E 0 
I. species f 0 
1. ~pedes J 0 
f, species K 0 
I. species l 0 
I. snecies H 0 
I. 50edes fl 0 
lricolponte sp t 0 
letracolpiles Ill 0 0 
Nott.Jiagus fai tangata 0 
t.JryoPI>vll idi\es pal y<nlus 0 
f'oiVtolpi\es davatus 0 
ln~perlurt species A 0 
l. var IPqatus 0 
l. spPties B 0 
Honosulciles qranulatus 1 0 
H. so.Jb·qranulatus . 10 
~. ll' i .. 0 . 
H. o.ff.oini oa 13 0 
H. species B I 0 
H. spe<:ies H 0 
rrotcacidites suboratus ~ l 0 
P. s~ 11 18 ll J9 39 0 
P. sub-palisadus I IS 0 
P. species F 0 
~eaurrudi Its sp. 0 
1. lraailh 
!. c1 iuqilis 
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ITJ' 1.\J.: b09s 600s bOis 606s /,16<; 61l4s 60Js 6015 601s : 
5f£CIES OCI'III , 283.'10 m.M 196.10 183.70 ~~.3QIIS.al m .HII4.'1i1 10Z.81: 
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Sf'CIIII£5 
PerllO'JOQiileo; ~ii 2 16 I: 
rl'f!IOMOI i tes ~P I 
Cyathidiles oinor 18 18 II 10 16: 
C. auslrah s 1 1 1 
P;~r.ul~tisoo<iles <OIJNJ•ensis 2 1 ' 
Osomdacidiles •~lllk'llii I 3 
Polv!'Odlidl tes cl. ~inious I 
P. 50ecies 0 
P. so«ies t 1 I 11 2 
l•eviqalO",porites O'Mlus 36 II 14 16 12 17 18 20 19 
L. ~j(>l' 6 I 1 6 1 
thvif!!l'a triplex 2 
{· l~icheniidil-.s drdnidi\es I I • 
frilites so~r.ies A 2 : 
I. vernl(a\us 10 13 4: 
T. ohaiensi s 
1. oc.1eyi 
1. fraqilis 
T. sint~lus II 
teraloSPori\es eq~~•lis 2 I 
l. so Hasli~ialuo volubile qrPI 26 27 II 12 1: 
l. hstiqoides 3 2 
l. soedes A 
l.so 3 I 
Sl~relsp~rites antiq>Jasp~rites 14 1 I 
Cinqolriletes chvtrs 
S. strlclus 
rrauseli!'Pilriles oajus 
6YINJSI'ERI\5 
fl>yllocladidit.s o.~NSMii. 21 12 If! 68 n 31 3b so 37 I 
fhyl1ocladus pa1eogenicus 17 4 3 II 6 5 l s S I 
r.-at•tllitiles australis 6 8 I 4 J 1 II 
A. so 4 3 J 8 6 I 6 I 
Podocarpidi tes d. elliplicus 1 9 2 10 18 3 8 9 : 
P, IWMickii ll IS 12 6 I j 4 9 : 
r. so A 6 s 1 9 2 1 2 : 
P. so 1 8 4 : 
Dacrydioiles c!. prae-tl'!ltl'Ssinoides 
Kicrocad'lvdiles antardicus 20 11 II 14 17 IS r.i Ill 
1rir.holli'OOSJJiciles so.b1ranulalus J 3 1 9 2 9 2\ 
T. su('(ies 1\ 
ft(,10!11H41S 
lricol~iles 1 illiei I I 
1. relitt'lalus 3 I I 2 I 3 I: 
'· qillii IS 91 22 11 17 10 16 14 19 : 
1. oJc~ye:<inus 4 
1. verrtOCAius 
1ricolp~le sP 
1. species e 
1. species 6 
1, ljlecies E 
1. suecies r 
1. ,;pecies J 
1. species K 
T. soe<:ies l 
Trlcolpocale sp t 2 I 
lloli>Jfaqus kaihnqala 14 13 lb Ill 
l'lllycolpiles dmlus 6 I s: 
IMj)l't\IJe species A I 
l. varieqahiS I I 
l. SJ)I!CI~S A I 
H. sub-l)t NJUlalus 10 s: 
"· l<l<il>l 
H, of\. ~inioa 1: 
K. species 9 
K. species C 
H. species H I : 
H. Sllecies 1 
rroleacidites scaboralus 
P. tl. a~Dlosoxinus 
P. sp l2 9b 31 3J 1 17: 
P, sub-pAiiS~IJS I 
P. Sl'~cies f 
P. so«ies G 
P. sp 
ilo!JuoreJdi tes so S I 
lrioriles oinor 
I. luqilis I: 
I. cl. fraqilis 
T. Sllbmolatus 
T. sp!tie<A 
l.sp~c ies 8 
--·--------- ............ -.... .---- __ ................................. -----·----..... --------·-····-----
2511 :I" A 2SO 2SO 250 2"A 2SO 2"A ril 
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Appendix 1 cont/ 
RAW ClltiT OOTA. lill 387 
:::::!:::::::-::::::==-== 
lr..P Ill.: 6.37s 1.3bs b35s 634 633s 632 &'lis : 
SPECIES lltPTH : 117.01 114.68 112.68 IOU9 90.83 86.% 74.41 i 
----............ ------------------------:------... ------------····-------------------:-
SrORIIES 
P!'rclf!QI\OI i tes boweni i 3 I l 
f.yathi di tes ainor 24 9 3 : 
C. austr~l is 2 
8acu I a ti soor iles conaumens is 12 II 9 2 3 : 
Oslt\tndaddi les well Giani i 8 3 R 2: 
P. species 9 2 
P. species C I b E I 10 : 
laevigatosporites ovatus 43 24 16 26 23 12l 
L. nail'l' b 8 4 II 9 5 : 
Clavi I era triplex I I 
lileicheniidites circinidites I 0 I l 
Tri lites species A I 
T. verrucalus 3 R I i 
T. ohaiensis 
l. •urleyi 1: · 
I. lragilis I 
Ceralosporites equal is I 2 E 
L. sp llasli9ialue volubile grol 3 12 4 : 
L. lasligoides I I 0 
Sterei spori les antiquaspl'l'iles 2 16 
Cingutri letes clavus I 5 
Kr aeuseli sporites 111ajus 
G YHIIOSPERitS 
f'hyllocladidites laHsooii 32 26 12 3 26 21 
f'hyllolcadus paleogenicus 2 b b 6 7 
Araucaricites australis 6 14 20 
A. sp 4 8 . J 
Podocarpidites cf, ell iplicus 14 I~ 19 8 5 
P. marwicki i 8 16 7 5 14 12 
P. sp A I 4 I 7 II 
P. SD 6 4 II 6 3 I 
IIi crocachrydi tes an lard i cus 13 22 II 13 16 : 
TricholoMsulciles subgranulatus b b I 12 8 : 
AJ(, I USPERilS 
Tricolpites I i lliei I I 3 I l 
T. reticula\us 21 I I I 'I I: 
T. qi IIi i 15 19 3.3 15 27 2\ll 
T. species & b 2 I 2 
T. species E I I I 1 
1. species f I I I 
T. soecies J I l 
1. soecies K 2 : 
T. species tl 
Tricolpites so 31 
Tricolporate species D I 
Nolholagus ~aitangata 13 30 44 21 2~ : 
Pol yeo! o i tes cl avatus 2 I 4 : 
l. vari e<]alus 3 
l. species D I: 
tlooosulcites granulatus 2 : 
11. sub-granulatus 10 IS 7 : 
H. oH· IIIiniM 16 !i 7 13 7 1 
tl. species Q 4 : 
tl. species C 
II. species H II) I l 
H. species J 
M. species k 
Proteaci di tes scabor atus 2 1 
P. retifurmis 
P. sp 15 32 7 : 
P. sub-pal i sadus I 
P. species ii I l 
1. fragilis 
-----·-----··------------·····------................. -....... -----------------------.. ·-----··--
rJO 250 250 250 0 250 250 
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Appen dix 1 cont/ 
MW ClltiT DATA. lllf 375 
:::-:::::::=::: ::,.e:::::~:1:::: 
lP' tin.: 628s 627s 626 6~ 62~s 623s 672s 6~1s 620 
WIES tfl'IH : 415.86 434.86 425.78 416.79 411.17 40'1.46 395.01 JOO.II .J68.02 
----·--····-.-·------... -·-------- - -----····-·-·---···· ........... --.----..... -·-------------
Per01100ol i tes boo<roi i 3 4 3 
Cyalhidiles •in!X" 6 15 12 II 17 
C. a.uslralis ~ I I 
B.lculatispailes COot<l!Jo.ensis 3 3 20 3 
Osaundacidites WO?II.anii I 17 22 5 3 
0. species A 6 5 I 
f'lliY!'odiidites d ainioo;s I 
P. species 9 I 3 3 
P. !o!>ecies C J 3 I I 10 I I 
Laevi9atospailes ovalus Jl 56 31) 34 21 21 31) 31 23 
L. t.lj!X" 2 13 7 6 1 I 22 I 8 
tlavifer~ lripl~• 3 4 
[. rudis 2 
r.leitheniidites tircinidiles 2 2 
lril ites 5(lecles A 6 
r. Sl>ecies D 
r. verruutus 
T. cf. verrucatus 
T. oh.liensis 
I. nleyi 
I. fr~ilis I 
terato5(11J"iles eoualis I I 
L. ~p lfasliqi~tua voh.l.lile grpl ~ II 
l. Sjlecies A 
L. sp. 
SlereJ!-Poriles antiquasporiles 
s. !P 
f!X"aoispiJ'iS d. asyM~lricos 
Ci!K)ulrileles clavus 
GYI'I«f'EIIItS 
fl>yllocladldiles aa~®~ii 17 ~· 37 32 10 19 JJ 39 l'hyllochdus pal('()9enlcos 6 5 7 I I 9 5 3 
ltaucariciles austral is 9 2 1 ~ I I 
A. sp I I 2 I 
r·ooocarpidites cl. ~lliplicus 6 21 12 6 
' 
6 7 
P. Mr•icW 12 31 9 8 14 .} J 1 
r·. ~~a.ior I I I 
~. 19 A 12 8 
' 
1 2 
P. Sll I 5 J I 5 6 
tficrocachrvdiles ant.\rcticus 21 41 9 13 IS 13 ra 21 
lricholOI/Jsultites subqranulalus 5 12 10 7 7 J ~ I 
/YfjlfNHdiS 
lricolpiles lilliei I I 2 10 3 
I. reticulalos 5 I I 2 13 5 3 
r. qillii 32 22 II ~6 55 .J.8 8 28 II 
r. pa(hyr<inns 2 2 
r. sp>?Cies a 4 
T. 50J!(ies E I 
I. !>llecies F I 
I. soeci~ G 
1. species J 
r. soeci~s r. 
1. ~ecies ~ 
T. Sl>eci~ 0 I 
Telrac~lpiles sp 0 I 
Nothofaqus kaitangata 31) 15 18 15 
Pnlycolriles clavalus I I I I 
lnooerture SP«ies A I l 
l. varieqalus I 
llonosulciles qranulatus 2 
K. subgrilllulatus J I 
H. oaxiaa z J 
K. o.~· •inioa I 5 
H. speci~s 9 2 
H. species 0 
K. snecies H 
H. Sjlecies r 
ProlPacidiles scabtralus 2 
P. cl a10losexinus I 
P. sp 10 
P. SJ.obpalis.lrius 2 
P. sPecies f I 
f . species 6 
lil!auprudites sp 
1. fragilis 
T. d. fugilis 
·-·----~---.. ----·-···--·-----·-... -- -----·---- ------.............. -----------"·""'"·· -·----------- ···· 
250 2SO 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 
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Appendix 1 cont/ 
RAM tootH DATA ~5 
==-=,===-===-===~=-:: 
IKY No. 534s 5~ 532 :ms 53\l 52'/s 528s 521 526 525 524; 523s 522; 5lls S20s 5Jqs . I 
SllCIES OEPIH: 374.35 31>U4 351.18 344.71 ~34.40 324.34 3l4.2q 305.52 m.OO 2'/1,85 284.10 272.72 263.92 250.70 242.36 230.60: 
.,..__.,.,._., __ ~·- -•• .. ------·--------•·•-••-•-•-· .. ....---------·--------·-------------.-----·-oo-•·•• .... -----·-------"-••--- ------..,--•-• .. • ------ : 
Sl'rilll£5 
reroeooolites bll'll!t1ii I 6 
Cyathid1\es t inor Ill s 7 3 9 5 
C. a>Jstralis I I 
&~culat isoorites c01auroensi s s 
8. species A 
8. sp 2 3 1 14 
!Mundaddites well~ani i b s 10 s 
0. soecies A l 
Folypodiidiles d. ai nillls I 2 
P. spl'ties A 
P. species L I I 3 I 
LaevigatO<;pori l~s oval us 22 29 44 2S 37 30 69 18 37 2'1 26 30 19 25 16 
l. 11.1jor 5 10 B 20 II 1 1l 16 5 q 
Clavilera triplex I 13 
Gl~icheniidiles circinidites 3 5 2 
Trililes species A I 
T. verrucalus 3 8 3 
T. ohaiensis 
l . ll'lrleyi 
T. fragilis 
T. sinualus 
Leratosporites equalis l 2 
L sp. UastiqialUCI volubi \e grpl 15 b 4 2 
l. lastigoides I 
l. sp. 
Slereispcc-iles Mliqu~'JIIoriles 
Cif19ulrileles regiu• 
Leplolepidites verrucatus 
C.wronosporiles cl. auslraliensu~ 
Foveotriletes so. 
Cinqutrileles clavus 
&lltWtRIIS 
Phyl\ocladidiles ll.lHSonii 3 14 18 q I (I 12 38 15 38 II 19 19 't2 25 
filyllocladus paleogenicus II I (I 10 7 I 10 4 7 7 4 
" 
b . . b 8 
" " ~a>Jcariciles australis 5 7 7 b 4 13 6 8 ~ 10 6 I (I 3 
A. sP 5 b II 4 5 3 5 b 3 2 4 1 
l'lldocarpidiles tf. ellipticus Iii 6 4 10 12 8 19 10 18 IS 18 lb 14 19 b 9 
P. aar"ickii 10 5 12 12 1 3 14 4 6 8 1 6 II 3 3 
P. ~.aior I 
P. Ill A 3 3 12 v 5 II 
Oacrydiaites cl. prae-uopressinoides 1 
Hicrocachrydites anlilrctitus 17 17 2S 33 23 9 2'1 II 24 56 n 23 lb 33 27 30 
1richo\(lll()sulciles subgranulatus 5 b 5 15 16 b 5 q 9 7 12 7 3 9 II q 
1. spl'ties A 4 I 3 4 l 1 
Ephedra nolensis I 
N'-ilffifi:RiiS 
Tricolpites lilliei 4 b 4 7 2 8 s b ' . 
t. r~ticul~tus 6 25 5 I I I 2 s 2 10 9 4 9 
t. gillii 34 32 13 19 Zi 49 5 23 26 38 17 7 II 40 25 
t . pachyer.inus I I 3 2 l 
T. spl'ties Y 1 
1. species 1 
l. species C 2 
I. species & 3 
t. species D 
I. species E I 2 4 3 l 2 
T. species F 3 23 9 2 lt. 10 s b 
t. species I 2 
T. species J 2 2 
I. species K 3 13 s 2 lo .4 
T. sPecies l I 
1. species X 
t. species N 
1. species 0 
T. spl'ties P 
T. 511ecies 1l 
lri/poly tolpale sp I 
lricolporale sp ~ 
I 
Appendix 1 cont/ 
Drillhole 335 cont/ 
I. species C 
I. species D 
I. species 0 
letracolpites sp 0 
NotholaiJUS kaitanqata 
Polycolpites clavaltJs 
Pol yorate species ~ 
lnaperture species A. 
liliacidiles intereedius 
l. varieqatus 
l. species C 
Honosulcites l}fanulatus 
H. SUb""l)fanU] at us 
H. •a~i•a 
H. 6~. 1iniea 
H. species 8 
H·. species C 
"· species D 
H. species E 
H. species H 
l'roleacidites suboratus 
P. retilorais 
P. sp 
f'. sub·palisadus 
P. species F 
6allberina rudata 
Beaupreadi tes sp 
lriorites 1inor 
T. cf lraqilis 
I. subaveolatus 
I. species ~ 
1. species C 
1, species 1 
lriorate/colpate sp H 
31 
2 
1 
21 
3 
9 
10 
2 . 
2 
13 
b 
5 
3 
3 
24 
3 
b 
~ 
8 
b 
106 
13 
9 5 12 10 
3 
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Appendix 1 cont/ 
RAW tWIT DATA. DH .3ll4 
:::=::::=~===-==,:::;::=:: 
OCP No.: M8s 649s 
SPECIES DEPIII : 395.1!0 414.20 I 
------------------------------------------------ I 
SPORIIES 
Pero1100ol ites b014elli i I 
Cyalhidites •inor 8 
ll.JculaliS!Ioriles comau~~~ensis 5 
Os1100dacidi tes Nellr.ani i b 
P. species A 
P. species C 3 
laevi gatospori tes oval us lb 71. 
l. taior 3 
Clavifera triplex l 
Gleicheniidites circinidiles 5 
lrllites species A l 3 
T. verrucatus 2 9 
T. fragilis 
Ceratosporites equalis I 
l. sp Uasligialum volubile grpl 3 
Sterei spar i les antiGuaspor i les 
(iYm'JSI'£Ri'S 
l'llyllocladidites msonii 23 35 
l'llyllocladus paleogenicus 3 4 
Ar aucar i ci les austr a! is 2 2 
A. sp 3 
Podocarpidi tes cf. ell ipticus 14 5 
P. narwickii 9 5 
P. spA 1 b 
P. sp b 
llitrocathrydi tes anlarcticus 17 II 
Tricholotosulci tes subgranulalus 4 3 
AtlG IOSPERHS 
lri col pi tes li IIi ei 15 2 
T. reticulatus 8 5 
T. gi IIi i 10 15 
T. pachyexinus 2 
l . species A 
T. species 9 b 
T. specie> F 4 
l. species J I 
l. SJl&ies 11 I 
lricolporate sp B I 
Notholagus kai tang ala 54 to 
Polycolpiles c\avatus 
L. variegalus 
llonosulcites granulatus 
11. sub-gr anul ~tus 5 2 
H. llaKila I 
H. oH·IIIini~a 2 
H. species H l 
tl. species I 2 
P. sp 9 
Seaupreadi les sp 
T. cf, lragilis 
250 . 197 
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Appendix 2 
IJRILLif.l.E 387. PllLEN !iU1 I RELAIIVE PEiitENT MTA 
=========:::--::-:=---;-::::::::.=::;:::::::.:..:=::;::-= 
tr.P No.: 637s 636s 63Ss 634 m 631s 
DEPIH : 117.01 114.69 112.68 104.29 86.96 74.41 : 
_______________ ................... --------.. ------------·-------------------·---... : 
Peroronol i tes bOifeni i 0 0 I 0 o: 
Cyathidi tes tinor 2 3 10 3 l: 
&acul ali soorites romau~M>nsi s 5 4 4 I I l 
llsii!Jndacidites wellaani i 0 0 3 () I l 
P. species C 0 3 0 () 0 4 : 
Laevigatospori tes ovatus 18 10 7 II 10 9 : 
L. 11ajor 2 3 0 2 4 2 : 
Tri lites verrucatus 0 0 0 I (i () l 
1. IOrfeyi 0 1) 0 '2 (I (I: 
Ceratosporites equal is 0 0 I 2 0 0 : 
L sp (fasligiatu~ volubi le qrpl I I 0 !i 0 2 : 
Stereisporites antiquasporites I I 0 7 4 0 : 
5. species C 0 0 0 2 0 0: 
0 0 () Q 0 ((\ 
GYitlO"aPEiil15 0 0 () 0 0 o: 
f11yllocladidites llaHsonii 13 II 5 I II 'II 
PhyiiOthdus paleoqenicus I I 2 3 2 31 
Araucaricites australis (l 3 b 3 4 B : 
A. sp 0 2 3 0 0 [: 
Podoc~rpidites cl. ellipticus 6 6 8 0 . ~ 2 I 
P. •arwidii 3 7 3 2 b 5: 
P. sp A () 2 0 0 3 5 : 
P. sp 2 2 4 3 2 I: 
11i rrocachrydites an lard i cus 5 'I 4 I !i 7 : 
Trichotomosul rites subgranulatus 2 3 () 2 3l 
(! 0 0 0 0 o: 
0 0 0 0 (1 0 : 
Ati;itl!ii'ERt\S 0 0 (I 0 0 o: 
lricolpites lilliei I () 0 0 I 0 : 
T. ret i cui at us 9 I) 0 0 a o: 
T. gi IIi i b B 13 6 II B l 
l. species B 0 3 I 0 I 0: 
lricolpites sp 0 (1 0 I) 0 I l 
llotholagllS kaitangata s 13 18 2 9 Ill 
Pol yeo! piles c I avalus I 0 (I 0 0 2 : 
l. variegalus 0 0 0 I 0; 
11. sub-gr~nulatus 2 3 4 6 0 3 : 
11. oS). minima 7 2 3 6 0 3 : 
H. species B 0 J iJ () 0 2: 
M. sp~ci~s H \) 0 4 () 0 ; 
H. species t: (l 0 3 (I 0: 
P. sp 5 I 13 3 3 : 
___________ ._ .......... -----:----.. ---------... -· .............. ----·----------·-------·-: 
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Appendix 2 cont I 
DRIUillE 3M. POLLEN SUi I fif.LATIVE FiRCENT DATA 
::::::::::::<::.:::':::.::::::::::::.:::-:-::::~-=-=-==-=====-====== 
OCP No. bOOs 599 598s 597 59bs 5955 594s 593s 592 591s 590s Ll2727/l Ll272b/3 Ll2725t2: 
DEPIH : 434.00 m.ao 411.30 381.5(). 375.40 358,00 353.00 343.55 332.30 m.as 313.60 305.74 296.53 297.89 : 
-·-···----.. ··-----------·-··--------------·--·-..------·-........ ~--·-------·-· ........ -............... _._ ...___________ ..................... ---·-·----·-----; 
5f1l!IIES · 
Perolllllllol i les boweni i 0 2 f) f) 0 0 0 I 2 () 0 0 : 
Cyathi di les ei nor 7 3 14 7 10 4 2 4 II l 5 4 14 6 I 
~aculalis~orites t !lllaooensis () I b 2 2 0 0 I o() 0 I I 2 I 
Os1111Jndacidiles "ell!lani i 2 l 3 5 I 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 2 I: 
P. !'jlecies C 0 (J I (I I) 0 0 {I 0 () I) 0 6 0 : 
P. soecies D 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 I ,, 
laevi9atosp11'iles ovalus I~ B 28 2.3 15 12 2 12 6 IJ 13 14 25 19 : 
L. ~ajar 3 0 0 I I 0 0 I) I) Q 0 0 0 0 : 
Clavi !era triplex {I 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 {I I 0 : 
Gleicheni idi les circinidites {I 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 2 2 6 5 : 
Trililes speties it f) I 0 0 0 0 () 0 2 0 () (} 0 0 : 
T. verrucalus I 0 4 I 0 7 () 0 2 0 I 0 2 2 : 
T. IIIJI'leyi 0 0 0 0 0 (l 0 0 2 I Q 0 0 0 : 
w atosoar i tes equal is 0 0 {I 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 (I: 
Cerato~narites sn f) 0 0 0 (} 0 (J 0 0 {I 0 0 2 I : 
L. sp (fastigiatu~ volubi le grpl I 3 0 0 0 I I I 2 3 0 5 9 2 : 
L. /asli9oides (J 0 0 0 (J () 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I I 
Sterei spar ites anti quasoori les (I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 5 0: 
~iretisp~iles sp 0 0 I) 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 I: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
GYitlOSrERJIS t} 0 (I 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 (I 0 (1 0 : 
f'hyllocl adidites mawsooii 5 21 5 7 7 22 62 9 33 b 47 16 0 9 : 
F'hylloc ladus paleogenicus I 3 3 (I 2 2 2 2 2 I 2 2 0 3 : 
Araucariciles australis () (I I 0 0 0 (I 0 0 I 0 0 0 2 : 
A. so 0 0 I) (1 0 (1 I) (J () I () 0 0 (I: 
PIJ1focarpidi les d. ell iptictJs 9 5 3 2 9 4 2 4 4 3 I 7 0 " ' ~ I 
P. ~arwidii 3 3 I 2 (I 0 6 I 2 5 2 10 0 3 : 
P. so I 3 2 3 I 2 0 0 2 I 2 2 2 0 0 : 
r. sp 0 l I 2 I 2 3 3 3 2 0 s 0 (I: 
11icrocachrydites Mlarcticus b 4 3 2 2 1 4 5 b 2 14 0 6 : 
lrichot~sulci tes subgranulalus I 2 I I 4 I 0 I 4 I I 1 3 : 
0 0 0 0 () 0 (I 0 0 () 0 0 0 0: 
!In; I GSPf.RMS 0 (I 0 0 (f 0 0 (I 0 (l 0 0 0 0 : 
lricolpiles lilliei I (I 2 1 I 1 0 0 0 2 I 3 0 I: 
T, reticulatus II 0 I 2 I I I) 0 I '2 0 () 0 I: 
T. gill i i f1 18 6 16 21 13 2 24 4 1'8 4 4 3 9 : 
T. species & 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 3 I I I 0 0 0 : 
T. species F I tl 2 2 2 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
Nothulagus kaita11gala B 7 3 9 4 2 9 12 4 .fl 5 0 0 4 : 
Pol yeo I pites clavalus I) 0 0 0 f) I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 ') : 
L. vari eg~tus I 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 {I 0 0 0 (1 :· 
11. sub-granulatus I 1 3 2 4 (i 2 2 3 2 0 3 !i: 
11. off. ~inin~ 6 4 I 5 2 0 2 1 5 I 0 5 3 : 
II. soecies H I I i) 0 I 0 () I 0 2 0 0 0 0: 
f'roteaci di tes stabor alus 0 (I 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 1 0 0 o: 
P. sp 0 3 5 4 s 2 I 2 2 2 6 3 4 : 
P. species G 0 (I I (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 I: 
Beaupreadi les sp 0 0 0 0 2 I 0 b 0 () () 0 (I 0 : 
-.-.. -.---------~-----------------------------------·--.---·----.. ·----- -------------------·----------------------------------·- -: 
Appendix 2 c ont/ 
(11 JSS P!Ll£N fij11 1 RllAlll{ f'{fmll 
l(P 1/n. : Sl l 533 532 Slls 5:10 52'1s S21ls 527 Sib 525 S21s 5lls S22s 521s 5265 SlVs : 
SN:ms DEP1H , ~1us JM.74 JSI.IBl11.71 l34.40 m.ll 314 .29 305.51 m.oo 1'11.85 284.10 212.12 21J.Vl?".h.7o 242.:\b 230.61ll 
--------------------·· ······· · ---- -- ------------------------------ -----·-·--···-····-·----··-·-·- ···- ··- ·---- ----- -- --- I 
5f'IJII I£S 
rerooonol i bs bolo?ni i 
Cyalhidiles ainr<" 
C. ~ustulis 
9~r.ui~Uspcriles c-ensis 
8. ~0 
OsOOJld.ucidlles oeii~~Mii 
P. SOI'ties C 
hevigalosp~ites ovalus 
l. M j (J" 
Clavile<a tr iple• 
61~ichooiidi les clrcinidites 
1. vl!frucatus 
L. so lhsli?iatu• volullile nl 
l. sn. 
Sltt•i~iles a~~tiqua~ites 
&VItm-!.RttS 
fhyllocl~didites oaws~li 
Phrllochws palroqMicus 
1\ratl':•riciles •uslralis 
A. 54l 
Podocaroidstes cl. ell iplicus 
P. oarwidii 
r. so A 
niuoc~,..ydiles illlhrclicus 
I r i c ho\ ooosul c iles sobqr 00\t la Ins 
I. SOI'tleS A 
NI&IOSI'£mi 
1rlcolpites lllliei 
T. re\iculatus 
1. qillii 
I. o~chyex i nus 
I. species 8 
I. sp.cies £ 
1. species r 
1. soecies K 
I. ~ecies 0 
~thohgus hilanqah 
Polycolpiles clavatus 
L. varll'tlalus 
tb>o<.ulcites gramlalus 
H. S~Jb·qranulalus 
H • .a1ioa 
n. o~{-•ini•a 
H. ~ecies C 
Po retif~•is 
Po so 0 
f , wb·ollisa<lus 
1. Sll'1ties A 
1. soecies ~ 
I. species C 
1. soecies I 
0 0 
I 4 
0 0 
Q 0 
I 0 
J I 
0 0 
10 12 
0 I 
Q 0 
Q 0 
0 I 
I b 
~ 6 
0 0 
Q 0 
0 0 
I 3 
6 I 
2 J 
2 3 
I 3 
I 2 
I I 
7 1 
2 l 
2 0 
0 Q 
0 0 
2 7 
l 0 
15 13 
0 
() 0 
0 0 
I 0 
I I 
2 0 
II 10 
I 0 
0 0 
J I 
2 4 
0 0 
0 
4 
0 
n o 
1 8 
1 0 
0 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 
{j 0 
2 I 
I 2 
0 0 
21 10 
2 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 I 
0 0 
0 0 
1 7 
s 3 
3 2 
5 0 
2 1 
6 5 
6 2 
12 I~ 
2 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 10 
6 8 
0 Q 
0 I) 
0 0 
I 0 
I 0 
0 0 
I 2 
0 0 
0 0 
b 2 
3 1 
0 0 
0 0 
I 2 
0 0 
(I 0 
0 I 
I I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
2 
0 
15 12 
4 l 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 4 
0 4 
2 5 
2 2 
s 3 
l I 
4 2 
9 l 
7 2 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
2 0 
10 2(1 
0 9 
I o 0 
0 0 
0 1 
I 5 
0 0 
10 2 
I I 
0 0 
2 4 
4 4 
l I 
0 0 
2 I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
6 
2 
0 
29 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
5 
1 
2 
I 
8 
b 
l 
11 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
] 
0 
tj 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
I 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
I 0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 3 
0 0 
1 15 
4 2 
0 0 
I I 
0 0 
I 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
16 b 
3 3 
1 J 
2 2 
4 1 
2 2 
0 0 
6 °10 
• 4 
0 0 
0 0 
I) 0 
0 3 
0 I 
9 II 
0 0 
0 0 
0 I 
9 ~ 
2 I 
0 0 
I 5 
0 0 
0 0 
4 2 
5 4 
0 0 
3 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
6 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
18 
2 
0 
0 
7 
4 
s 
17 
.l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
I 
0 
7 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
1 
2 
I 
7 
J 
0 
9 
s 
0 
0 
0 
I 
I 
16 
0 
0 
I 
1 
2 
0 
5 
0 
I 
.J 
4 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 I 0 
2 1 7 
0 0 0 
0 00 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 I 
I 0 0 
II 12 8 
5 7 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 I 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
8 I 8 
2 2 2 
4 2 4 
I 2 0 
7 b 7 
1 5 I 
0 0 0 
10 1 14 
3 I l 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 l 2 
I 4 4 
7 3 5 
I 0 0 
2 2 I 
0 0 0 
4 2 2 
2 0 l 
0 0 0 
14 21 20 
0 I 0 
0 I I 
2 2 I 
l 6 0 
0 0 
0 3 2 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
I I 2 
0 I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
1 
l 
0 
0 
I 
I 
0 
10 
4 
0 
I 
I 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
v 
1 
I 
0 
2 
I 
0 
II 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
16 
I 
I 
I 
J 
0 
0 
7 
0 
I 
I 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
J 
2 
0 
~ 
I 
0 
11 
4 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
to 
0 
0 
I 
2 
I 
0 
v 
0 
I 
3 
0 
0 
I 
0 
I 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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OOilliRE 375. PO!.LEN SIJ1 I Rll.ATIVE P£RCEN1 OAIA 
;;:::.::::::=====-::::;:::::.:::::: :::::= ======== 
UCP No.: 6'21ls b27s b'lb b2Ss 624s b23s b22s b21s b2Q 
liEPTH : 445.Bb 434. Bb 425.79 416.79 412.77 40'1.46 395.01 300.11 3b9.02: 
-·-------·------.. ----------.... -----------.. --.. ·-------·----··---·--· .... ----·-·----------------·---·- : 
Pero111011ol i tes b01tffii i I) 2 I 0 I (I 2 I I 
Cyathidi tes 11i111Jr 3 2 2 b 4 3 9 5 7 
8acul at i spor ite> to~tauJIIensi s 2 3 I I 0 0 8 0 I 
Osi\!Jndacidi tes well•ani i I 3 0 7 0 0 9 2 I 
0. species A 0 0 () () 0 I) 2 2 2 
Polypodiidite> d. einillls 0 I) 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
P. species ll (1 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 
P. species C I I 0 () 4 0 0 I) 0 
laevigatosporites ovalus 14 23 12 14 II) II 12 13 10 
L. major I 5 3 2 3 0 9 2 3 
Clavilera triplex (I 0 0 0 I (I 0 0 2 
Tri I ites soecies A 1 0 0 2 0 () (l 1) ( 
T. verroxatus I I I I I I 0 (I 4 
T. uleyi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
l. so lfa>tigiatl.lll volubile qrpl I 2 1 3 2 0 3 0 5 
Stereisporites aotiquaspori tes I) 0 0 2 0 0 0 (} 
0 0 0 (I (I (I 0 0 0 
G'iHNOSPERtiS 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 (J 0 
F'hyllocladidiles ll..lMsonii 7 19 15 4 13 29 9 14 17 
F'hyllotladus paleoqenitus 3 2 3 3 0 0 4 2 I 
Arat.tcaricites australis 4 I 0 IJ I (J I () 0 
Podocarpidites d. ellioticus 3 9 5 2 'l 2 3 3 
P. "ar~itki i 5 IS 4 3 b I I 3 
P. sp A e J 3 3 3 2 3 2 I I 
P. sp li 2 2 I 2 2 2 0 3 
Hicrocachrydites anlardicus 9 3 10 4 5 b s 8 9 
Trichol01110sulcites subgrao•Jl~lus 2 5 4 .3 3 3 I 'l 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 
A~ IOSPERIIS 0 0 0 Q 0 (I 0 (I I) 
Tricolpites lilliei I I) 0 0 I 0 I 4 1 
T. reliculalus 2 2 0 lj 0 I s 2 I 
r. qillii 13 9 5 \9 23 lb 3 12 5 
T. s~ecies 8 I I Q .J (1 2 I 2 0 
T. species F 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I I 
l. soecies K 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Nolhofagus ~aitangala 13 I I b 0 I 8 b 
Polycolpites clavalus 0 (J I 0 I 0 2 I) 
tl. subgr anul at us I I 0 3 4 3 I 'l 0 
II. Mlil!a (1 I) (I 0 2 (I I () I 
II. ofl. ~ini~a 2 I) 0 7 ~ I I 0 4 2 
N. species H (I (I () I) 0 0 0 I 0 
P. scaboralus I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. sp 3 2 0 2 4 2 3 I 3 
!.species 8 0 (I 0 () 0 0 (I 2 I) 
---------------·-------.-------·-·--------..... - ..... --~----------...... .... --.. -·---·---------·-·-............ ----
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OAILUR£ ~92. F1l.LEH Sl11 I liHATI~ N:RUIH MIA 
====::.:~:=~:::..::~~=::=::::::::.:;:::.::::::::::o:::n-::=:= 
00' No 557~ 5SII SS~s 560s 5bl 562 ~~ 561 51.5~ 566 567 569~ Sb9 510 5715 572~ 573~ I 
DEPtH 243.92251.J6 2b2.90 17J,JO 278.99 Yti.94 314.40 321.10 333.41 344.26 359.7531.9.18 378.1<138'1.64 ~95.70 402.27 IM."l<\l 
............ -.... ----·-------- ----- -----·-·-..... -----.... ~---------------···-·--·-------------------~-----··· .. ··- .. --------------~ 
!il'll<IIES I 
reroomoliles bO'Il'nii 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q I 2 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
Cralhidiles oinu 5 7 5 II 8 6 4 5 z 3 3 0 I 2 4: 
C. au~tralis 1 0 I 1 2 2 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 o: 
~atulatisoori le~ cooil\lloefl~is l l 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0: 
B. so 0 0 0 0 0 I 2 2 0 0 5 0 0 0 : 
(lsomdacidi tes ~~elloani i 4 2 4 2 2 0 I 2 2 0 0 9 2 0 II 
0. soecies A 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
P. !olll!<ies ~ I n Q 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
r. Sf!Ki•s t 8 0 0 0 0 0 s 0 I 2 0 0 0 0: 
Laevigatosporites ovatus 4 7 14 II 16 6 16 16 10 10 21 II 14 21 10 : 
l. ·~ill' 0 l 0 ? 3 I 4 I 4 2 ? 5 I 5 I 2: 
tlavilera lriolex 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
&lei cheniidite~ circinidites 0 0 2 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 0 0: 
lrililes ~pN:ies A 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 I l 
I. soecies 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
T. verrucalus 0 2 2 I I 2 I 2 2 I 2 0 l 0 0 0 0 : 
1. lraqili~ 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
Ct'ralospor ih~ equalis 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
L. sp llasliqiAtu• volubile grpl 0 2 2 l J 2 2 0 s 2 4 7 8 3 l l l : 
Stereispor ites anliquasoorites 0 0 0 I 0 2 I 0 2 2 l 0 2 0 0 0: 
Cinqulri l•les clavus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
Ynru~eli sptril•es •ajus 9 (j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
&YI?IlSWtflS 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 : 
F~yllocladidite-~ •monii I 12 4 8 B 21 16 s 9 10 12 1 I 8 2 I I 
Phyllocl~dus paleogenim 0 I I 0 4 6 I • 2 5 12 0 3 2 
5 I 
11-ilt.IC~ricites australis 1 3 I 2 2 I 3 I 0 2 1 I I I 8 : 
A. 'I> 8 0 I I 0 I I 2 I 1 I 4 I 
Podocaroi~iles -c:f. rllioticus 5 s 8 4 5 5 I 2 3 0 s s 8 : 
P. Nr•idii 0 1 2 l 2 4 l 4 2 I I 0 2 0 2 : 
P. so I 3 3 2 l l 2 2 3 I 0 l 0 4 0 2 I 
P. sp 12 3 I 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
Hi crocMhrydiles antarcticu~ I 13 13 8 10 v 8 7 3 2 3 l 15 ~ l I 
lricholoonsollci~es subqranulatus 0 1 2 2 0 I 4 2 2 I ~ 4 0 6 4 I: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 
AlliiOSf'ERIIS 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TricQipile~ 111\iei 2 s 0 2 • 0 0 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 
I. rei icul al•Js 4 2 I I I 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 9 IV 0 0 
I. qillii 3 b 7 10 6 6 8 11 v 13 10 7 9 8 6 11 14 
I. species 8 0 0 0 2 (I ~ I 2 3 2 0 I 0 2 2 2 I 
T. soecies F 0 (I I I 0 0 0 I 2 I I I 0 I 0 2 I 
f, SPi!ci~s K 2 0 0 (I Q 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 3 
T. 10ecies l 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 
I. ~oecies C 19 0 2 0 0 I 0 0 0 I Q (j 0 0 0 0 0. 
N<11hof ii<J'lS h i tang~ta 0 8 1 15 I 2 2 b 1 l 2 2 2 0 6 IZ 9 I 
rolycolpiles cl.mtus 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 18 I 0 0 2 0 0 I I : 
L. varieqatus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I I I 
11on05'llciles gr-ltlulalus 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 0 I 0 l 2 I 
H. Stlb-gr anul al<us 0 0 4 0 0 I I l 5 2 I 2 2 I l : 
M. ~aYiol 0 0 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0: 
H. oinioa (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·4 2 0 0 : 
"· <>SS• •ini•~ 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 o: 
H. spPCi~~ A 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0: 
n. spec ies C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
H. SC~ecies I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l'tote~c idi l@~ sca~oratus 0 0 0 Q 0 I 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 I 
P. sp 0 3 5 4 4 10 7 0 7 5 3 9 9 2 l 5 
P. species 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
--- -- ----------------------------· .. ------------------ ------····-.. ··-.. --·---.-. .. --... -~-----,·-·----·-------.----------...------
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ORILLI«ll W. PtllEK 5\m I Rf.UITIVE ff:RtENT DATA 
=-====== ==-=~:::::;:-:::=:::::.::.:::::::.::=::::::::::=: 
ll.F· No. : 574s 5755 576 577s 578 579 
Sft.C1ES [JEP!Il : 145.60 150.00 1M.6S 174.85 2()5.15 m. 2Q : 
-----.. ------------- --·-------·--------·---------.. -------------------------- : 
5f'OK11tS 
Per~olites b011eni i () 1 0 0 (I 
Cyathidites 1inor 9 5 1 2 4 4 
C. anstra1'is 2 0 0 0 () 0 
9aculati5jloriles c011aumensis 5 5 0 0 () 0 
B. sp 5 1 0 0 0 0 
Os•Jndacidi les Hellnani i 6 4 (l 0 Q I 
P. species C 0 I () 0 2 0 
laevigalosporiles ovatus 13 12 8 10 II 7 
L. M.ior 10 1 0 4 2 I 
&1eich~iidiles ci rcinidites \) 2 0 0 0 0 
Tri1iles species A 0 I 1 0 I) 0 
T. verrucatus 0 2 0 () 0 1 
L. Sll Hastigialu111 volubi le qrpl !i 2 2 I 6 5 
Ster3isporites antiquasporites 1 5 3 0 2 b 
S. species C 0 2 0 0 0 ·o 
GYitiQSf'EHI1S 
l'hyllocladidi tes ~aHsoni i 7 5 25 22 13 
Phy11oc1dus pa1roJenicus 5 5 5 5 1(1 II 
Araucariciles australis 1 2 3 0 2 I 
A. sp 0 I I 3 0 0 
hxlocil!'pidiles cl. e11iptlcus I 3 4 3 4 3 
r. •arwilkii 3 I I () 0 
F'. so A 0 2 0 0 I I 
Microcachrydiles antardicus 6 9 12 II 6 7 
Tricholomosulciles subgranu1aluo; 2 4 7 3 
~IG llrJI'ERIIS 
T. reliwlatus 2. 0 I 0 0 () 
1. gi 11 i i 2 3 7 13 7 7 
T. species 8 I I 0 I 0 0 
T. species f 0 2 2 3 0 I 
tlolholagus kai tangata 0 3 2 I I I 
L. vart e~atus I 0 () I 0 1) 
llooosOJld les granulatus 2 0 I 1 I I 
11. sub-gr anul dtus 3 I 4 2 3 2 
H. o55- liliniDa I) 2 s 2 l 2 
11. soecies H 0 I () 0 0 I) 
Proteaci di les scaboratus I) 0 Q () 2 1 
P. sp 9 7 5 I 15 15 
P. S\!b-nali sadus 0 0 0 0 6 (1 
P. species F 0 0 () 0 0 I 
T. cl . lragilis 0 0 0 (I I () 
--·--·· .. ... ---........ ------------·- ·--.. -----------------... -··----............. --- --··-· .... --
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DRILLHllE 343. PlllEH SlJI I RtlATIVE f'ERtENT DATA 
=========::========-:::::.::.:=::=:::::::;::;:~==~ 
UCP No.: 6!J'1s bQSs 607s 60bs 605s 604s 6Q3s 602s 601s I I 
Sf'£CIES liEPTH : 283.90 272.65 196.40 IBJ. 70 ISJ.YJ 145.81 123.44 114.'10 102.94: 
.. ........ ----------------·-·-·····--.. -·--··-· .. -------------------·-----------------------------1 
SPOOITES 
Perooonoli tes bo~~eni i 0 0 l 0 I I 7 01 
Cyathidiles ~inor 2 2 7 7 5 3 4 7 : 
8~Whli sporites COfllaUmensi S Q 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 : 
Osi1Undacidites 11~l l 11ani i (] I) I) 2 3 2 2 () II 
Pol ypol!i idiles cf. mini1m1s 0 0 0 I 0 0 l 0 0 : 
P. sp&ies C (I 0 0 {I (J 0 7 I o: 
Laevi9atosooriles avatus IS 6 6 7 5 7 ,. 7 9 201 
l. ••jar 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 I 
Cl avilera triplex (J 0 0 I (I 0 0 I 0 I 
GleicMni idil~s circinidil~s 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 2 0 I 
lri li les. verrur.alus I) s 2 I 0 I 2 2 I 
T. ohaiensis (] (J 0 0 I l 0 0 01 
T. lragi l is 0 0 () t) 0 2 I 0 0 I 
l. sp llastiqialum volubi le grpl II 2 II 5 3 5 I 0 3 : 
l. lastigoides 0 0 I I 0 2 0 0 (J I 
L. sp. 0 0 0 (J (J () 0 0 I: 
Sterei sp!J'i tes anliquasocw-ites 0 0 2 2 6 3 2 0 II 
Ci ngutr i I eles c I avus () () 0 I I) 0 : 
S. str iclus (l 0 0 () (J (I 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 
GYHIIJSPERIIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
Phyllocladidi les •awsoni i II 5 4 28 33 13 IS 21 . IS I 
F'hyllocl adus paleoiJenicus 7 2 5 2 2 I 2 2 : 
1\raucarici tes auslr~l is 2 l (1 0 0 2 I I o: 
A. sp 2 () 0 I I 3 2 0 2 : 
Podocarpidi tes cl. elliplicus 3 4 0 I ~ 8 3 4 : 
P. aarwidii 5 6 (l 5 2 () I 2 3 : 
P. sp A 2 2 0 3 4 0 I 3 I: 
f·. sp 3 3 2 () 3 1 0 3 2 : 
llicrotachrydites anlarclicus B 0 b 6 7 6 IIJ 51 
TrichotO«ttsulcites subgranulalus 0 I I 3 4 I 4 I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~lbiOSrtRHS ci Q 0 Q 0 0 0 0 
Tricolpites li lliei 0 0 t) 0 3 0 0 0 
1. reticulatus 0 I (l 0 I 0 0 I il 
1. gi IIi i 6 37 9 9 4 7 6 9 
1. pachyex i nus (I 0 0 I) I) 0 (J 2 0 
1. sp&ies 9 (J 2 () 0 0 0 I 2 0 
1. specit>s F 0 2 0 0 0 () I) 0 0 I 
~lotholaqus kai langata I 6 I 3 5 3 7 s: 
Polycolpi tes clavatus 0 2 0 1) (I 0 I 0 2 I 
L. variegatus 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 3 o: 
N. sub·granulatus 2 4 4 0 2 3 4 3 2 : 
tl. "~ •inima I I 0 ~ I 0 2 3 3 : 
p, sp 9 2 40 2 4 13 14 3 7 : 
p • SJI I) 0 (I Q (I 0 (I 0 : 
lteaupr!!adiles sp (I 0 0 0 0 2 0 1: 
---------------------... -------------·-----------·-----------··-·------------------ --....................... __ ____ : 
20 59 56 21 16 31 36 30 30 
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{IRILUII.E 336 181 ,I'QlEJI SUI I ll{t.r'E~CENI 
:-:-:~:etc~:: ====-=:=:::-;;<;;:::~===~::-;~:;;;.: 
11.1' No.: :;!iS 554 553 55'15 551 55i)s 549s ~48 541 5465 S~Ss 544s 543s 542s I 
Sf'£CIES DFJ>IH : 3BIUS 37'1.00 367.30 353.30 :137.2!1 323.76 :,(r'/.69 ?89.80 277.96 273.70 ?Sil.b9 24'.74 2.!0.11 219.001 
-·------------··-""'"''"'-··· .. .._ ....... -p---------·--------··---·--........... -......... ----------------------·-------------: 
SfUUIES 
P!<ooooolil~ bowenil 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
Ly~lhidil~s oinor 2 0 I 5 s 3 2 0 3: 
~aurl~ll~porites t.,...\IIM!f,sis ~ 2 I 0 2 0 0 0 0 01 
8. so 3 2 I 0 0 I 0 4 2 3 0 0: 
Osot."ld<Krdites ll'!ll~nii 2 I I 2 0 6 I 10 0 I I 7 1 
o. Sl> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
P. Sl'rtir!> A 0 0 n I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 
P. sp!<:i~ L I 0 0 0 0 )I) 2 I I 2 I 0 0 0: 
laeviq.tlospor ltes ovalus 9 6 14 12 9 13 1l to II 'IS 9 13 13 12: 
l. ••ior 0 0 4 2 2 0 2 2 I 5 I 4 3 1: 
Llavilt" triple• 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 I 0; 
Gl•itl>\>oii di lM circinidl lM 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 I I 
lr i li les soecies A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 
1. "''!ties c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
I , verruulus 0 0 0 t 2 I 2 2 t t I tO 0 0 I 
I, oorleyi 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
I, lraqilis 0 0 0 0 Q (I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 01 
l. ~P flasllqialuo vulubite grpl 7 7 2 2 0 I 12 I 0 I 0 0 I 4: 
l. 'flems A 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 
l. sp. 4 2 I 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
Sl!<~isptviles Ml.iquaswiles 3 I I t I 2 II 0 I 0 2 0 0 II 
tinQulriletes clavus 2 z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
l. •~ior 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Q 0 I 0 01 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. : 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 o: 
6YI'IW'Eill15 9 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
fltyllocl•didilt~ aa•soni i 10 I~ 2 50 4 I 4 I 3 2S 9 7 1 
l'hyllocladll~ pall'OQI'IIim 6 2 2 l : 
l'r~tr.~ricil~ llllluli§ I I 0 I : 
n. so I 4 I b 7 l J 2 z : 
fodrxaroidi lrs tf. el liplitus 5 4 3 2 3 2 3 z 2 2 I 
p, OJINittli 3 1 4 ~ 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 2: 
P. MjOC 0 z 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 1 
P. SD 3 7 3 II 0 I 2 2 3 1 2 2 7: 
n. cf prae-tUl)fPSSiooirles 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o: 
Hicrocadrydi\e~ antardicus I 0 5 5 l 2 14 10 8 7 II 6 141. 
lritho\OIO'i~lr.ilrs sub<)ralllllalus B 12 5 I I 3 2 2 J 5 I 2 : 
I. ljlecies A 0 ~ 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 . Z 0 01 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
~I[,IOS!tRIIS 0 0 0 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
lricotpiles lilliei 0 I 1 z 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 I 
I. re\itulatus I 0 4 0 0 I 1 4 b 1 0 0 I 
'· gillii B 7 J 6 4 2 I 9 a 3 II 3 1 
1. soetiel B 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 I 0 2 0 I 
1. ~oetl6 £ 0 0 I 3 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 I 
1. specii!S r 0 0 I 0 1 0 t I 6 4 I J II 
1. so s•Jb r 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 : 
lrilooly tolp•le sp I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
lrinl~orate soC (j 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 () 0 0: 
I. species 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
Elylranlhe slria\us 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
[. cf strialus 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
fJJpanie~iles octholeichus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
lelmolPQrit.~s Sl'•ri•~ ~ 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
ttolhofagors hilan?lh I 8 2 I 3 4 ~ Zl 11 
folycolpi l~ clavatus 0 0 I 3 0 t l I 0 t 0 ; 
lnwerto.n so A 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
liliacidile~ interlll!dius 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
L. Voll'ieQa\us I 0 2 2 0 t 2 0 0 0 0 0 I I 
L. If c 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
lllnost•ldlies granulalus I 0 .} 2 I 4 5 5 2 I 2 2 0 2 : 
H. sub-gralllll•lus 0 0 0 0 Q 0 I 0 0 2 0 4 01 
n ... ft'·oiftioa ~ Q 0 0 0 5 I 3 0 I I 0 0 I 
H. SD A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
"· ~ 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 Prolmidi l~s scabralus 0 0 0 0 0 0 (f 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 
r. tf. reli 1cu is 8 9 1 I 0 l B 4 0 3 0 2 6 14 : 
P. ~ub-oal is~us 0 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0: 
r. SD 6 4 0 0 0 I 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 
lrioril~s •int'f 0 0 0 0 0 t I 0 0 0 0 0 0: 
~~•J!n~diles Sll 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 
trhnlelcolpal• sp H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t: 
......... ----------------..-···-~------------·---· ....... --------·--··-·----·.-··----··-----..... ------------.. ····----------·: 
Appendix 3 
IJUUKU 3-V.o F«lDI SJI 2 rEt.AIJ\1£ rumnN£ MIA 
:~-~-----::::..::=-.=::cli:~·:"J:tn'tU:::cn 
IIPIIo:i:i:i :,54 S5l :iS6 ~· ~ ~'Is 548 547 546, S4Ss S41s S43s 541s I !ntl£S llo?lh 388o4S mooo 367o30 mo30 Jl7o20 l13o76 Y!lob' 288oBO mo96 lllo70 ~0" 249o71 230oll m oao: 
-----------~---------··---.... ------------------·-···------------------------------: 
llrfllocl.>dldilrs ~il II 16 2(1 52 31 14 11 6 12 S4 18 20 18: 
lhyll oclld11s p•II'OIJf"itll\ 13 15 II 8 1 19 21 2 0 I 5 0 6 8: 
l'r•trurp1diln clo rlliolic~s 11 II 13 II 5 13 0 8 9 12 5 3 4 I I 
Po o.Y•icl ii 4 1 1 5 6 0 0 s 9 B 0 0 0 6: 
ro M)cr 2 I I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 0 0 0 : 
ro sr 13 17 II 21 19 ~ II I II 12 5 6 5 t7 : 
"lcroc~hrydilu inllrclicus 6 l )ij .J(l 
' 
12 36 40 19 37 16 10 14 37 I 
Nolhohqus hi l.>nqa\a 6 3 18 ll 14 15 IS 17 M 32 52 9 : 
......................... ---------------------------·· .... -... -.................... --....... -----·· ---.... -._···----......... __________________ 
DRlllii.U mo f'O.UN SIJ1 2 ~RAil\'£ PERUHI MIA 
tr.P No !His 60Bs 1117s 606s ~ bOis 60Js 602s bOis I 
ile1>lh 19.1o90 172o65 l96ol0 18Jo70 l~lol\l l45o8l 113. 4\ II UO 102o841 
••-
0
••••
000000000""- ooo-ooooooo-o-·----•••••••-••-••-·--•--ooooooo-ooo-J 
ftoylloch4idiles ~WM~ii 11 16 51 Sb 59 31 51 II 13 I 
rhylloclidus PiletJC)f<litUS 17 5 16 9 4 6 I I b I 
l'l>locarpJdlles tlo ellirlitus 7 12 0 1 1 10 1 10 I 
Po """'tH I ll 19 0 10 I I 4 ~ 9 : 
Po so 1 6 6 o 6 1 o 3 6 2 1 
Po w 1 V 21 0 6 6 I 6 5 l 
ltitroc.chry~ll~ Mhrtlit1JS 2!1 14 0 II 10 IV 21 20 13 I 
ltltool..,s hi l~l~ 1 18 II 1 I 14 IQ 13 13 I 
llRilUn£ 347 o 11\.UN !U\2 Rrulll'£ fOOJIII'({ DAIA 
tr.P llo Slls SISs 516 571s 578 S79 
SfEtllS Deolh IISo!li l~oOO l60o65 lllo85 105ol5 l08o10 I 
-----~---------·----·------·-·--------·-·---- ..... ------ : 
M>yllocloldldiles u WSMii .11 16 5I) 50 21 Jl, 
l'hyllochdus palro<Jrnlws 21 15 II 12 34· JO 
rodoc,oidites clo elllplim 4 II 9 B 12 9 
Po M Wictii 1 II 2 3 I I 
ro IP 1 0 I 1 3 
"lcromhrydlles ~nlarclicus 30 31 24 24 I? 11 
Nolholaqu~ hil~ah '1 9 4 3 l 3 
IJULLIO.E 36l o l'!llEN Slit 2 RRAII~ ftfaNIA{£ DAIA 
111' No Mils 51? 5'11k S'/7 5'16s 5'1'~ 59\s 59:11 592 :,VIs S90s Lll12111 Ll2126/3 Ll2115/1: 
Oeplh mooo mooo 411 o30 :!Bio50 ll5o~ l5BoOO ~loBO llloSS ll2o:.Q mo85 3tuo 30So14 2%o5l 1Bio89 : 
--------~--------------···----------------·-·· ----------------------------···------·-----------------: 
rhyl lotltdldlles ~~t•soni I II IS 15 26 23 6S 12 21 63 18 n 11 0 30 : 
l'hyllocll'dt~ ll<!I!'OI!t"'itll'i 2 1 ll 0 7 b 1 6 J 3 • I 0 Ill f'tdoc~rpidites tlo rlliptlcus 2S 10 15 10 ll II 2 10 1 8 2 u 0 IS: 
ro a.v•1c~11 8 1 4 8 I 0 B 2 5 16 3 11 0 10 : 
Po so I 8 5 II 5 
' 
0 0 1 2 5 3 4 0 I : 
Po 10 I 1 6 10 l 6 l 8 s 1 0 9 0 or 
IIIU«Khry•hles MllirtllttG 17 8 IS 10 II 5 2 10 9 18 3 14 0 19: 
Notholl'l'!s \•1l""!'1h 21 15 II 32 14 6 II ll 1 15 I 0 14 1 
------·---
--------------·-····----------------
tilllUilE 37So r!X.l[Jj 911 2 RHATII'£ fOONI DAtA 
OCP lb 61Bs 6l7s 626 6155 624s 62ls 612s 621s 610 I 
Sf!:CIES D~th 415o86 134o86 415o78 ll6o79 412.11 10'1. 46 395oOI 300.11 l6Bo0l I 
··-·------oo-••o ... - .. o---·o--·····-------·- --o-o•-oO--------·---· .. o•• I 
Phyl lochdidiles .a~~SMii 2S 5!! 21 16 47 60 ll 49 16 I 
f·hylla:l adus paleogm1cus 8 I I 14 I I 16 1 4 I 
Pooowolditrs cl. tlhplim 8 4 ll 21 9 I I 9 8 I 
Po •or•ltHI 16 S ll 16 12 12 5 4 8 I 
l'o 511 I 16 9 S 12 6 6 1 I 2 
ro Ill I 8 l 5 6 4 IQ Q 1 
niu«iltlrydlles 'nl~rclim 1B 9 1B 16 19 13 22 26 15 
lblool~QUS hiiMICj~h 19 5 l 18 I J 21 15 
116 
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Appendix 3 cont/ 
DRILURE 382. I'O.IEN 51..11 2 fi£LA111{ N:RCENl 01\lA 
ocr lb S57s 558 SS9s S60s Sit I 5/,2 Sbl< 5/,4 SbSs 56b 5/,7 Slt8s 5<69 570 57 Is S12s SJls 0 0 
Dl.'lllh m.n 251.36 262.'10 273.20 279.'18 lOJ.91lii.IO 314.10 m.11 m.Zb JS9.75 369.19 378.10 lS'I.M J%.70 I02.2710tl0: 
-----..... --......... _. ...... __ .. - .... ·-··-----······-·····-,······~··--·-----····--··---·· ···---~----· .. ---·--· ..-······-· .. ··---···---· -···~ 
f'hyllochdidllfs aJosmil 9 26 12 19 29 II 11 17 '39 IS 28 2l 25 22 10 10 3 I 
f"hyllocaldus oaleo<J!IIitus 2 3 4 3 I 9 IS I 16 9 12 37 8 9 s 9 16: 
l'o!locupidites tl . ~llipl!m 16 10 n 10 18 II 2 12 9 17 II 10 9 tl 20 18 26 I 
P. wwicW 9 5 7 1 6 9 8 12 7 6 19 3 0 5 12 1 6 : 
P. so I I 6 1 7 10 I 5 10 I 0 5 10 0 II 3 2 1 I 
r. 5I) 5 6 2 0 0 0 J I I 2 2 I 0 0 0 0 0: 
Hicroca.:hrydites anl¥tlicus 22 11 39 19 33 19 20 13 II 8 19 9 25 39 27 II 10: 
tlolhPlag~JS fai tan,ala l5 17 5 36 4 4 I 19 9 ll I 9 33 I 2J 49 32 : 
DllllUIIl.E 3~5. I'O.L£N !U1211UAIIVE f'f.RCENl DATA 
ltP lb.: ~~s 533 532 Slls S.W Sl'ls 528s 527 576 525 S21s 523s 5l2s 521s SIQs 5195 
S!'ECIES rA:PIH I 374.:15 361.74 351.19 341.71 JJI,IO J24.ll 311.29 l05.52 m.oo 291.85 284.10 212.72 263.92 250.70 242.36 2.10.60 
fhyllocladidiles msomi J 8 18 18 II 20 14 51 18 29 II 19 l IS 28 76 
P. paiMgenir.us 16 II 13 7 I 10 s 9 8 J 8 6 . 5 4 B 8 
f'ndoo:aroidil~ elhplicus II 8 s 18 II 16 22 IJ 21 II 23 16 14 14 9 9 
P. Mrwltt.ii II 7 15 12 9 6 16 5 7 6 9 6 II 2 I J 
p, &J)(lr 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t. ~ J I 16 6 II to 9 0 0 8 Q 0 0 0 0 0 
nir.r()(Ncry<lites oot ... tlitus 19 21 32 JJ 27 16 Jl 19 1'1 12 2'1 n 16 26 31 Jl 
Holrol~'l'" ~~il""'lala 35 32 J 5 29 10 • I 3 16 0 17 J2 51 38 11) 21 
......... ________ .. ______ ...... -... ------------------·-- ---··- ---------- -----------------------------------------·--- .. _ .. _ _____________ .. ____ . ____ 
OOII.UIU '397. l'lllLEN SU1 2 IIUATIVE fHWlfll({ DATA 
t.tP lb 63/s 636s 6}.~s 614 632 631s 
ffEr.J£5 ll!vlh 111.01 111.69 112.68 104.29 8().96 74.41 I 
------·-·--·-·-····-···-----·---------·--- ------------: 
rtovllocl~idites •MOSCClil 36 21 II II 26 u: 
11lvllocl~dus oall!iXJeniniS l 2 5 12 b 7 : 
Podocilloidiles tl. elliplicus lb 13 II 0 8 S I 
r . >¥•idil 9 13 b 19 14 12 : 
r. so A I J 0 ~ 1 Ill 
P. so 1 3 10 2l b l : 
H1croca.:hrydiles antarclicus II 18 10 1 13 lb l 
Holholol<jtiS kailM9dh 14 25 ~ I) 15 21 25: 
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011335. Plllffi Sill 3 f!El.I'E~WH 
=::======:: :::::::::=.:~== 
OCP No.: 534 533 532 S.Jis 530 529s 529s 527 526 525 S24s 523s 522s 521s 5105 519s I 
SftciES DEPTH 1 374.35 364.74 351,18 344.71 334.40 324.34 314.19 305.52199.00191 .85 284.10 272.72 263.92250.70 242.36 230.60 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Pllyllochdidiles ~awsonii 5 13 18 17 15 23 \4 52 21 19 17 27 6 24 34 33 I 
Phyllocladus paleogeoicus 25 21 ll 7 2 2J 5 10 10 3 9 9 10 6 9 II 
Podocarpidiles cl. ellipticus 18 13 5 1'1 20 18 22 14 26 II 28 23 19 23 9 12 
P. llarNidii 18 II 16 13 II 7 16 5 9 6 II 9 22 4 5 4 
P. sp 5 b 16 6 IS II 9 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Microcachrydites antarclicus 30 36 32 35 38 18 34 1'1 34 42 34 33 33 42 42 40 
OR llllnE 336. P!J.HN !iiJI 3 REUERtENT 
:::::::;:::: =====.::::;::::;;;:::::::;::::::::: 
W' ~.: 555 554 553 552s 551 550s 549s 549 547 546s 5455 541s S43s S42s 
SPECIES OEPIH : 3SB.45l79.(1() 367.30 353.30 337.20 323.76 309.69 298.80 277.96 273.70 258.69 249.74 230.11 m.ao: 
--··--··---------·----------·--·------·------- ----·----·----·--------.. --------------------·------: 
f'hyllocladidiles aawsoni i 47 47 8 20 5.1 Jb 17 16 9 14 1>3 27 42 201 
Phyllocladus paleogenicus 14 15 15 B 7 21 25 3 0 5 b , 0 12 9 I 
Podocarpidi les cl. ell ipticus 12 II 17 14 5 14 0 II 10 14 5 5 8 5: 
P. ~~arMidii 4 7 10 5 6 . 0 0 6 10 9 0 0 0 7 I 
P. 1ajor 2 I 10 0 0 0 - (I 0 3 0 I 0 0 0 I 
p, 59 14 17 IS 22 \9 4 17 10 13 14 5 9 10 19: 
Microcachrydi les antarcticus 6 25 31 9 25 42 53 58 44 19 59 19 41 : 
··-- ----- ---·------·---------·-----------------------------.. ---··----·----------------.. ------------------··---------·---:---: 
!MI343. f'<llEN !iiJI 3 REL~RI:ENT 
::;:::=::.::;.:=::::=:::::::-::::::=:::: 
W' Ho,: 609s bOBs (,OJs 6%s 6~ 604s 1>03s 602s 1>01 s : 
OEPIII : 283.90 272.115 196.40 183.70 153.30 145.81 123.44 114.90 102.841 
---·---·- ---- ----------·-------.. ---·- --·--- --....... _________ ...... _ .................................... _ .. __________ .. ____ .,. ___ ... _1_ 
Phyllocladidites •awsonii 28 19 59 bO 60 40 57 47 49 1 
F1lyllocladus paleogenicus 18 6 18 10 5 b 5 5 7 I 
Podocarpidites c(, ell iplicus 7 14 0 2 8 23 5 8 121 
P. aarwic.ki i 13 24 0 II 5 I 5 4 Ill 
P. spA b 9 0 b 7 0 J 1 3 I 
P. sp 7 II 24 0 b 6 2 7 5 I 
Hicrocachrydiles •nlarclicus 21 17 0 12 II 22 24 24 14 : 
oo.m. POLLOI !ill\ 3 P.El.fi:RWII 
=====~==-==========;;.:::::::==== 
l.tf" tlo.: 574s 5755 576 577s SIB 579 
S~CIES DEPIH : 145.60 I~.O(J 160.1>5 114.85 21iS. I5 21i8.20 I 
... -.................. __ ..................... _______ .. __ ... _ .... ____ ...... ___ ,.. __ , ___ ..... - .. ____ ,. ______ .,._,. __ .., : 
f'hyllocladidites ~a~sonii JB 19 5J 51 29 37 
f'hyll octad us pal eogeoitus 24 lo 12 12 35 31 
Podocarpldiles d. elliplicus 4 11 9 B 13 9 
P. aarNitkii 2 12 2 3 I I I 
P. sp 0 7 0 I 3 3 
Hicrocachrydites antarclicus 31 34 25 25 20 18 
Dlt..'bl PlllEN SIJ1 3 R£UERtENT 
:::::::-:.::::-::::::::::::::=:::-....=~===:: 
UCf"~. ll'is 599 599s 597 59bs 595s 594s 593s 592 591s 590s ll2727/lll2720/3 Ll2725121 
OEP!ll : m.oo m.oo 411.30 381.50 375.40 3SB.oo 353.oo 343.55 332.30 323.85 313.60 305.74 196.53 297.89 ' 
' 
-------·---------·-------·-·----- -------.. ----·--·----------·-·-------... --·----·---·-----... --------.-... -- .. ---.--.--..... --: 
Phyllocladidiles laHscnii 19 54 28 3B 27 69 91 Jb 67 25 Bl 2B 0 35: 
l'hyllocladus paleogeoicus 3 9 15 0 9 7 2 8 3 4 4 4 0 13: 
Podocarpidiles cl. elliplicus 33 12 17 14 37 12 3 15 7 tl 2 13 0 17 : 
P. ~arwidii II 9 4 12 2 0 8 3 5 21 4 17 0 Ill 
P. sp A II 5 13 7 10 0 10 2 7 4 0 2 I 
P. sp 2 2 6 14 3 7 12 6 9 9 0 0: 
Hitrocachrydi tes anlarclitus 22 10 17 14 13 5 IS 10 25 25 0 221 
---·----·-------... ___________________________________ .. ________ ,. __________ .. ______ .. ____ ,..,. ______________________ 1 
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LIJ' No.: 557s 558 5S9s 5005 561 562 563s 564 56Ss 566 567 568s 569 570 571s 572s 573s ' 
' OtPTH : 243.9'l 254.36 262.'10 273.20 278.98 303.94 314.40 324.40 33.3.41 344.26 359.75 ~.09.18 378.40 ~.64 395.70 401.'l7 404.30 I 
Phyllocladidites aawsooii 14 31 13 31} 29 46 44 21 41 52 'll 25 38 22 13 19 4 
Phyllcladus paleoqeniclls 4 3 4 4 1 9 16 5 18 11 13 40 13 9 7 16 23 
Podocarpidites cf. ell ipticus 24 13 24 15 19 12 2 14 10 20 12 II 13 13 26 35 38 
P. MrMidii 14 6 8 10 6 10 8 H 8 7 20 3 0 5 IS 3 9 
P. ;p A I 7 a 10 10 4 6 13 4 0 5 11 0 11 4 3 II 
P. sp 8 7 3 0 0 0 3 5 4 2 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 
Hiuocachrydi tes antarcticus 35 32 41 30 35 20 21 29 16 9 19 10 38 40 35 23 IS 
llli387 Plllal SU1 3 !"£.. f'fJtcrJH 
IXY No.: 637s 63bs 6.355 6.34 632 631s ' 
' 
lltPTH : 117.01 114.1.8 112.68 104.29 86.90 74.41 : 
:-
Phyllocladidites l!.lNsooii 42 29 18 13 33 29 : 
Pllyllolcadus paleogeni cus 4 2 9 26 8 9 : 
Pooocarpidites cf. ell ipticus 18 17 29 0 (I) 7 : 
P. •ar"ickii 10 18 II 22 18 16 : 
P. spA I 4 0 4 9 14: 
P. sp 8 4 17 2b 8 . 4 : 
llicrocachrydi tes antarcticus 17 25 17 9 16 21 : 
:-
IJH375. F1ll£N Stt\ 3 RELI'rn!INT 
::::::.:::::::::::::: ::::::=:::::-::::: 
10' No.: 628s 627s 62b 625s 624s 623s 622s 621 s 620 
D£P1H : 445.86 434.86 425.78 416.79 412.77 409.46 395.01 380, II :168.02 
............... ---..... ________ ..__ .. ____ .. _ __________ . __ .. __ ,. ____________ .................. -----------------·-·-
Phyilocladidites llol~~Soni i 23 58 23 16 47 60 33 49 46 
Phyllolcadus paleoqenicus 8 7 4 14 1 1 16 7 4 
Podocarpidites cl. elliplicus 8 4 13 21 'i 4 7 9 8 
P. urMitkii 16 s 2.1 16 12 12 s 4 8 
P. spA 16 'i 5 12 6 b 7 4 2 
P. sp I 8 3 5 6 4 10 0 7 
Hicrocachry<liles antarcticus 28 9 28 16 19 13 22 26 25 
-·--·------............... -----------·-----.. ---------·---·---·-................ _., __________ .. ___ ... _________ _. ___ 
APPENDIX 5 SAMPLE CODE NUMBER SYSTEM 
UCP No. = University Canterbury Palynology Number 
Lab No. = laboratory number used in processing 
Oepth(m) =Depth of sample in drillhole 
* Beaumont Coal Measures 
N New Brighton Conglomerate 
UCP No. lab No. Deplh(m) UCP No. •.Lab No. Oepth(m) UCP No. lab No. Oepth(m) 
Orillhole 335 
518 Ia 
519 2a 
520 3a 
521 4a 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
Sa 
6a 
7a 
Sa 
9a 
lOa 
lla 
12a 
13a 
14a 
!Sa 
l6a 
17a 
19a 
20a 
Orillhole 336 
531 lb 
538 2b 
539 3() 
540 41> 
541 5b 
542 61> 
543 7b 
544 81> 
545 9b 
546 lOb 
547 
548 
549 
550 
55! 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
1lb 
12b 
14b 
15b 
161> 
17b 
18b 
19b 
20b 
2Jb 
Ori 11 hole 382 
557 lc 
558 2c 
559 3c 
560 4c 
561 5c 
562 6c 
222.70* 
230.60 
.242.36 
2SO. 70 
263.92 
272.72 
284.10 
291.8S 
299.00 
305.S2 
314.29 
324.34 
334.40 
344.71 
3S!.18 
364.74 
374.3S 
203.38* 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
S69 
570 
571 
7c 
Be 
9c 
JOe 
llc 
12c 
13c 
14c 
15c 
572 16c 
573 17c 
Orillhole 347 
574 ld 
S75 
576 
577 
578 
579 
S80 
2d 
3d 
4d 
Sd 
6d 
7d 
208.00* Orillhole 364 
153.00" 
161.90* 
187.82* 
196.10* 
209.25* 
219.80 
230.11 
249.74 
258.69 
273.70 
277.96 
288.80 
309.69 
323.76 
337.20 
353.30 
367.30 
379.00 
388.45 
397.00 
243.92 
2S4.36 
262.90 
273.20 
278.98 
303.94 
501 1e 
S02 2e 
583 3e 
584 4e 
585 Se 
586 6e 
507 7e 
588 Be 
589 9e 
Ll2725/l 
L12726/l 
L12727/l 
590 10e 
591 11e 
592 
593 
594 
S95 
596 
597 
598 
12e 
13e 
14e 
15e 
16e 
17e 
18e 
599 19e 
600 20e 
Orillhole 343 
601 lf 
602 2f 
603 3f 
604 4f 
314.40 
324.40 
333.41 
344.26 
3S9.7S 
369.18 
378.40 
389.40 
395.70 
402.27 
404.30 
144.60 
150.00 
160.65 
174 .85 
205.15 
208.40 
216.40 
IS7 .25* 
162.80* 
187.00* 
197.50* 
207.00* 
217 .00* 
227.25* 
232.95* 
281. 70* 
287.89 
296.53 
305.74 
313.60 
323.85 
332.30 
343.55 
353.80 
35!l.OO 
375.40 
381.50 
411.30 
426.80 
434.00 
102.!l4 
114.90 
123 . 44 
145.81 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
Sf 
6f 
7f 
Sf 
9f 
!Of 
II f 
12f 
13f 
1;1 f' 
15f 
16f 
17f 
Orillhole 375 
618 lg 
619 2g 
620 3g 
621 4g 
622 Sg 
623 6g 
624 7g 
625 !lg 
626 9g 
627 lOg 
628 1lg 
Orillhole 387 
629 1h 
630 3h 
631 4h 
632 5h 
633 6h 
634 
635 
636 
8h 
9h 
10h 
637 llh 
Orillhole 384 
638 li 
639 2i 
640 3i 
641 4. 
642 51 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
64!) 
649 
61 
1i! 
Ill 
91 
!Oi 
lli 
12i 
153.30 
183.70 
196 .40 
272.65 
283.90 
299.898 
330.8611 
362.456 
371. SOH 
382.408 
392 .lOll 
400. 70N 
409.008 
315.32* 
346.00* 
360.02 
380.11 
395.01 
409.46 
412.79 
416.79 
425.78 
434.86 
445.86 
33.41* 
63.52" 
74.41 
!l6.96 
90.83 
104 .29 
112.6!) 
114.68 
117.10 
287.25* 
296.60* 
307.40* 
311. 78* 
326 .74* 
331. 93* 
338.97* 
364.84* 
373.16* 
387.70* 
395.00 
414.20 
120 
PLATE 1 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in the Figure 1 
unless otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1. Trilites sp. D Slide UCP 562; co-ords. 107.5/4.6 
FIGURE 2. Trilites sp. A Slide UCP 547; co-ords. 104 .7/2.3 
121 
FIGURE 3. Trilites fragilis Couper 1953. Slide UCP 544s; co-ords. 
111 .0/21.10 
FIGURE 4. Trilites sp. E Slide UCP 592s; co-ords. 106.0/5.3 
FIGURE 5. Trilites morleyi Couper 1953. Slide UCP 604s; co-ords. 
104 .3/20.0 
FIGURE 6. Trilites sinuatus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 527; co-ords. 
107.0/9.3 
FIGURE 7. Trilites ohaiensis Couper 1953. Slide UCP 626; co-ords. 
119.2 traverse 
FIGURE 8. Trilites cf. morleyi Couper 1953. Slide UCP 622s; co-ords. 
113 .9/4.8 
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PLATE 2 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1. Laevigatosporites ovatus Wison and Webster 1946. Slide UCP 
628s; co-ords. 115.2/4.7 
FIGURE 2. Laevigatosporites major (Cookson) Krutzsch 1959. Slide UCP 
628s; co-ords. 115.2/4.7 
FIGURE 3. Peromonolites bowenii Couper 1953. Slide UCP 626; co-ords. 
105.2/8.0 
FIGURE 4. Polypodiidites minimus Couper 1960. Slide UCP 542s; 
co-ords. 102.4/13.5 
FIGURE 5. Polypodiidites cf. minimus Couper 1960. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords. 110.0/3.0 
FIGURE 6. Verrucatosporites sp. Raine. Slide UCP 623s; co-ords. 
93.0/27.5 
FIGURE 7. Verrucatosporites sp. Raine. Slide UCP 623s; co-ords. 
109.9/23.3 
FIGURE 8. Polypodiidites sp. C Slide UCP 550s; co-ords. 114.3/12.1 
FIGURE 9. Polypodiidites sp. D Slide L12725/2 (NZGS collection); 
co-ords. 95.2/12.9 
FIGURE 10. Osmundacites we77manii Couper 1953. Slide UCP 541s; 
co-ords. 110.1/9.4 
FIGURE 11. Osmundacites sp. A Slide UCP 559s; co-ords. 97.6/9.0 
FIGURE 12 . Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson) Potonie 1956. 
Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. f104.0/20.4 
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PLATE 3 
Magnification of grains is shown by scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
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FIGURE 1. Trilites verrucatus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 620; co-ords. 
117.5/25.6 
FIGURE 2. Tri7ites cf. verrucatus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 625s; 
co-ords. 119.2/5.9 
FIGURE 3. C7avifera rudis Bolkhovitina. Slide UCP 592s; co-ords. 
106.0/5.3 
FIGURE 4. C7avifera triplex (Bolkovitina) Bolkovitina 1966. Slide 
UCP 626; co -ords. 117 .2/first traverse 
FIGURE 5. Tri7ites cf. tubercu7iformis Cookson 1947. Slide UCP 626; 
co-ords. 120.4/4.4 
FIGURE 6. Lepto7epidites verrucatus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 555; 
co -ords. 109.4/20.3 
FIGURE 7. Lepo7epidites major Couper 1958. Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 
106.8/14.1 
FIGURE 8. Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson and Webster) 
Dettman 1963. Slide UCP 626; co-ords. 110.1/22.4 
FIGURE 9. Stereisporites regium (Orozhastichich) Orugg 1967. Slide 
UCP 555; OIC, co-ords. 107.3/14.5 
FIGURE 10. Stereisporotes sp . A Slide UCP 567; co-ords. 104.5/14.1 
FIGURE 11 . Cingutri7etes clavus (Balme) Dettman 1963. Slide UCP 567; 
DIC, co-ords 104.5/14.1 
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PLATE 4 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated 
FIGURE 1. Lycopodium sp. (fastigiatum-volubile group). Couper 1953. 
Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 111.8/8.0 
FIGURE 2. Lycopodium fastigoides Couper 1953. Slide UCP 624s; 
co-ords. 112.1/18.4 
FIGURE 3. Lycopodium sp. 8 Slide UCP 620; co-ords. 109.5/5.1 
FIGURE 4. Lycopodium sp. A Slide UCP 624s; co-ords. 117.8/5.5 
FIGURE 5. Aequitiradites cf. spinulosus Cookson and Dettman 1961. 
Slide UCP 560s; co-ords 108.1/8.5 
FIGURE 6. Kraeuselisporites cf. majus Cookson and Dettman 1963. 
Slide UCP 616; co-ords 98.8/22.2 
FIGURE 7. Camaronosporites cf. australiensis Burger 1973. Slide UCP 
626; co-ords. 97.6/in nail varnish 
FIGURE 8. Gleicheniidites cercinidites Cookson 1953. Slide UCP 626; 
co-ords. 97.5/9.8 
FIGURE 9. Cyathidites minor (ouper 1953. Slide UCP 627s; co-ords. 
101.1/17.2 
FIGURE 10. Ceratosporites equalis Cookson and Dettman 1958. Slide UCP 
628s; DIC, co-ords. 117.2/10.5 
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PLATE 5 
Magnification of grains is shown by the sacle bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1. Podocarpidites cf. e77ipticus Cookson 1947. Slide UCP 
628s; co-ords. 2.3 traverse, close to 112.4 
FIGURE 2. Podocarpidites major Couper 1953. Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 
105.6/19.5 
FIGURE 3. Microcachrydites antarcticus Cookson 1947. Slide UCP 626; 
co-ords. 109.9/4.4 
FIGURE 4. Podocarpidites sp. A Slide UCP 628s; co-ords f10.32*** 
FIGURE 5. Podocarpidites marwickii Couper 1953. Slide UCP 626; 
DIC, co-ords. 106.2/3.5 
FIGURE 6. Podosporites microsaccatus (Couper). Slide UCP 627s; 
co-ords. 96.8/6.4 
FIGURE 7. Podosporites sp. A Slide UCP 622s. 
FIGURE 8. Dacrydium prae-cupressinoides Couper 1953. Slide UCP 623s; 
co-ords. 97.5/16.1 
FIGURE 9. Araucariacites australis Cookson 1947. Slide UCP 624s 
FIGURE 10. Araucariacites sp. Slide UCP 619s; co-ords. 111.0/26.9 
FIGURE 11. Phy77oc7adidites mawsonii Cookson 1947. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords. 105.0/11.5 
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PLATE 6 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1. Phy77oc7adus pa7eogenicus (Cookson) sensu Harris 1965. 
Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 114.0/6.4 
FIGURE 2. Ephedra notensis Cookson 1957. Slide UCP 623s; co-ords. 
f17 . 11 
FIGURE 3. Proteacidites retiformis Couper 1960. Slide UCP 530; 
co-ords. 104.6/12.0 
FIGURE 4. Gambierina rudata Stover 1973. Slide UCP 623s; co-ords. 
98.6/12.5 
FIGURE 5. Proteacidites pa7isadus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 626; 
co-ords. 102.8/23.2 
FIGURE 6. Proteacidites subpalisadus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 627s; 
co~ords. 112.2/14.5 
FIGURE 7. Proteacidites scaboratus Couper 1960. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords. 115.2/11.5 
FIGURE 8. Proteacidites cf. amolosexinus Playford and Dettman 1968. 
Slide UCP 559s; co-ords. 103.7/16.3 
FIGURE 9. Proteacidites sp. A Slide UCP 621; co-ords. 100.3/18.5 
FIGURE 10. Proteacidites sp. 8 Slide UCP 555; co-ords. 119.6/14.4 
FIGURE 11. Proteacidites sp. C Slide UCP 549s; OIC, co-ords. 96.0/ 
19.2 
FIGURE 12. Proteacidites sp. D Slide UCP 555; co-ords. 103.2/15.2 
FIGURE 13. Proteacidites sp. G Slide UCP 532, OIC. 
FIGURE 14. Proteacidites sp. Slide UCP 628s; 
FIGURE 15. Proteacidites sp. Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 112.4/2.3 
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PLATE 7 
Magnification of grains is shown by scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated . 
FIGURE 1. Proteacidites sp. Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 109.4/10.4 
FIGURE 2. Triorites minor Couper 1953. Slide UCP 618s ; co-ords. 
112.3/10.7 
FIGURE 3. Beaupreadites sp. Slide UCP 548; co-ords. 102.2/21.8 
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FIGURE 4. Triorites fragilis Couper 1953 . Slide UCP 542s; co-ords. 
100.4/17.0 
FIGURE 5. Triorites cf. fragilis Couper 1953. Slide UCP 627s; 
co-ords. 103.3/6.4 
FIGURE 6. Triorites sp. C Slide UCP 541s; co-ords. 116.0/9.9 
FIGURE 7. Caryophyllidites polyoratus Couper 1960. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords. 117.3/8.9 
FIGURE 8. Nothofagus kaitangata Te Punga 1947. Slide UCP 628s; 
OIC , co-ords. 106.1/1.0 
FIGURE 9. Tetracolpites sp. 0 Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. f12.24 
FIGURE 10. Polycolpites c1avatus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 628s 
FIGURE 11. Liliacidites intermedius Couper 1953. Slide UCP 627s; 
co-ords. 115.6/10.7 
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PLATE 8 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 2. 
FIGURE 3. 
FIGURE 4. 
FIGURE 5. 
FIGURE 6. 
FIGURE 7. 
FIGURE 8. 
FIGURE 9. 
Li7iacidites variegatus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords. 112.4-115.0/2.3 
Li7iacidites sp. A Slide UCP 555; co-ords. 106 .2/16.6 
Li7 iacidites sp . C Sl ide UCP 552s; co-ords . 106.0/6 .1 
Liliacidites sp. D Slide UCP 631s; co-ords., 112 .7/19.6 
Monosulcites g~anulatus Couper 1960. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords. 110.4/4.7 
Monosulcites 0 Subgranu1atusu Slide UCP 565; co-ords. 
105.5/17.5 
Monosu7cites cf. minimus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 619s; 
co-ords. 110 .5/8.5 
Monosulcites sp . A Slide UCP 555; co-ords. 155.3/18.1 
Monosulcites sp. B Slide UCP 625s; co-ords. 101 .9/22 .3 
FIGURE 10. Monosu7cites sp. C Slide UCP 625s; co-ords. 121 .2/14.9 
FIGURE 11. Monosulcites sp. D Slide UCP 625s; co-ords. 115.7/14.5 
FIGURE 12. Monosu7cites sp. E Slide UCP 543s; co-ords. 102.3/11.2 
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PLATE 9 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1 
FIGURE 2 
FIGURE 3 
FIGURE 4 
FIGURE 5 
FIGURE 6 
FIGURE 7 
FIGURE 8 
FIGURE 9 
FIGURE 10 
FIGURE 11 
FIGURE 12 
FIGURE 13 
FIGURE 14 
FIGURE 15 
Monosulcites sp. H Slide UCP 623s 
Monosulcites sp. I Slide UCP 536s 
Monosulcites sp. J Slide UCP 634; co-ords. 112.8/1.7 
Monosulcites sp. K Slide UCP 634; co-ords. 106.8/1.8 
Monosulcites sp. M Slide UCP 590s; co-ords. 102.8/4.7 
Tricolpites 1i11iei Couper 1953. Slide UCP 626; co-ords. 
26.4 
Tricolpites gi17ii Cookson 1956. Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 
approx 103.6/22.4 
Tricolpites cf. pachyexinus Couper 1953. Slide UCP 545; 
co-ords. 114.3/15.5 
Tricolpites reticulatus Cookson 1947. Slide UCP 628s; 
co-ords . 100.1/5.5 
Tricolpites sp. 8 Slide UCP 624s; co-ords. 104.1/9.2 
Tricolpites sp. C Slide UCP 524s; co-ords. 110.7/11.5 
Tricolpites sp. D Slide UCP 625s; co -ords. 118.3/14 .5 
Tricolpites sp. E Slide UCP 626; co-ords. 108 .3/? 
Tricolpites sp. F Slide UCP 625s; co-ords. 7.5/? 
Tricolpites sp. G Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. unknown 
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PLATE 10 
Magnification of grains is shown by the scale bar in Figure 1 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
FIGURE 1 Tricolpites sp. J Slide UCP 628s; DIC, co-ords 98.4/4.7 
FIGURE 2 Tricolpites sp. K Slide UCP 559s; co-ords. 109.7/11.4 
FIGURE 3 Tricolpites sp. L Slide UCP 546; co-ords. 110.1/7.4 
FIGURE 4 Tricolpites sp. M Slide UCP 545s; co-ords. 117.0/11.1 
FIGURE 5 Tricolpites sp. N Slide UCP 620; co-ords. 119.5/25.1 
FIGURE 6 Tricolpites sp. 0 Slide UCP 628s; co-ords. 108.4/11.5 
FIGURE 7 Tricolpites sp. Q Slide UCP 522s; co-ords. 101.9/8.8 
FIGURE 8 Tricolpites sp. W Slide UCP 622s; co-ords. 97.7/20.0 
FIGURE 9 Tricolpites sp. Z Slide UCP 533; co-ords. 112.5/10.0 
FIGURE 10 Tricolporites sp. 8 Slide UCP 621; co-ords. 112.0/26.7 
FIGURE 11 Tricolpites sp. Y Slide UCP 590s; co-ords. 106.8/4.4 
FIGURE 12 Tricolporites sp. C Slide UCP 621; co-ords. 119.10/27.8 
FIGURE 13 Tricolporites sp. E Slide UCP 621; co-ords. 166.5/27.5 
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Figure 12b 1: ~stribution of spe ies in drill hole 347 in order of 
first appearance 
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Figure 12c : Distribution of species in drillhole 343 in order of 
. first appearance . 
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--- -
---
Pol.vtwd iid itcs sp. B 
-- ---
Cla!'ijern mdis 
--
Trilites sp, A 
-- - -
Stereisporites anti quas porites 
--- -
Tricolpites sp. B 
Tricolpites sp. E 
---
Tricolpites sp. 13 
Tricolpites sp. J 
---
Proteaciditcs retifornzis 
- ---
<....--
-
Gamberina rudata 
--- ---
Polypodiidites sp. c 
--- ---
---
Tricolporites sp. B 
--- - -----Trico!porites sp. c 
-
---
Trilites cf. lube rc u! i for mis 
Ceratosporiles equalis 
A rauca riaci tc s australis 
---- ·-
Beaupread ites sp. 
---
Trilites nzorleyi 
---
Trilites fragilis 
--- ---
Tricot 11i t es sp. K 
- ---
Monosulcites granulat11s 
-
Proteacid i tes sp. G 
- - -
Polypodiidilcs sp. D 
Stereisporites regium 
·--
Ephedra IIOfeiiSiS 
Trilitcs sp. [) 
·--
Dacrydi11nz {!NIC-e 11 press i noi d cs 
·-
Monos11lcitcs sp. I 
Leptolepidites verruca! us 
---
A raucariaci tes sp. 
-
Triorilcs minor 
-
Cingulriletes clavus 
-
Tricolpites S/). c 
Monosulcitcs s p. M 
-
Protencfd ites scahoratus 
Trilites ohaiensis 
Trilites sinuatus 
---
Tricot pi tes sp. M 
-
Podocarpiditcs f1ta.JOI" 
-
Proteacidites cf. anzolose xi It us 
-
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Figure 12e Distribution of species in drillhole 335 in order of 
first appearance 
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Cyathiditcs minor 
BaCitlat is pori lcs COIIUIIIIIICIISiS 
-- --
B aCid a I is pori I es sp. 
-- ---
Os mwtd acid i[(:s lVcllmanii 
Poly pod id i tes sp. c 
-- ---
Lac I' i ga I ospor i I es Ol'a/1/S 
Trilites sp. A 
-- ---
Trilites nwrleyi 
-- --
Lycopod i 11111 Sf!. ( fasligiatum-l'oluhilc group) 
Phylloclad it! i tes mmvsonii 
Phylloc/ad 11s pal co ge ll ic us 
A raucariaci tes australis 
A ra uca ri ac i / es sp. 
l'od ocarpid i te s cj. cllipticus 
Podocarpid i tes manvickii 
Podocarpid i te s Sf!. A 
---
Dacryd ium prae-c 11 press i noi d c s 
-/If i c rocac It ryid i I es wllarcticus 
Tricltotomosulci /es suh g rw11tl a Ills 
Tr ic hot omos ul c i I es sp. A 
--
Ephedra llo/ellsis 
--
Tricolpites /i/1. 
--- ---
Tricot, 
--
Tricol, 
.. 
Tricolpites paCI! J'C Xi lll/S 
-- ---
TricoltJites sp.Y 
--
Tri 
-
Tri 
Tri 
-- ---
Tri 
-- ---
Tri 
-- ---
Nothofagus kailallgata 
Polycolpites clm·atus 
Polyora/e sp. A 
-- --- ' 
/llcmos 11/ c i / e s grallulatus 
/If OliOS 11/ C i { eS .\11 b g ra 111tl at us 
/I! olios ul c i I es a/f. Ill ill i Ill (/ 
illciiiO.\ ul c i I e s sp. c 
-- ---
Pro/caciditcs s c a ho r a/ 11 s 
---
l'ro/eacid i tes sp. 
Pro/eacidites suh fled is ad 11s 
--
Gamherina nul a I a 
-- ---
Trioritcs minor 
-- ---
Triorilcs s uba I' eo/ a IllS 
--
Trioriles sp. A 
---
Tricolpiles sp. z 
--
CJ•athidilcs australis 
--
~ 
Lae1•i ga/osporiles major 
Trililes I'CITI/Clll/IS 
--
Cera los pori le s Clj/W/iS 
---
L yeo pod i 11111 fastigioidcs 
--
Foci'Col ri lcles sp. 
--
Ci ngul ri lrtc s elm• us 
--
Pod ocar pi£1 i tc s major 
--
Tricolpites sp.Z 
--
Tricolpites sp. p 
Proteaciditcs sp. F 
l'c rvmollo! i 1 c s IJOIVCllii 
Stercisporilcs a 111 i cf 1un porites 
-------- --~ .. - .... -·-
Tricolpites sp. J 
--- ---
Tricolpites sp. 0 
---
Liliacid itcs sp. c 
Osmulld acid iles sp. A 
---
Poly pod id i /es minimus 
--- --- ---
Tricolpites sp. B 
---
Tricolpites sp. D 
---
Tricolpites sp. E 
Tricolporiles Sf!. D 
---
Gleicheni id i les circinidilcs 
/If OliOS 111 C i I e S maxima 
---
'' lonos ul c i I cs sp. D 
-- --- ---
U'\ 
'-" ~ _. -.D 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
I' rot c•ac i d it c s rctiformls 
-- --- ---
Trilitc.\ ohaicnsis 
---
/If OliOS 11/ Cites sp. II 
--- ---
l'oly pod i id i tcs sp. A 
---
Lycopod i 11111 sp. 
--- ---
Liliacidites I'Oricga//IS 
--- ---
Clal'ijera triplex ' 
--- --- ---
-Trilites sinuallts 
---
Lc ptole pid itcs l'e 1"1"1/CillliS 
---
Liliaciditcs intermedius 
--- ---
Trioritc:s cf. fragi/is 
Tricolpites sp. c 
---
illonosulcitcs s I'· IJ 
--- -
IJ ea upreacl i I es s fl. 
--- ---
Tricolpites sf'. L 
---
Tel racoltJiles Sf!. 0 
---
Tricolpites sp. AI 
---
Tricolpites sp. Q 
---C a ma rmws porites cf. m1s t ra I ic 11s i.1 
---
Monosulcites sp. E 
---
Tri/ites fragilis 
---Stercis pori tcs regium 
-
Tricot piles s p. N 
-
: Distribution of species in drillhole 382 in order of 
first appearance ~ 
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0 ...0 cP cs- \]'"\ )7 
-
0 '-.0 cP ~ 
Cyathidites 11!11!01" 
Baculatis porites comaunzensis 
Osmundacidites we II man ii 
Laevigatosporites ovatus 
Lac I' igatos porites major 
Trilites sp. A 
- -Lycopodium sp. ( fastigiatunz-volubile group) 
----Phyllocladidites mawsonii 
Phyllocladus paleogenicus 
Araucariacites australis 
Araucariacites sp. 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus 
Podocarpidites nzanvickii 
Pod ocarpid i tes sp. A 
Aiicrocaclzryd ites antarcticus 
Trichotonzosulci tes sub gra nul a tus 
Tricot pi tes lilliei 
- ---
Tricot pi tes reticluatus 
-Tricolpites gillii 
Tl'icolpites sp. B 
-
Tricolpites sp. E 
- -
Tricot piles sp. F 
Tricolpites sp. K 
Tricolpites sp. M 
---
·-Tricolpites sp. T 
-
Tricolporites sp. B 
-Nothofagus kaitangata 
Polycol pi tes clm•atus 
Liliacidites intermedius 
-
Liliacid ites l'ariegatus 
-
Monosulcites granulatus 
Monos ulc it es sub g ranulatus 
i\lOIIOS Itlc i l C S maxima 
- - - ---
Proteacid ites scaboratus 
-Proteacidites retiformis 
- --- - ---Proteaciditcs sp. 
Protcacidites subpalisadus 
Triorites cf. fragilis 
- ---Trilites sp. A 
- ---Polypodiidites sp. B 
-
Trilites l'e r rucatus 
Ste reis porites anti qua s pori l es . 
Ephedra 110tensis 
- -
Tricolpites paclzyexinus 
- -
Monosulcites aff. minima 
---
Proteacid ites cf. amolosexinus 
---
--- -
P1'otcacid i tes sp. B 
-
Proteacid i tes sp. F 
-
Trilites fragilis 
-
K rae use/is porites majus 
-Triclwtomos ulc ites sp. A 
--- - ---
Tricolpites sp. u 
-Tricolpites sp. v 
---
Tricot porites sp. D 
Proteacidites sp. G 
--- - --- -
Pe roman/ i te s bowenii . 
Polypodiidites sp. c 
Trilites ohaiensis 
---
Ccratosporites equal is 
-
--- -
Tricolpites sp. J 
-
Triorites fragilis 
-
Polypodiidites cf. 111/nlma 
--- --- --- -
' Glecheniid i tes circinid itcs 
---
F oramis poris cf. asy 111/IIC t ric us 
---
Monosulcites sp. A 
--- ---
Monosulcites sp. c 
- -
Stereisporites sp. A 
-Stereisporites regium 
---
-.---
Leptolepidites verrucatrts 
- ---
Cingutriletes elm• us 
--- ·- ---
Tricolpites sp. J 
--- -
Proteacidites palisadus 
-
Beaupread i tcs sp. 
- -
Trilites morley~ 
-
i\Ionosulcitcs sp. D 
-Trilites sinuatus 
-
Clavi/era triplex 
Triorites minor 
Tricolporitcs sp. c 
Trilites sp. D 
Monosulcites sp. J 
Tricolpites sp. z 
-
Aequitri rad ites s pi nulosus 
---
Tricot piLes sp. D 
---
Osmundacidites sp. A 
Caryophyllid ites polyorallts 
Tricolpites sp. L 
-
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Figure 12g : Distribution of species in drillhole 336 in order of 
first appearance 
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0 ....0 ell ....:l <S"" \.1'\ ~ 
Cyathidites minor 
(p 
Baculatispori tes conzaumensis t:> 
-
... 
Osmund acid itcs we//manii ii ::> 
Poly pod i id i I e s minimus II> 
- -Polypodiidites c c sp. 3 
--, 
Lacvigalos porites ovat11s i' 
Laevigatos porites major 1 Trilites ve rrucat us --Ceratospurites equalis 
-
L_vcupodium sp. ( fastigiatwn-l'olubile g ruu f!) 
, Lycopodium sp. A 
-- -
Stereisporites anti q 11a s porites 
-- --
Stereisporites regium 
-
Leptolepidites verruca/us 
-- -
P!tylloclad id ites fll(llVSOllii 
Ph_l'lloclad liS paleogenicus 
A raucariaci te s australis 
Araucariacites sp. 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus 
Podocarpid ites manvickii 
Podocarpidites major 
- --
Dacyrdium cf. prae-cu pressinoia 
-
/1/icrocachryd ites antarctic us 
Triclwtomosu lei te s sub gra nul a tw 
Tr i c hot omos ul c i I e s sp. A 
- -- --
Tricolpites reticlatus 
Tricolpites gillii 
Eltranthe cf. stria/us 
--
Nothofagus kaitangata 
Polycol pi te s clavatus 
- -- -- --
Liliacid ites l'aricgalus 
-
Liliacidites sp. A 
- -/If onosulci te s granulaLus 
Monosulcites aff. minima 
- --
/1/o/IOSIIlCi tes sp. A 
- -- --
Proteacid i tes Sf!. 
Proteacid ites Sf!. A 
--
Proleacid ites .\" fJ. B 
-- -Triorites minor 
--Triorites cf. fragilis 
Peromonolites bowenii 
Tricolpites lilliei 
--
Tricol piles sp. B 
Tricolpites sp. D 
-- --
Tricolporites s /). c 
--Monosulcites sp. B 
- -Proleacid ites suh palisad us 
-- -Trioritcs sp. A 
--Gleicheniidites circinid ites 
Foramisporis cf. asymmetricus 
-- -
Tricolpites sp. E 
Tricol piles sp. F 
Tricolpites sp. G 
-- -- --
Poly pod iid ites sp. A 
--
Tricolpites pachyexin11s --
-- --
Tricolpites Sf!. c 
-- --Tricolpites sp. J 
- --
Tricolpites sp. K 
--
Tricolporites SfJ. D 
-- -Tetracolpites sp. A 
--
Liliacidites sp. c 
Proleacid ites Sf!. c 
-- -Proteacidites cf. a mol ose xi n11s 
-- --Cyathidites a11stralis 
-- -- --Clavifera triple."( 
-- --
Trilites ohaiensis 
--Lycopodium fastigioides 
--Dacrydiwn prae-c11 pre ssi noid e s 
Ephedra note ns is 
-Le plole pid ites major 
--
Proteacidites scaboratus 
--
Ganzherina rudata 
--
Poly pod i id i tes sp. B 
- -Trilites nwrleyi 
--
Proteacid ites sp. c 
--
Beaupread ites sp. 
--
Tricolpites sp. L 
- --Liliacid ites intermedius 
--Monosulcites s 11 b g r a nu I a/us 
--
Trilites sp. A 
-- --Liliacidites sp. B 
--Pruleacidites sp. D 
--
Triorites subalveolatus 
--/IIOIIOSlllcites sp. c 
--
Trilites sp. B 
--Tricolpites sp. M 
Quad raplanils brossus? 
--
Trilites fragilis 
--Triorites fragilis 
--Monoslt!citcs E 
0\ 1.1\ 
~ ..l> 
~ '\') 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
--
-
-
-
-
sp. 
--Tricolpites sp. N 
-
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Figure 12h Distribution of species in drillhole 375 in order of 
• first appearance 
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0 
Cyathid i tcs minor 
B ac ul at is porites com au me 1zs is 
Osmund acid it es wellmanii 
Polypodiidites S{J. c 
Lac I' i gatos pori I c s 0\'{lt/lS 
Lac v iga t ospori tes major 
Tri lites s {J. A 
- - -
Trilitcs I'Crrucatus 
Trilitcs fragi/is 
---
Ccratos porites equal is 
- ---
tycopodium S{J. ( f astigiat um-l•olubile group) 
Phylloclad id i tcs /11{1\VSOilii 
Phyllocladus paleogenicus 
Araztcnriacites australis 
-
A raztcnriaci tes S{J. 
---
Pod ocnrpid itcs cf. ellipticus 
Podocarpidites manvickii 
Pod oca rpid i tes sp. A 
i\licrocachryd i tes antarcticus 
Tr ichotonzos u/ cites sub granulatus 
Tricolpites lilliei 
---
Tricot pi tes reticulatus 
Tricolpites gillii 
Tricot pi tes species lJ 
Tricolpites S{J. D 
-
Tctraco/tJitcs S{J. 0 
-Notho fag us kaitangafa 
Polycof fli 1 es c/m·atus 
;\l OliOS// I c if ('S Sltbg /"{1/lllfall!S 
Monosulcites aff. minima 
-
Proteacidites scohoratus 
- -
Proteacidites cf. a mol ose xi nus 
- -
Proteaciditcs S{J. 
Protcacidites s11b pal is ad IIS 
- -
Proteacid ites S{J. F 
- -
Pe romonol i tes howcnii 
--
Cyathiditcs australis 
-
Trifitcs ohaicnsis 
Tri lites morlc.l'i 
-
-
Tricot {Ji tes S{J. E 
-
Tricolpites Sj). K 
-
Liliacidit<'s l'arigatus 
--- -
1\ !onosu I cites sp. !! 
- ---
i\fonosu I cit cs S{J. [ 
---
Triorites cf. fragilis 
-
Clal'ijcra triplex 
--- -
Pod ocarpid i tes llWJOr 
--- --- -
Po/ypodiidites s j). B 
- ---
---
Gleichc ni id i tes circinidites 
--- -
Stereisporites a1ltiqz1as porites 
--- -
For am is por is cf. asymmetric us 
---
Tricolpites s fl. F 
---
Tricof piLes sp. j 
- -
Poly pod iid i tes 111/111/11/IS 
- -
Lycopodium sp. A _,_ 
Monosu I cites maxima 
-
-- -
Monosu!cites S{J. D 
-
Os llllt!Id acid it es sp. A 
Trilitcs sp. D 
-
Tricol piles rwche xi nus 
- -
Monosu/cites granulatus 
- -
j\f OliOS 1/ I cit c s s fl. B 
Tricolporitcs sp. c 
Clavi/era rud is 
---
TricoltJitcs S{J. G 
Proteacidites sp. G 
-Beau pre ad i lcs sp. 
Cingutrilctcs clal'liS 
Triori tes fragilis 
-
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Figure 12i : Distribution of species in drillhole 384 in order of 
first appearance 
DltlLUIOl.£ 384 
Peromonolites bowenii 
Cyatlzidites minor 
Baculatisporites comaumensis 
Osmundacidites wellmanii 
Polypodiidites sp. C 
Laevigatosporites ovatus 
Laevigalosporites major 
Clavi/era triplex 
Gleicheniidites circinidites 
Trilites sp. A 
Trilites verrucatus 
Ceratosporites equalis 
UcP I ~o..,pk 
nLAMbe:r.s 
Lycopodium sp. ( /astigiatwn-rolubile group) 
Stereisporites antiquas porites 
Plzylloclad id i tes mawsoni i 
Plzylloclad us paleogenicus 
Araucariaciles australis 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus 
Pod ocarpid i tes manvick i i 
Podocarpidites sp. A 
Microcaclzryd iles antarct icus 
Triclzotomos ulc i les s 11 b g ranula lus 
Tricolpites lilliei 
Tricolpites reticulatus 
Tricolpites gil!ii 
Tricolpites sp. A 
Tricolporites sp. B 
Nothofagus kaitangata 
Monosulcites granulatus 
Monosulcites subgranulatus 
Mmwsulcites aff. minima 
Monosulcites sp. I 
Proteacidites sp. 
Beaupreadites sp. 
Polypodiidites sp. A 
Tri/ites fragilis 
Araucariaciles sp. 
Tricolpites pachyexinus 
Tricolpites s p. B 
Tricolpites sp. F 
Tricolpites sp. J 
Tricolpites sp, M 
Polycolpites clm'allts 
Liliacidites variegatus 
Monosulcites maxima 
!vfonosulcites sp. lJ 
Triorites cf. fragilis 
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Figure 19 MVSP dendrogram for Phyllocladidites mawsonii data set 
(combined drillholes) 
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Figure 20 · Main groups defined by the MVSP cluster analysis of the 
Phy77oc7adidites mawsonii data set, for combined 
drillholes 
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Figure 21 MVSP dendrogram for Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus 
and Podocarpidites marwickii data set (combined 
drillholes) 
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Figure 22 · Main groups defined by the MVSP cluster analysis of the 
Podocarpidites cf. ellipticus and Podocarpidites 
marwickii data set, over combined drillholes 
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